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IN MEMORIAM
harold B lee
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photograph by spencer G lewis

A giant redwood has fallen and left a great space in the
forest

president spencer W kimball
29 december 1973

humility before god and fearlessness before men was
the essence of his character his ministry has been character-
ized by an uncommon originality and daring he was neither
circumscribed nor restricted by the learning of the world or
by the wisdom of men we who sat with him daily were
frequently amazed at his vision at the breadth of his vision and
the depth of his understanding

president marion G romney
funeral sermon for pres harold B lee
29 december 1973



there has come to me in these last few days a deepening
and reassuring faith I1 can t leave this conference without
saying to you that I1 have a conviction that the master hasnchasn t
been absent from us on these occasions this is his church
where else would he rather be than right here at the head-
quarters of his church he isncisn t an absentee master he is
concerned about us he wants us to follow where he leads I1

know that he is a living reality as is our heavenly father
I1 know it I1 only hope that I1 can qualify for the high place
to which he has called me and in which you have sustained
me

I1 know with all my soul that these sayings are true and as
a special witness I1 want you to know from the bottom of my
heart that there is no shadow of doubt as to the genuineness
of the work of the lord in which we are engaged the only
name under heaven by which mankind can be saved

my love goes out to my own family to my associates to
all within the sound of my voice even the sinners I1 would
wish that we would reach out to them and those who are
inactive and bring them into the fold before it is too late

god be with you I1 have the same feeling as perhaps the
master had when he bid goodbye to the nephitesNephites he said
he perceived that they were weak but if they would go to
their homes and ponder what he said he would come again
and instruct them on other occasions so likewise you can-
not absorb all that you have heard and that we have talked
about but go to your homes now and remember what you
can and get the spirit of what has been done and said and
when you come again or we come to you we will try to
help you further with your problems

I1 bear you my witness to these things and leave you my
blessing in the name of the lord jesus christ amen

pres harold B lee
8 october 1972
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now I1 stood alone with my thoughts somehow the im-
pressionspressions that came to me were simply that the only true
record that will ever be made of my service in my new calling
will be the record that I1 may have written in the hearts and
lives of those whom I1 have served and labored within and
without the church

pres harold B lee
6 october 1972



I1 have been moved as I1 think I1 have never been
moved before in my life if it were not for the assurance
that I1 have that the lord is near to us guiding directing
the burden would be almost beyond my strength but because
I1 know that he is there and that he can be appealed to
and if we have ears to hear attuned to him we will never be
left alone

follow the brethren listen to the brethren I1 bear you
my witness as one whom the lord has brought to this
place I1 thank the lord that I1 may have passed some
of the tests but maybe there will have to be more before I1

have been polished to do all that the lord would have
me do

sometimes when the veil has been very thin I1 have thought
that if the struggle had been still greater that maybe then there
would have been no veil I1 stand by not asking for anything
more than the lord wants to give me but I1 know that he is
up there and he is guiding and directing

peace be with you not the peace that comes from the legis-
lation in the halls of congress but the peace that comes in
the way that the master said by overcoming all the things of
the world that god may help us so to understand and may
you know that I1 know with a certainty that defies all doubt
that this is his work that he is guiding us and directing us
today as he has done in every dispensation of the gospel
andaridarddawid I1 say that with all the humility of my soul in the name
of the lord jesus christ amen

the closing words of pres harold B lee s
last general conference address to the
church 7 october 1973
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guest editors
introduction

neal E lambert

over the years BYU studies has offered its readers a
scattering of short stories poems and critical articles on mat-
ters of literary interest to the latter day saints now for the
first time in its recent history it presents an issue completely
devoted to such pieces not that this is intended as any literary
declaration or manifesto what this issue does acknowledge
however is a growing body of significant writing both imagi-
native and critical by and about the latter day saints so in
devoting a whole number to the subject we hope not so much
to set permanent landmarks as to suggest the range and va-
riety of the territory that we might label mormon literature

one of the difficulties of defining this area lies in the
ambiguity of the terms we use one might expect for in-
stance that in a literary number our attention would focus
exclusively on poetry and prose fiction but such limits would
cut us off from much material that has genuine merit the
journals and diaries of the saints the narratives of western
travellerstravellers the spiritual autobiographies of the converts these
are but three possibilities As one considers he is finally
forced to acknowledge that wherever the author s imagination
has come into play wherever he has begun either consciously
or unconsciously to use the tools of the imaginative writer to
shape and form an image of the mormonscormonsMormons there we have a
situation that is of literary interest whether or not the author s

ostensible purpose is travelogue or novel history or poetry so
our concerns may be less exclusive than some might expect

dr lambert is associate professor of english at brigham young university
specializing in the literature of the american west
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defining the mormon limits of our literary landscape
is no easier one might say that when we use the term we
simply mean a member of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints but even as we say that we have to ask
ourselves what about the man who belongs to the church
but doesndoean t believe or what about the man who believes but
doesndoean t belong and this still says nothing about what it is
that a mormon may believe inin what he may accept as articles
of his own faith for some believing may simply mean
acknowledging a culture characterized by a remarkable number
of meetings organized activities and cash contributions
sweetened by a generous flavoring of neighborliness for
others it may mean taking up a position on an historical foun-
dation built of a succession of dramatic episodes and the bi-
ographies of spiritual supermen but particularly for the mod-
em

mod-
ern mormon cultural or historical definitions don t work his
sense of community with saints ultimately arises out of a
particular theology out of the unique philosophical anthro-
pology that defines man as a literal child of god As a man
moves closer to that belief liehelleile comes more and more to accept
modern prophets modern scriptures and an ecclesiastical or-
ganization that are the concrete corollaries to that belief this
isis not to establish categories so much as it is to set up for
literary purposes at least a continuum that would be wide
enough to include not only the cultural observer who writes
about mormonscormons because they might interest him or his read-
ers but the tithe paying templetempie going member as well who
writes out of the pride and humility and hope and frustration
of infinite potential bound up in finite flesh

but perhaps the best evidence for the necessity of broad
definitions is the collection of pieces presented in this issue
these range from the intense personal introspection of the
poet to the broad dispassionate synthesis of the objective schol-
ar all the authors are latter day saints but each takes a
slightly different path into the territory of mormon letters

leonard arrington is already familiar to readers through
his writings about the mormon inin fiction in the pages of dial-
ogue western humanities review and western american
Literliteraturearufealure liehelleile has presented the best discussion we have so far
of the image of the mormon in nineteenth century american
literature in his essay presented here professor arrington
summarizes and adds to that work with some significant ob
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servationsservations on the influence that non mormon writers may
have had on the direction of church history as well as some
remarkable challenges to the young mormon writer who is
trying to find his own artistic territory today A companion
piece to dr arrington s article is wilfried decoo s the
image of the mormonscormons in french literature narrower in
focus this piece is the first of a three part series which will
when completed offer the most thorough study yet published
of french conceptions of mormonscormons and mormonism already
this first installment has made it necessary to readjust some
of our received notions about european attitudes towards
mormonscormons in the nineteenth century karl may does not speak
for the whole continent when it comes to salt lake city and
the elders of zion

another pair of articles which fit well together are the
pieces by tom schwartz and richard cracroft indeed the
work done by mr schwartz began as part of a master s degree
project under the direction of dr cracroft well known to
readers of BYU studies for his work on mark twain and the
mormonscormons winter 1971 professor cracroft maintains a
lively scholarly interest in mormon studies he teaches a
course in mormon literature at BYU and is coeditorco editor with this
writer of an anthology of latter day saint literature A be-
lieving people which will be published soon by BYU press
his discussion of artemus ward and mark twain and tom
schwartz s treatment of bayard taylor s play demonstrate that
following the mormonscormonsMormons as a theme can be a rewarding
pursuit for the judicious scholar of american literature these
articles show that this was not an uncommon subject for
american writers but more than that they demonstrate that
by studying the ways in which authors have handled mormonscormonsMormons
we find an intriguing means of comparison which not only
helps us understand and appreciate the writer s own talents
but which also gives us a glimpse into the forces that impinge
on the creative process itself

sid jensen s discussion of wallace stegner is published
here because of both the author and the subject in the first
place dr jensen s critical vision is focused by both his training
and his testimony for while he works with the tools and
vocabulary of the literary critic his analysis also implies cer-
tain assumptions about the nature of man and the moral imper-
atives of the universe assumptions which are more than familiar
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to the latter day saint in the second place wallace stegner
needs to be included in any discussion of the mormonscormons in litera-
ture in big rock candy mountain mormon country and
handcartsHandcarts to zion he has shown a sympathetic interest and
unusual understanding of the latter day saints and in speak-
ing of salt lake city as home he demonstrates his identity
with the ethos of the homeland of the saints

joseph and emma is so far as the usual forms of litera-
ture are concerned an anomaly it fits none of the standard
categories of poetry fiction or drama though it may come
closer to the last by way of the fact that it is a script for a
slide film production a presentational piece it is not
strictly biography because joseph s song to emma is a
wholly imaginative product of the twentieth century nor is
this what we would call good history for the whole subject
of eliza R snow and the other wives of joseph smith is en-
tirely absent nevertheless by this particular arrangement of
historical detail and through the medium of our own as-
sociationalsociationalal sympathies the piece has a remarkable ability to
affect us especially when the reader s attention grows to in-
clude both the text and the pictures As his imagination re-
creates the presentation for which the text is intended the
reader may well discover a new emma who instead of de-
riving from the old stereotype of a petty carping shrew now
takes on dimensions of patience endurance and courage
this may be for many readers a new emma a woman of
truly remarkable stature impressive in her own right but who
also carries with her the suggestion of genuine tragedy

the two short stories in this issue both about what we
would now call old mormon houses are written by two of
the best writers of fiction in the church today saysogayso or
sense by eileen G kump is a delightful and skillfully
handled piece a fine example of tone which may well serve
to remind us that we neednneeda t always take either ourselves or
our ancestors with unqualified seriousness that a healthy ac-
ceptancecep tance of both history and authority can acknowledge with
a smile the failures and foibles of either douglas H thayer s

zarahemlaZarah emla may be a different reading experience for those
used to short stories with fast moving plots and surprise end-
ings not a great deal happens in this story but the tensions
which inform it are siginificant for latter day saints for many
of us like the jared of this story recognize within our own feel
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ings about our ancestral past a complex set of emotions at
what point does our respect for the past change to worship of it
how do we maintain those essential roots which tie us to
the past without at the same time being unduly circumscribed
or even stunted by the limits of that connection these are
not easy questions but they are necessary questions for the
modern third and fourth generation mormonscormonsMormons and zara
hemia raises them in a way that is at once familiar and
discomforting

the poetry of this issue is also representative coming
from both the student and the acknowledged author in
stephen taylor s poem we see a good example of some of
the very interesting and sophisticated work being done by
young talented writers of the church hay derrick
by john sterling harris presents us with a poem uncommon
in its clarity hard conciseness and simple beauty in arthur
henry king we have a man of secure reputation who by the
power of his poetry provides us with his own passionate ap-
prehension of moments of significant experience with clin-
ton larson we have the nearest thing in mormondom to a
professional poet at least in the sense that he is best known
by a remarkable succession of plays and volumes of poetry
in his poems published here we recognize the confident techni-
cal experimentation and the sure strokes of the mature poet
as he presents scenes from the natural and spiritual landscape
of our own exterior and interior worlds

if by this gathering of articles poems and storiesstones we may
provide interest and pleasure for an hour that is good but
if by what is published here we may encourage the reader
in his own creative and scholarly efforts that would be better
still



mormonism
views from without and within

leonard J arrington

there must be an opposition in all things says 2 nephi
and a discussion of the changing image of mormonism since
1830 helps to demonstrate that principle on the one hand
the church sought to establish a favorable image through
missionary work and the preparation and distribution of tracts
and other literature on the other hand those opposed to the
church its doctrines and practices also prepared and dis-
tributedtri tracts pamphlets and other literature conveying an
unfavorable image thus a literary history of mormonism is

largely a story of creative plot and counterplot
the public image of the saints went through three phases

during the first 135 years of the church s history the image
was a product of the reports about the dominating personality
of joseph smith was he a gifted and inspired man of god
as his followers claimed or was he a blasphemous imposter
as his enemies and detractors contended the second phase
covering the years after the saints had settled in the great
basin was influenced primarily by image makers who knew
little about the mormonscormons but used them as a foil as a symbol
as a means of working out their personal aggressions and social

address to a 11literatureteraturetera ture session of the mormon arts festival brigham young
university provo utah 22 march 1973 dr arrington isis grateful for the
suggestions of jon haupt and maureen ursenbach two papers by dr arr-
ington and jon haupt deal with a similar theme intolerable zion the
image of mormonism in nineteenth century american literature western
humanities review XXII summer 1968 243260243 260 and the missouri and
illinois mormonscormons in anti bellum fiction Dadialoguelogue V spring 1970 375037 50
other treatments of this theme include cassiecassecassle hyde hock the mormonscormons in
fiction phd dissertation university of colorado 1941 and neal lambert

saints sinners and scribes A look at the mormonscormons in fiction utah his-
torical quarterly XXXVI winter 1968 637663 76

dr arrington is LDS church historian and also isis director of the redd
center for western studies at brigham young university
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philosophies since the saints were not aggressive and re-
sourceful in their own image creations they produced mainly
exposition and proselyting polemics the prevailing image was
one of disloyalty criminality and degradation the third
phase began in the 1930s when some scholars and writers pro-
ducts of our culture having received their undergraduate edu-
cation in utah wrote theses and dissertations in eastern gradu-
ate schools wrote works of fiction and nonfictionnon fiction and cre-
ated works of art which helped the nation to understand that
mormonscormons were human rational loyal as other americans were
loyal and basically honest hard working and friendly the
nationwide broadcasts of richard L evans and the tabernacle
choir added substantially to this image 1

about 1967 when the mormon arts festival was inaugur-
ated there was a cultural explosion among the latter day
saints still under way which promises to create a far more
favorable image an image of vitality sensitivity and vigor
dialogue and BYU studies have given the church a new in-
tellectualtel lectual image and young people many of them graduates
of BYU have achieved national and international stature in
the dance the theater music and the graphic arts painting
the plastic arts and the literary arts our new church publica-
tions the ensign the new era and the friend reflect and
contribute to this new image of a vibrant and warmly sophisti-
cated culture this year s mormon arts festival gives promise
that this creative explosion is as alive as ever and that we are
in the process of a most remarkable period in the cultural
history of the church

let us look back at the first period of our cultural history
we were not hesitant about taking the initiative in creating a
positive image of the restored church we published the
book of mormon and took it to the people as our numbers
would permit this was a period when literally every member
was a missionary ever aware of the importance of literary
symbols joseph smith worked on a revision of the bible
published the book of abraham published works of his own

in a phd dissertation for the university of utah the changing image
of mormonism in periodical literature 1969 dennis lythgoe found a re-
newal of severe criticism of mormonism in the 1960s because of its so called
negro doctrine my own impression is that this criticism has moderated as

writers have found little evidence of anti black prejudice among latter day
saints
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with poetic qualities and encouraged our finest literary people
parley pratt and orson pratt to publish tracts and pamphlets
some of which had distinct literary merit in the war of
images it seems to me the church won out to the constant
persecution the prophet and his associates responded with
things of the mind and spirit when problems developed in
kirtland he sent apostles to england when there were
troubles in missouri he directed the saints in building the
beautiful city of nauvoo

this period saw nothing of significance produced by the
anti mormonscormons there were a few tracts and pamphlets and
some exposes but nothing of literary merit directed against the
church in the field of prose fiction there were only two
works published during the lifetime of the prophet they
were monsieur violet by frederick marryat and der prophet
by amalie schoppe subtitled travels and adventures among
the snake indians and wild tribes of the great westernWlestern
prairies monsieur violet is a rambling romance by a former
british naval captain who wrote sixteen novels during the
1830s and 1840s A story of the exploits of a young french-
man among the indians of the great plains and southwest the
novel deals only obliquely with the mormonscormons in an episode in
which violet as the representative of an indian chief seeks
to interest joseph smith in uniting with the indians to extend
the mormon empire although the mormon episode comprises
about fifteen percent of the total volume it is not well inte-
grated and appears to have been an afterthought comparison
shows the mormon section of captain marryat s book to be
almost identical to sections in john C bennett s history of the
saints new york 1842 which is in turn essentially a reprint
of mormonism portrayed a pamphlet published in 1841 by
william harris and probably written by thomas sharp editor
of the warsaw signal sharp was one of the men tried for the
murder of joseph and hyrum smith

der prophet subtitled an historical novel from modern
day north america was published in jena in 1846 although
it is what the germans call a hinterreppenroman the author
was not entirely unknown in german literary circles the
plot revolves around a young german immigrant by the name
of arnold who wanders among the indians in the midwest
and ends up as a surveyor in nauvoo joseph smith it turns
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out is really a former dr adalbert braun of germany
amassing a well armed and well trained military force in
nauvoo he tries to make himself dictator of the american
west he lays seige to the capital of illinois and st louis
missouri and eventually captures several cities the young
engineer in combination with troops of chippewa and sioux
indians and the state militias of illinois and missouri retakesmetakes

the cities captured by the mormonscormons and mortally wounds the
prophet on his deathbed joseph smith admits his german
origin and even confesses that he is the natural father of
arnold while this revelation does not necessarily please ar-
nold he marries the lovely daughter of governor boggs of
missouri and presumably lives happily ever after

the theme of this and many european novels which fol-
lowed was that american democracy was in reality a form of
demogoguerydemagoguery in which intelligent educated and handsome men
like joseph smith ruthlessly and arrogantly took advantage
of the ignorant easaaseasilyi ly deceived and fanatical masses to lead
lives of debauchery and self gratification but real german
culture proves in the end to be superior as the impeccable
hero brave tender and cultured eventually triumphs and
establishes something equivalent to a benevolent monarchy

the second phase of the changing image of mormonism
began with the removal of the saints to the great basin in
1847 while the saints were busy establishing the basis for
life building roads constructing canals planting crops and
building their herds of livestock anti mormonscormons viewed this
settlement as equivalent to a nest of snakes in america s gar-
den of eden the limited communications of the time along
with the relative isolation of mormon settlements in the west
insured that the images of the saints commonly accepted by
many americans were formulated and expressed primarily by
imaginative writers rather than by objective on the spot report-
ers and even the personal experience and travelers narratives
were often permeated with elements of make believe and thus
merged into fiction the effect was cyclical anti mormon
propaganda frequently borrowed from fiction fiction in turn
fed on propaganda thus the contemporary image of the
mormonscormons was largely a fabrication of imaginative literature
prose fiction

the fascination of outsiders for the mormon community
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was like that of children when they look into a snake pit or
similar to that of the woman with her eye glued to the tele-
scope focused on a neighboring apartment who keeps repeating
cisnisn t it disgusting the image was one of hateful intoler-
ance but the fascination was such that an enormous literature
was produced more than two hundred book length accounts
were published detailing travel through mormon country

more than a hundred novels were printed giving fictional ac-

counts of experiences with mormonscormonsMormons and perhaps a dozen
books of anti mormon humor were published no local group
in america had ever been the object of such interest and con-

cern and the image of the mormonscormons conveyed in these works
which were written by persons many of whom had never met
a mormon was almost completely unfavorable the men were
ugly dirty lustful and cruel the women were ignorant sub-
missive and shameful the narratives featured episodes in-

volving danitescanitesDanites concubines and consummate knavery in all
of these the mormonscormons were portrayed as seething cauldronscaul drons
of sexual passion cruelty and fanaticism

for latter day saints this literary preoccupation was un-
fortunate because the subject was of sufficient interest to
attract not only hack writers but some great artists as well
the anti mormon works of the period include some of
our great national literature which is another way of saying
that the anti mormon cause had some very visible very ar-
ticulateticulate spokesmen consider the following

1 the first appearance of sherlock holmes was in an
anti mormon story A study in scarlet arthur conan doyle
created the character to deal with a vengeful group of mor
mons holmes was such a successful character that the host
of stories featuring him then followed and the clever detective
was established

2 joaquin miller made his national and international rep-
utation largely on an anti mormon novel liehelleile wrote in england
in 1871 entitled first Falliesamliesfamliesfarlies of the Slsierraserras miller s novel
was so successful that he later wrote a play from it canitesdanites of
the sierras which played on broadway for several months A
rewritten play based on the same theme the mormon
maid appeared in 1917 as one of the motion picture films

3 the book which really made mark twain nationally
was roughing it first published inin 1871 and the section
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which created the most excitement and interest still often
quoted was that relating to his visit in salt lake city

4 the first novel of meta victoria fuller victor who
later wrote scores of books for the beadle series of dime novels
was an anti mormon polygamy novel first published in 1855
other feminine writers who included commentary mainly anti-
pathetic about mormonscormons in their works on suffrage temper-
ance and better home life included harriet beecher stowe
mary livermore kate field etta luce gilchrist mrs J H
hudson and cornelia paddock

5 his hilarious lectures on the mormonscormons caused artemus
ward to become recognized as america s greatest humorist
he was the bob hope or the will rogers of his day and his
famous london mormon lecture was attended by queen
victoria cabinet ministers and other leading figures oscar
wilde treated mormonism as did the humorist bill nye and
marietta holley

6 the man often recognized to be the father of the land
grant colleges jonathan B turner launched his career as
president of an illinois college by writing an anti mormon
book mormonism inin all ages

17 what carl van doren calls the first really fine novel
of the west was the anti mormon novel john brent written
by theodore winthrop and published in 1861 winthrop is
still regarded highly as an american novelist other western
novels have followed in profusion the most prolific writer of
them zane grey wrote his first western heritage of the
desert on an anti mormon theme his second and most suc-
cessful of all riders of the purple sage was also an anti
mormon book this one has been produced several times as
a motion picture

most other western novelists have tried at least one anti
mormon book hoffman birney forrester blake dane cool-
idge mayne reid percy bolinbrokebolingbrokeBolinbroke st john noah brooks
bernard devoto and many others

8 in the 1870s appeared in great britain a robert bu-
chanan poem for many years mistakenly attributed to james
russell lowell entitled st abe and his seven wives bayard
taylor playrightplaywrightplayright poet and literary lion wrote a book length
dramatic poem which he named the prophet and albion
tourgee wrote buttons inn
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9 prosper merimee who wrote the story around which
bizet s opera carmen was based was the man who first inter-
preted the mormonscormons to the french his sixty page article ap-
peared in the leading french magazine of the time

10 some among the notable literary figures defended the
mormonscormons in their religious prerogatives the foremost british
intellectual of the nineteenth century john stuart mill in
his book sized essay on liberty discusses the mormonscormons and
whether they should be permitted freedom to pursue their pe-
culiar practices the father of bertrand russell john russell
the viscount of amberley was another of the few britishersBritishers
to defend the right of the mormonscormons to believe and practice
their religion which he did in a brilliant series for a leading
british periodical the fortnightly reviewre view

there can be no questioning that american and european
intellectuals were curious about the new religion and some
were perhaps excited about the attraction which drew thousands
of people into its sphere its leadership its experiments in
social and economiceconomic reform and its capacity for bold and
unified endeavor intrigued the intellectually curious many of
whom made pilgrimages to utah 2 these distinguished visi-
tors saw the mormonscormons developing a separate culture and
civilization in the heart of the rockies and wrote what they
saw with a mixture of fascination and condescension in any
case salt lake city was on the must list for world travelers

prior to and concurrent with the publication of these ac-
counts however were the scurrilous novels which drew sug-
gestionsgestions from the firsthandfirst hand accounts but based their interpre-
tations on anti mormon sentiments the plots of the hundred
or more anti mormon novels of the period revolve around a
number of different motifs there is the personal experience
motif in which a lovely and high principled woman becomes
associated in some way with the mormonscormonsMormons and tells of her
various experiences with the sect all of which are designed to
demonstrate that the mormonscormons were cruel treacherous and

travel accounts include jules remy journey to great salt lake richard
burton city of the saints charles dickens the uncommercial traveler hep-
worth dixon new america mark twain roughing it phil robinson sinners
and saints john codman mormon country and works of rudyard kipling
mrs frank leslie oscar wilde emily faithful florence merriam bailey and
samuel bowles for a good introduction to these see edwina snow A study
of accounts of the mormonscormons by travelers visiting salt lake city 184718691847 1869
MA thesis george washington university 1971
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depraved or there is a flight escape motif in which the nar-
rative features encounters with vengeful danitescanitesDanites and thrilling
escapes as the destroying angels pursue the pureheartedpure hearted
heroine in some cases across the seas A third type is the
loosely drawn portrait of life in a polygamous household
polygamous husbands are shown to be materialistic insensi-
tive and lecherous in most treatments the mormonscormons are
represented by two stereotypes a hierarchy of wily insincere
leaders and the rabble of ignorant fanatical followers the
plots are designed to reveal numerous examples of cunning
deceit and deluded obedience

the following notes suggest the general image presented
by these works
1 that the mormon community was a personal dictatorship
with terroristic police which explains why the people smart
enough to be aware of the humbuggery did not leave it
2 that the converts were deluded fanatics ignorant poor
filthy and immoral in particular the women were degraded
totally devoid of nobility of character
53 that the appeal of mormonism was not to intellect but
to emotion and the baser passions

several considerations help explain the preponderance of
anti mormon sentiment in the nineteenth century novels a
there is a snobbishness involved an easterner cuts down a
westerner by trying to show the latter that he is uncivilized
mormonscormons were an ideal scapegoat b people writers in-
cluded tend to think in terms of stereotypes not knowing
anything about the mormonscormonsMormons and not really wanting to find
out they based their view about polygamy on the image of
the similarly polygamous turks about whom much salacious
literature was written c the facts upon which views of
the mormonscormons were based were presented by the enemies of the
church writers learned about the mormonscormons from missouriansMissourians
and missouriansMissourians based many of their stories on the alleged
activities of the canitesdanites a small group of militants who were
not even acknowledged by the church d finally much of
the literature presented a pandering to a vitiated literary
taste

there is in every literature an undercurrent of wicked
writings those whose appeal is to the antimoralanti moral and socialasociala
of the public taste nineteenth century americans victorian
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descendants of puritan forebears as they were found in anti
mormon literature what the present generation finds in por-
nographynography a way of experiencing sex and sin without partici-
pating in the wickedness they could enjoy the evil while
still feeling quite smug and superior with frequent descrip-
tions of flaggelationsflaggelations and indecencies anti mormon novels
were an interesting combination of self righteous piety and
titillating suggestiveness they remind one of biblical movies
of recent years in which nine tenths of the footage consists
of the dance of salome and her seven veils the fleshpotsfleshpots of
babylon and the sins of sodom while the last tenth closes
piously on a message of moses or david or jesus anti
mormon novels apparently could be read by the self righteous
women and girls in all good conscience because their avowed
purpose was the identification and rooting out of evil the
market for prurient descriptions of lust licentiousness and
sensuality was as wide then as ever

in short anti mormon fiction tells more about the people
who wrote it and read it than about the mormonscormons they were
writing and reading about the novels tell us that women
hate their husbands andor fathers but the novelists didndian t
dare say it in that way so they pictured mormon polygamists
with the qualities they saw in their own husbands and fathers
putting into the mormon content the evils they saw in their
own society the projection is a common one if the mormonscormons
hadnhaan t been around the novelists would have written in diethedle
same manner about some other group but it was among the
mormonscormons they set their scurrilous novels and it was the mor
mons whose public image was defamed

in the face of this barrage of unfavorable literature what
was our LDS response whether or not it was the most ef-
fective under the circumstances our response in this second
period was a continuation of hard sell missionary work and
the distribution of a few tracts which answered in a straight-
forward way the charges of our enemies articles were pub-
lished in the national press by george Q cannon theodore
curtis and susa young gates the most effective writing to
project a pro mormon stance was done by edward tullidge
who published several articles in eastern literary magazines
and colonel thomas L kane that great and good friend of
the saints who wrote and delivered a marvelous emersonian
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type lecture in philadelphia entitled the mormonscormonsMormons the three
letters of biting satire which colonel kane published in the
new york herald in 1851 under the name of jedediah M
grant then mayor of salt lake city were marvelous in their
literary quality and had an electrical effect on a wide reading
public colonel kane s wife elizabeth also gave favorable
coverage in her twelve mormon homes new york 1874

this is not to deny that we did a superior job of generating
expository and other works designed to retain the loyalty of
our own members we produced some outstanding hymns
sermons apologetic pamphlets and a great volume of poetry
not all of it doggerel beginning in the 1890s we also pro-
duced some creditable novels particularly those by susa young
gates and nephi anderson all however intended for the
local market there were group celebrations and other rituals
which were successful in maintaining a high degree of de-
votion and allegiance thus so far as the local community
was concerned we were effective in constructing symbols of
worth and permanence

the point is however that the latter day saints produced
no imaginative literature for the national market for all
practical purposes for the hundred years from the death of
joseph smith to 1938 virtually no imaginative literature of our
own creation went outside our own group

the most obvious explanation for this neglect is that utah s

pioneers even the most sensitive creative artists were involved
inthein the desperate struggle to wrest a livelihood from the rugged
mountains and desert wasteland that comprised the great
basin kingdom another explanation might posit that the
literalistic community leaders of the saints had inherited the
puritan prejudice against prose fiction and believed fiction to
be a tall story unworthy of a great people who had migrated
several thousands of miles to form a society based on righteous-
ness and truth the bias against reading fiction was strong
that against writing it was even stronger

but popular impressions are based on the imagery of myth
as well as on the power of logic that truth may be expressed
more endurably in the form of literary and artistic symbols
than in selective factual history was well understood by
joseph smith but latter day saints seem to have forgotten or
neglected that tradition for a long time in appraising the re
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markable achievements of utah s pioneers one senses that a
major deficiency was their failure to encourage or produce
for publication a body of literature describing the variety
richness and quality of pioneer life it is at least conceivable
that if the latter day saint community had supported on a
regular basis the labor and genius of a handful of loyal and
imaginative writers the enormous investment and loss involved
in the utah war the underground of the 1880s and the in-
cessant sparring with federal officials throughout the nine-
teenth century might have been avoided or at least materially
lessened

by not producing their own imaginative literature the
latter day saints lost the image battle during the period of
their western pioneering in fact it was not until the 1930s
that the literary image began to change substantially the
mormon scholars in eastern schools the tabernacle choir
broadcasts and increased tourism helped people know us bet-
ter publicity surrounding the church welfare plan during
the great depression helped change the image of the present
day saints and the uncovering and publishing of pioneer
diaries and histories by andrew jenson juanita brooks pres-
ton nibley dale morgan and nels anderson told the im-
pressive stories of the once maligned early day saints

above all it seems to me our image changed as a result
of our production of a significant body of high quality imag-
inative literature by a number of people reared in our own
culture stimulated by bernard devoto that talented brilliant
and opinionated child of a mormon mother and catholic father
and based on a reading of pioneer journals and immersion in
pioneer folklore maurine whipple won a houghton mifflin
literary fellowship in 1938 to write the giant joshua and
vardis fisher won the harper prize with children of god in
1939 these were followed in rapid succession by ray west
virginia sorensen richard scowcroft and others at the same
time we contributed a significant body of appreciative folk-
lore under the energetic leadership of thomas cheney hector
lee wayland hand and austin and alta fife

these and others have taught and inspired a host of young
writers who are now producing a veritable explosion of crea-
tive and imaginative works works which are clearly evident
in this 1973 festival of mormon arts to name those in the
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ater alone we have marvelous productions of clinton larson
orson scott card carol lynn pearson and thomthornthomm duncan
clearly our talented young writers are placing a new
image before the public an image of cultural excitement and
creativity a vision of souls on fire we must encourage this
exploding creativity with every resource at our command the
embodiment of ideas of permanent and universal interest in
popular and artistic forms is an object of the highest and
finest leadership A nation a subculturesub culture or a religious com-
munity which neglects it does so at its own peril the en-
during images by which people live symbols of credibility
integrity and artistic excellence are the products of a people
with qualities of greatness

in the few minutes remaining I1 should like to offer an
historian s comment on three kinds of images that imaginative
writers may draw from our rich pioneer past

first the pioneer image of man s relationship to nature
it is fashionable these days for writers to denigrate science
and technology science and technology we are told are
destructive and immoral they do not relate to social values
they have polluted the environment involved us in an in-
excusable war and dehumanized our civilization down with
science they say our latter day saint heritage helps us to
put this in a more realistic framework faced with an in-
hospitable environment we had to channel water to make
life possible in our promised valleys we had to conquer
distance to escape our isolation we had to fight deadly bac-
teria which brought premature death we had to develop new
varieties of crops and new breeds of livestock that would pro-
vide food and clothing our science and technology crude as
they may have been were our way of making nature serve us
instead of fighting us those who long for the pastoral world
of nature are children of the city who have not realized as
our pioneer ancestors realized that science and technology can
be used in solving problems which will make it possible for
us to become more human more spiritual the designs of our
tools and machines in fact are no less a product of our creative
imaginations than are works of art and literature their pur-
pose as that of art and literature is to help individuals and
society in developing their potentialities they are an exten-
sion of our physical strength the use of our intellects in
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solving the problems of survival the long view which sees
the historic facts of man s adaption to and of his environment
puts them both in clearer truer relationship man and nature
coexist beneficially

this brings me to a second insight our pioneer heritage
teaches us of the importance of things of the spirit the in-
tangible the things that can t be coded and computerized As
one reads pioneer diaries and reminiscences he cannot but be
impressed that the pioneers were not ashamed of their mystical
experiences of the experiences which enabled them to move
out of the imprisonment of their environment mormon lore
is rich in emotion in excitement in mysticism a healthy
departure from the undeviating march of contemporary so-
ciety toward materialism and rationalism joseph smith had
demonstrated to them as the gospel has demonstrated to
all of us that religious ecstasy need not be a negation
of reason it does not destroy the rational structure of the
mind the writings of the pioneers demonstrate that the
gospel helped in separating creative reasonableness from mad
rationality we can use our minds without losing our senses
the cultivation of scientific rationality what somebody called
the search for objective truth with no holds barred is im-
portant and desirable but it does not provide the only reliable
access to the truth to a reality out there in a realm pre-
sumed to exist independent of human perceivers our heritage
tells us there is another access to truth revelation contem-
plationplation intuition ceremony transcendental experience

this brings us to a third insight the frequency with which
our healthy and practical pioneer diarists and sermonizerssermonizers
mentioned spiritual experiences is verification that such ex-
periencesperiences are not necessarily manifestations of sick minds they
are evidence and the distinguished psychologist the late abra-
ham maslow supported the view that the freudian model
that tended to interpret extraordinary behavior as the manifes-
tation of deep seated neuroses or disorder is mistaken to put
the pioneer view in modern psychological terminology the
unconscious is the source of our higher energies a sacred
reservoir of the self that can be at times unhealthy but that
in the end must be recognized as life giving and essentially
beneficial to man devout latter day saints men and women
who may be prophets apostles patriarchs relief society presi
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dents and primary teachers are not abnormal or irrational
they are normal persons who have grown beyond the rest of
us they are supernormalssupernormals maslow uses the term more
than normal the reality of the subjective life of latter day
saints in other words leads us to the realization so clear in
imaginative literature that it is here in the soul inside the
fantastically complex phenomenon of man that the salvation
of the entire world will take place let us follow the pioneers
instead of hiding our spiritual and inexplicable experiences
we must learn to articulate and share them

I1 like the symbolism in a story given in the book of nehe-
miah in the old testament nehemiah felt that it was a dis-
grace for jerusalem to be in ruins and helpless her wall
broken down her gates burned her spirit and pride dead and
so he sought to revive pride and a measure of sovereignty
to the people by getting them to repair and reconstruct the
walls and set up the gates once more the various enemies
of the israelites plotted and planned measures to prevent the
rebuilding of the wall but nehemiah and his builders were
prepared for them half the men went on with the work
and the other half held the spears shields and bows the
builders of the wall were also armed says the chronicler
carrying on the work with a trowel in one hand and a sword
in the other As nehemiah described it while the build-
ing was going on none of us took off our clothes each kept
his weapon in his hand

thisisthesisthis is a magnificent symbol it suggests that we must
never slacken in our defense of the gospel once it was im-
portant to fight for the gospel in a physical way but the
great need today it seems to me is to carry the gospel in
ways that are more sophisticated more deeply spiritual more
artistic and imaginative the arts literature music the visual
expressions are at once the modern weapons of our defense
and the tools with which we build the kingdom we must
craft the tools with care and hone the weapons finely let
us then go about our assignments with open souls and keen
intellects with a symbolic pen or brush in one hand and the
sword of truth and righteousness in the other in this way
in our deeply felt intellectual and spiritual experiences we
shall prepare ourselves and others for exaltation



poems by clinton larson

the coming of winter

A gust preensbreens the hedgerow
and cold intervenes in the flow
A cornstalk is borne in a field
and pirouettespirouetter against a shield
of light over snow where it leaps
skyward into rain a peak sleeps
in light then vanishes in the steel
dark hidden in storm the feel
outward white wires in the cold

deputy s report

I1 came from the windward side of the peak
where wraithswraithy of shadows rise over ledges
and toss away into the rolling air
then I1 reined and rode down the northern ravine
of malad pass over drifts of snow to jake s

cabin I1 had remembered his guilt and tousled
worry as if he had arisen suddenly
from a dream of bearing south over canyons
of the colorado where the breath hovers
in awe before you move to feel the canyons
of being for day closes like that
gulfs beyond and glimmering the shades
of evening in the mauve light as you wait
on the bluff of your spirit seeing no way

he waited at the door grisly in the dark cold
evenly calling to me arthur Is it you

dr larson is a professor of english at brigham young university
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1I said yes beside the snow dusted logs
that wispedcisped frost gathering like a hand
and making strands of bark stiffen angular
and sharp like flint

he asked into the darkness
why have you come to fetch me home to malad

no to see if you were well you haven t come in
to spend the winter the nights of a mile
and a half high can seep into the mind like winds
over the rock slopes above the pass and keep you
here

why have you come carswell died
across my line on my fence that he ripped down
and pulled into my grain

it will not do
jake come in as you honor the crest of grain
that shapes and mellows the hill you keep
gather the peace of gulls wandering
against the clouds

1 I will die for what I1 ve done
no

and he turned like a shouldering steer
into a stall his gait rolling him forward face
set misshapen worry in a devotion of pain
that he knew must end then he looked back
to catch my resolve like a rock thrust up
and cragged like a fury killed he drew his question
into him and kept it there as he closed
the door the lamp dimmed coasting out
and around the cabin the cold seethed darkly
the cabin itself like an outcroppedcroppedoutcropperout boulder
then a bullet slammed into the silence the sound
muffling over the new snow

I1 found his body
my handsbands fumbling for a wick to light
but touching him coldly in the darkness
I1 stepped back into the open doorway
jake

and the grass beyond the room
rose before the wind freezing gathering
lobes of frost in the light of my mind
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autumnal

frost visits a pall midairmid air the upland mists
hush silvering whitegoldwhitegold into a cottony patina

of evergreensevergreens a round and luminary moon persists
through drifting halos of weather A concertina

wheezes in the hollow s musicale of firelight
schottische or dancing in the square a voice

calling home and the star of hands slight
the dark reverence of shadows as if the choice

of a saucily tossing head moving and flaring red
upon red out of flame as the firefly sparks

ascend swirl and flicker out but what sped
across the ebon mantle of vales across parks

of hoarfrost fields and lawns riding on light
down in the caves of walpurgis autumn s dark

Is the mirroring spring where wizards plight
their fell secrecy whispering hounds bark

miles away inquisitive in brambles and sedge
for some white fur and a thin scream wanes

in a rustle of leaves what oath or pledge
repinespepines in the mindlightmindsightmin dlight of autumn and reigns

in me as I1 scan these still meadows of night
am I1 the daemon I1 strike from the imperium

up the sky far east or the entailing fright
I1 smooth inin me primeval in my cold delirium



the image of mormonism
in french literature part I1

wilfried decoo

anyone who studies the image of the mormonscormons in
french literature must of necessity work with rather broad
definitions of the word literature for studying fiction and
poetry alone does not adequately reflect the wide range nor
the considerable interest that french authors from various
fields have shown in the latter day saints in fact it was the
nonfictionnon fiction writers historians moralistsmora lists travellerstravellers philoso-
phers and sociologists who delineated the mormon image
that fiction eventually enlarged and distorted this factual
interest was for the most part a product of the positivistic
movement that prevailed in france at the time of the introduc-
tion of mormonism most of the french authors of the 1850s
gos tried to approach mormonism objectively intending to
analyze it scientifically

this intended objectivity is in marked contrast with the
spirit of most american authors who deeply involved as they
were in the religious controversies of the time concentrated
their efforts on either attacking or defending mormonism
even today one can find in america vestiges of this par-
ticularlyticul arly bitter 19th century controversy over the latter day
saints many american critics and readers still ask first not
whether a particular work is accurate but whether it is fav-
orable or unfavorable in its image of mormonism book
lists for example are often divided into two sections the
pro and the anti mormon works

the position of most french authors was very different
caring less about what they considered to be sectarian hatredshatresshatreds

mr decoo a belgian phd candidate is presently instructor of french at
brigham young university
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they looked with simple curiosity on this far away religious
movement on which their american colleagues were debating
with such barbed comments and exulting panegyrics the
mormon missionaries whose proselyting successes provoked
such violent controversies in the anglo germanic and scan-
dinaviandinavian countries were met by the rather indulgent but un-
believing smiles of the frenchmen As early as 1863 the presi-
dent of the french mission louis bertrand abandoned his
missionary efforts and closed the mission an experience of
three years has taught me that nothing at all is to be expected
among the french infidels they are everyone spiritually
dead 1 and the free thinking frenchman comfortably con-
firmed bertrand france and all the latin countries have no
representatives in mormonism at all three or four at the most
we have become too skeptical to believe in any religion and
we are too much home bodies and too much at ease to emi-
grate so far without knowing what will come 2 even the
confirmed catholics had no reason to get upset for them
mormonism was one of those doctrines begotten by pride
by error by deceit around the firm and admirable unity of
catholicism 3 the baron of woelmontWoelmont observing the interest
provoked in the eastern united states by the death of brigham
young could say with dignity we who do not have the
same hatred who are above these sectarian rivalries because
we are catholics can look upon the departure of this figure
with more detachment 4 the only exceptions to this superior
attitude are the writings of a few protestant ministers gen-
erally from french speaking switzerland where mormonism
was making headway 5

letter from L bertrand to brigham young 23 january 1863 cited by
gary ray chard A history of the french mission of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 185019601850 1960 thesis utah state 1965 p 41

louis simonin A travers les statsetats unis de lariIAtIlarliatiantiqueiatlantiqueanriqueantique au pacifique
paris charpentier 1875 p 90

marmier les mormonscormonsMormons in voyage dune femme dutourdufour du monde
11II bibliothequebibliothque illustreeillustr6eIllus tree 32 idellesixellesIxelles lez bruxelles delevignedelavigneDelevigne et callewaert
1853 p 6

baronaron arnold de woelmontWoelmont souvenirs du far west paris E plon
1883 p 174

eg louis favez lettre sur les mormonscormons de la californiecaliforniteCalifornie veveybevey
E buvelot 1851 idem joseph smith et les cormonsmormonsMormons ou examen de leurs
pretentious relatrelativementrelativetvementment ha leur bible et eia leur prophete et eia leur eglise

lausanne de la fontaine 1845 idem le mormonismeMormon isme hugjugejugbug capresdapres ses doc-
trines lausanne de la fontaine 1856 emile guers lirvingismellrvingisme et le
mormonismeMormon isme jugisjugesluger par la parole de dieu gengeneveve E beroud 1853 idem
le mormonismeMormon isme polygamypolygamepoly game geneve E beroud 1855 frederic desmonsdeamonsDesmons
essai historiquehisforiquebisthist orique et critique duA mormonismeMormon isme strasbourg berger levrault
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thus an important characteristic of most of the french
publications on mormonism is the ease with which the author
moves from the positive to the negative any absolute judg-
ment on the value of the mormon church or any personal
involvement either for or against the cause of the saints is
rare in general the french author simply observes com-
menting on what seems to him good and bad among the mor
mons 6 in his critique of voyage au pays des cormonsmormons 18601860
by jules remy louis bertrand remarked that by simply
pruning a few pages one could make a genuine apology for
mormonism out of this book 7 by their judicious use of
extracts ellipses or rather free translations some mormonscormons
actually succeeded in amending the rather ambivalent testi-
monies of remy and others into positive witnesses for the
latter day saints 8

even though the french wrote less about the mormonscormons
than did the americans what they produced deserves atten-
tion because of the variety and quality of their writers prosper
merimee alfred maury hippolyte taine elisee reclus
guillaume apollinaire pierre benoit and marc chadourne
to name only the most famous although the interest accorded
to the mormonscormons fluctuated one can discern three periods of
rather frequent and important french publications concerning
the mormonscormonsMormons 185018661850 1866 192019301920 1930 and 1948 on which
correspond more or less to the mormon proselyting periods
in france 184918641849 1864 192419391924 1939 if we exclude the unfruitunfruity

1856 this last work is a thesis conceived to show the falseness of mor-
monism defended before the facultefacult6faculty de theologieth6ologietheologiaTheologie protestanteprotestantsprotestante de strasbourg
a striking example of the protestant need to intellectually dispose of mor-
monism

aa6aA small number of french writings about the mormonscormons have been studied
but with the peculiar american pro and anti mormon sensibility dee J
valentine inventaireInventaire et discussion de la litteraturelitt6ratureLittera ture franfrancaisegaise sur les
mormonscormonsMormons leur histoireHis toire leur religion et leurs moeursmoeurn masters thesis
university of utah 1947 this thesis lamentable in language and content
concerns the favorable and unfavorable observations about mormonscormons in only
nineteen french writings and stigmatizesstigmatizerstigma tizes every negative remark as incorrect
and prejudiced

L A bertrand memoir es dun mormon collection hetzel paris E
dentudenau nd p 209 see also note 39

eg john A widstoe ce que les autres dasentdisent des cormonsmormons ville
davray eglise de jesus chhistchrist des saints des demiersderniersdemieriDerniers jours nd
ppap 1181 18 vicomteviconte dhaussonville one day in utah A literary french
noeNobNohnohlemansnoblemanslemans views on the mormon question trans leo haefeli salt lake
city deseret news company 1883 anon le mormonismeMormon isme vu par la
presse parisienneparisi enne genavecgenevegen&ve P rulon christensen 1928
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ful period of 191219141912 1914 and from 1946 on what follows
in this article is a study of the first period 185018661850 1866

ist PERIOD THE TIME OF intellectual FERVOR 185018661850 1866

the renewed interest in science led the french authors
of the second half of the 19t19thh century to attempts to under-
stand the world in which they lived the revue des deuxbeux
mondes the journal des debats the Monitmomteurmoniteureufeurenr universesuniverselUniversel
engaged a good many critical thinkers to popularize the dis-
coveriesco of the time to defend the various points of view
and thus to contribute to the elaboration of the great syste-
matic vision of the world As with so many other religious
and social movements of the time mormonism was caught
up by the intellectual momentum american publications on
mormonism were circulating the reports of kane gunnison
stansbury the works of banneitbenneitBenbennettneit bowes gray mayhew
mackay revealing to the french devotees of political social
and religious studies the existence of a spurned persecuted
and exalted people in 1849 french utopian socialism was
watching with interest the work of cabet who was trying to
establish his icaria on the very place abandoned by the mor
mons nauvoo where the ruins of the temple still stood
returning from the new world french travellerstravellers also brought
their impressions of the latter day saints and in 1850 john
taylor and his companions arrived in paris followed shortly
by their periodical letoile de deseret a few pamphlets and
finally in 1852 le lineliwelivre de mormon itself the french in-
tellectuals needed no more to begin discoursing themselves on
what was for them one of those bizarre religions professed
in the american union 9 in a general way one can divide
these intellectuals into two groups the bourgeois historians
and thetiietitetl ie positivistic critics

THE BOURGEOIS historians
in addition to real historians this first group includes a dis-

parate band of young free thinkers noble catholics culti-
vated ladies amateur intellectuals in a word bourgeois often
more fond of their own commentaries than of the facts since
in most cases they only repeat their sources the themes they
pose deserve here only a brief sketch

B H revoli souvenirs des etatsstats unis illustration XV 1850 251
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for france of the 1850s mormonism was only one of the
many sects that appeared in the united states thus it was
often mentioned as part of a larger discussion the american
population said auguste laugel is characterized by credulity
by anarchy of beliefs and by a spontaneity of the spirit which
reveals itself in the most capricious and disordered ways 10 and
for C jannet a late follower of these moralizingmoral izing historians
mormonism was one of the extreme symptoms of the re-
ligious and social disintegration of the united states for
these commentators this was not strange since america had
11 populated itself for two centuries with the overflow and
dare we say the refuse the scum of all nations 12 the
irish emigrants especially were held responsible for the re-
ligious troubles in america since they were thought ignorant
fanatic and excessively pugnacious 13

for the french then who was this joseph smith ques-
tioning as they did american morality and intelligence they
excluded a priori any possibility of miracles as such divine
intervention or prophetic calling they did not even consider
the possibility of there being a supernatural reality in mor-
monism two explanations of the work of joseph smith
shared the french pages conscious imposture and unconscious
delusion the spaulding manuscript theory of the book of
mormon mentioned as a fact by almost all the authors was
in accord with the view of joseph smith as an obscure rustic
of a more than suspect morality and of a very limited edu-
cation 14 the second case is well represented by hortense
dufay who refused to suppose him a hypocritical charlatan
claiming that joseph smith had been the dupe of a nightmare
or of hallucinations resulting from an electrical effect quite
natural to the powerfully magnetic makeup of the man 15 this
farfetched interpretation was supported by the alleged visionary

auguste laugel une campagne des am6ricainsamericainsAmericains contrecentre les mormonscormonsMormons
revue des beuxdeux mondes XXVII septembre 1857 19495194 95

C jannet les elaasetatselats unis contemporains onou les moeurnmoeurs les institutions
et les idjesideesidies depuis la guerre de laa Sicessionsecession 2ndand ed paris E plon 1876
p 370

mmeame olympe audouardAudouard A travers lameriqueiameriqueiamirique le far west paris E
dentudenau 1869 ppap 787 8

oscar comettantComet tant trois ans aux eealsetatsetals unis etude des moeursmoeurn etef
coutumascoutumesCou tumes amerlameriamiriamiricainesamericainesnainescaines 2ndand ed paris pagnerrePagnerre 1858 ppap 2056205 6

M etourneauletourneau les cormonsmormons paris bestelrestelrestei 1856 p 2
amemme hortense G dufay le prophete du xixmexixeme siclesicie ou vie des

saints des verniersderniersDerniers jours cormonsmormonsMor mons pramprecedepyam dun aperfuapercuaperch sur vautresdautresdau tres
socialistssocialistessocialistes unitairesunit aires et sur le genieginieseniesenle de la poesie anglaise paris E dentudenau
1863 p 37
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character of the smith family in line with the french interest
in seances in the adventures of the fox family and in the
works of the swedenborgiansSwedenborgians allan kardeccardec and daniel
home finally many authors adopted an eclectic theory and
explained joseph smith by both imposture and delusion the
indomitable courage of smith amid such great danger his
firm confidence in the final triumph of his doctrine prove
as we have already said that in the end he came to believe
that he was himself an apostle 16 this gradual spiritual ele-
vation overcame the first abuses of power and received a kind
of ratification in the martyrdom of joseph smith and his
brother prosper merimee affirmed that it is probably be-
cause of the bloody pages in its history that it mormonism
has not succumbed to the ridicule which condemns so many
human follies 17

the attitude of the commentator usually changed however
when he came to the persecutions and the exodus from nau-
voo whatever disapproval one may attach to the frauds of
joe smith one cannot help but pity his proselytesproselyterproselytes who suf-
fered such atrocious persecutions nor can one follow their long
emigration without a profound concern 18 the moving strokes
with which some americans like colonel kane painted the
trials of the mormonscormons in their departure from nauvoo and in
making their way to the promised land left few frenchmen
unmoved for instance after having mocked the sad ex-
travagancetravagance of joseph smith merimee wrote sublime pages
on the heroism of the pioneers 19

but when they came to the mormon growth and progress
in utah the commentaries went in opposite directions alt-
hough some french authors mentioned that the mormonscormons
succeeded in transforming deserts into blossomingblossoming colonies 20

and that they manifested great perseverance and an incredi

amedee pichot les cormonsmormons paris L hachette 1856 p 154
pichot gives hardly anything more than an abridged translation of the work
of charles mackay on the mormonscormonsMormons

prosper merimee les mormonscormonsMormons in melangermelangesmilangesMeMi langes historiques et litte
bairesraires 2ndand ed 1855 rptapt paris M l6vylevylavy 1867 p 3 this article first
appeared in le moniteurMoniteur universesuniverselUniversel 25 26 31 march and 1 april 1853 merimerl
rneesm6esmaes interest in mormonism is quite relative he wrote his article at the
request of the editor J F turganburgan his correspondence shows that he did
his reporting mainly for the money and with little care see P merimee
correspondencecorrespondancecorresponianceCorrespondance serneseriesenne I1 tome VI paris le divan 1947 p 478 sedieserie 11II
tome I1 toulouse E privat 1953 ppap 181918 19 26

marmier p 23
merimee ppap 444944 49

201211ibidbid p 17
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ble activity 21 the majority of the bourgeois historians pre-
ferred to borrow the more bizarre ideas the more sensational
facts which were more apt to fascinate the reader and excite
his imagination in utah according to M etourneauletourneau the
mormonscormons were dominated by a power that was as despotic as
it was violent the vindictive and pitiless mormon clergy
kept the women the blacks and the indians in a lamentable
servile condition 22 As barbarous inside their territory as they
were rebellious against federal authority outside the mormon
leaders had installed the most abominable code of tyranny
which modern times have seen founded 23 hortense dufay
who was generally favorable towards the morality and the
magnetic gifts of joseph smith imputed to brigham young
on the other hand the instigation of despotism while accusing
him of destroying the work of christ and of plunging his
people into the mire of barbaric antiquity 24

mormon doctrine itself wears thin in the hands of the
petite histoirehis toire amateurs 1I obtained the books of the mormonscormons
and tried to read them but courage quickly failed me con-
fessed merimee at the beginning of his article 25 however
this did not stop him from defining the doctrine as a con-
fused mixture of the principles of christianity of puritan
reveries with here and there a few strokes of joseph smith s

own down to earth politics 26 seldom did the authors take the
trouble to go into the doctrines in more detail and if they
did it was with reservations we would have liked to avoid
discussing the religious doctrines of the mormonscormonsMormons for it is
a difficult task and we confess in all humility that we un-
derstandderstand very little of all that rigmarole let us try however
to explain their principal dogmas 27 there usually follows
at this point a number of semi authentic semi fanciful consid-
erationserations of the mormon deities the mormon sacraments the
different resurrections their spiritual gifts and of course
polygamy

among all these contradictory notions it is not surprising
hippolyte ferry description de la nouvelle californitecalifornieCalifornie ggographiquegeographique

politique et morale paris L maison 1850 p 87
etoumeauetourneauletourneau ppap VIVIIVI VII
laugel p 208
dufay p 31
21m6rim6emerimee p 4

26ibid p 13
M granson des cormonsmormons le havre lepelletier 1863 p 9
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to see the intellectual amateur conclude for this 185018661850 1866
period

there is nothing more bizarre and more indefinable than
the constitution of the mormon society A mixture of
judaism and muhammadanism of strange barbarity and
extreme civilization of religious oligarchy and industrial de-
mocracymocracy it is a kind of theocratic venice where the senate
of the prophets crushes the faithful under an iron despotism
with the unity of effort and discipline which tyranny im-
poses these sectarianssectarians have the energy the initiative the
spirit of labor and of activity which elsewhere are the pos-
sessions of liberty 28

most of the authors confidently predict that this theocratic
venice will soon disappear under the push of civilization 2921

THE positivistic CRITICS

like the bourgeois historians some great scientific
critics were also interested in mormonism philaretephilar&ePhil arete chasles
man of letters and titular professor at the congecollege de france
alfred maury also titular professor there and director
general of the imperial archives jules remy great traveller
botanist and ethnologist hippolyte taine the historian critic
philosopher elisee reclus famous geographer and professor
at the free university of brussels at first the writings of
these men seemed to differ little from those of the amateur
intellectuals mainly because these writers often got their in-
spiration from the same sources published in the same journals
or had their works printed by the same publishers they also
shared with the bourgeois historians common ideas aaboutbout
joseph smith that is he was brought up in a national and
familial environment favorable to the blossomingblossoming of a new
religion his vocation was a mixture of imposture and illusion
and his martyrdom confirmed his final canonization however
the scientific critics had deeper interests in mormonism which
differed considerably from those of the bourgeois writer

at first these great men approached mormonism with an
absolute scientific detachment they wanted to analyze it to ex

ernestemest duvergierduverdierDuvergier de haurannelauranneHauranne huit mosmoisnos en Amiameriquefiquerique lettres et notes
de voyage 1864651864 65 paris librairieLibrairie Internationinternationaleinternationalsale 1866 ppap 24748247 48 we
should note that duvergierduverdierDuvergier although he had been in the united states did
not visit utah his information is all secondhandsecond hand

cf etourneauletourneau ppap vi viii janet ppap 37374373 74 J J ampere promenade
en Amiameriqueriquefique statsetats unis cuba mexiquemeliquemexhex ique 2 vols aparisfparisparis M levy 1855
ppap 4056405 6 C F audley le passe et lavenir des mormonscormonsMormons correspondent
XLIV juillet 1858 45861458 61
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plain it to classify it as if it were an astronomical or geological
phenomenon the botanist remy according to his own testi-
mony studied the mormonscormons because among religions mor-
monism impressed me as being not only a variation but also
a curiosity of the species a rarity if not an anomaly like cer-
tain plants I1 had seen near the equator like the rhizophorarizophoraRizo phora
for example 30 thus instead of the imitative strokes of
the petty commentaries or the moral reflections of the bour-
geois historians we find in the positivistic critics a careful
examination of the reasons for the progress of mormonism
and the weakness of its system for philaretephilar&tePhilarete chasles the
mormon enterprise combined some of the characteristics of
the first period of american history the time of the credulous
and fanatic puritans with the genius of the third period the
era of the conquering nation 31 alfred maury also saw mor-
monism as the union of divergent tendencies but he viewed
it in the context of protestant history which was the source
of millenialisticmillenia listic and spiritualistic movements which some-
times stirred in the dreams of utopian socialism 3231 jules
remy in the more than 1000 pages of his two volumes on
mormonism digs deeply into the vital conditions of his re-
ligious rizophorarhizophoraRizophora he went through great pains to study it
at first hand suffering through the inconvenience and dis-
comfort of traveling across the american desert to utah and
then spending a whole month in salt lake city the readi-
ness of the american soul for a religion which speaks to the
spiritual and temporal needs of the underprivileged of the
ambitious of the visionary the pretentionprementionpretention to universality the
moral and doctrinal eclecticism the political and social flexi-
bility of the mormon community its history and its doctrine
all this is treated with dignity and seriousness in this book
which is also replete with fascinating anecdotes and all kinds
of observations about the geology the flora and fauna of the
region hippolyte taine and elisee reclus who did little

jules remy voyage au pays des mormon belatirelatirelations0 o ns Gog609geographicraphie his-
torolfetoireifeirerye turellenaturellena histoireHis toire tueTheTUtheologiatheologietuologieologie moeurnmoeurs et coutumascoutumesCou tumes 2 vols paris E
dentudenau 1860 1I x

philaretephilarkePhilPhiaretelarke chasles anglo american literature and manners new york
C scribner 1852 ppap 26970269 70 translated from the french eludesetudes sur la
literature etel les moeurnmoeurs des anglo am&icainsamericains au xixemexixme siclejicie paris
amyot 1851

12alfred maury sectesseates religieuses au xixemexixme siclesicie les irvingiensIrvingiens
et les saints du dernier j our revue des deuxbeux mondes XXIII ler septembre
18531855 96468964 68
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more than review remy s work indicated their interest in the
observations of the ethnologist by their adherence to his con-
clusionsclusions 33

in almost all of these scientific writings on the mor
mons there appears from time to time a seemingly insignifi-
cant element lost in the large amount of data ie the com-
parison of the rise of mormonism with other religious move-
ments or with the beginnings of cults in general mormonism
was often considered in connection with contemporary sects
such as irvingism or the quakers or it was studied in the
light of such historical movements as thetletie leiden anabaptists
certain judaic sects and most important of all the first
christians these little comparisons over which the un-
warned reader passes are not as innocent as they seem As
early as 1856 emile montegut launched a diatribe of rare
violence against those who want to see in mormonism the
material and evident proof that all religions have been in
principle pure frauds that all sects have been founded on
a lie and that the first god was a lucky imposter 34 and
with this mormonism is suddenly and unknowingly launched
as an object of controversy in the great intellectual struggle
of 19th century europe the controversy which opposes ab-
solute faith in the supernatural biblical facts to critical exegesis
and to euhemerist and mythological explanations this
struggle which the philosophers and the free thinkers had
been carrying out for almost two centuries in france reached
a new climax in the second third of the 19th century due to
the invasion of the scientific method in biblical exegesis the
works of the germans eickhorn bower wicklein strauss
volkmar which came to france early inspired such men as
littre and renan and provoked new scientific speculations
about the natural origins of christianity speculations which

elisee reclus le mormonismeMormonisme et les etatsstats unis revue des deuxbeux
mondetmondesnondes XXXII 15 avril 1861 881914881 914 hippolyte taine les
mormonscormonsMormons in nauveauxnouveauxNouveaux essaidessais de critique et dhistoire paris L hachette
1865 ppap 27199271 99 this article first appeared in the 31 january 1861 issue
of the journal des debats A translation by austin E Ffifefe was published
with the pompous title taine s essay on the mormonscormonsMormons translated with intro-
duction and notes by austin E fife pacific historical review XXXI 1

1962 496549 65 the introduction and notes are very short and elementary
failing noticeably in their major responsibility of separating taine s original
ideas from remy s

emile montegut le mormonismeMormonisme et sa valeur morale la societe et
la vie des mormonscormonsMormons revue des deuxbeux mondes XXVI 15 fevrier 1856
692
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the guizots and dupanloupsDupanloups strove to refute since mormon-
ism was a tangible example of a new religion since it was
born in circumstances comparable to those of palestine at
the time of christ and since everyone inin france recognized
its human origin it did more than captivate certain critics it
stood as a proof of the theory of the natural genesis of all
religions

it was not surprising therefore that montegut loudly de-
nounced the use of mormonism as the justification for the
raillery and judgments of the encyclopedists against all re-
ligionsli 35 but the polemical situation of montegut was am-
biguous in his argument against those who compared the
beginnings of mormonism to the beginnings of christianity
this apologist was in a peculiar quandryquandary regarding the ac-
ceptanceceptance of the supernatural elements in the calling of joseph
smith if he denied them and mormonism continued its rapid
development then the origin of christianity could also be
explained away by natural phenomena if he accepted them
he would contradict the veracity of his own church there
was only one way to get out of this dangerous dilemma
malign violate or tarnish mormonism to such a degree that
every comparison with the evangelical origins of christianity
would become impossible and so the torrent of insults ac-
cusationscusations and scurilousscurrilousscurilous and bloody anecdotes which montegut
poured out about the mormonscormons had only one goal to prove
that mormonism was the most odious of the sects it has
absolutely nothing christian we might call it a bastard
child from the union of mosaism and muhammadanism
through the repulsive collaboration of a jewish junkman a
moslimmaslim dotard and an old st simonian apostle who could find
no railway to exploit 36 in spite of this vehemence montegut
was not led by what an american critic would interpret as an
anti mormon passion 37 this christian apologist was only an-
swering an argument launched against the basis of his christi-
anity

As to the future of mormonism the scientific critic saw
two possibilities first it seemed desirable that the mormonscormons
would continue to develop themselves until they reached the

ibid p 690
ibid p 719
chard p 27 chard mentions nothing of the controvercontrovertcontroversial1 l

i al position
of mormonism in the struggle between the positivistic critics and theZ christian
apologists
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stage of a world church and furnish the final proof of the
theory of the natural genesis of religions this would be
done by following the example of the great preceding re-
ligionsli a dubious infancy growing into a glorious history
the theologians purifying and organizing the doctrinal muddle
into a sophisticated system the number of believers continuing
to increase while the excesses of the first decades wither away
but these speculations were expressed with circumspection in
the various writings so as not to exasperate christian be-
lievers too much or to scandalize any conscientious church-
man 38 the second possibility for the critics was to predict
the disintegration of mormonism as soon as its isolation would
be violated by the encroachment of civilization and then
the factual truth of which our critics made themselves the
proud heralds would free the mormonscormons of their doctrinal
and sacerdotal yoke it is obvious that the second prediction
was implicitly just as disastrous to other religions as the first
no matter how the positivistic critics turned it mormonism
was to be a battering ram which would help break down the
doors of historical christianity

in 1861 as the great intellectual animosity was wearing
itself out the voice of a true mormon literary man made
itself heard that of louis bertrand 39 E dentudenau who had just
published the work of jules remy thought it only fair and
probably financially rewarding also to allow utterance to

a man of conviction and to permit the naive testimony of a
believer even if only out of curiosity 40 one senses that dentudenau
was perhaps excusing his own boldness before the difficult
bourgeoisie but bertrand was anything but naive a great
traveller former associate of cabet editor of the daily le
populairePopu laire admitted to the great masonic lodges of paris he
became a latter day saint for well founded doctrinal and so-
cial reasons his 300 plus page book demonstrates a good
intellect and stylistic mastery only when bertrand criticizes
the absurdities and incoherencies of the parisian press
does he become somewhat aroused his testimony strength

after bishop dupanloupDupan loup warned the catholics against postivisticpositivistic critics
such as A maury H taine E renan of whom J remy claimed discipleship
most of their wrwritingstings were characterized by prudence mingled with a sort
of paternalism toward the simple religious minds

the previously mentioned work of louis bertrand appeared as a series
of articles in 1861 in la revue contemporainecontemporame the book was probably pub-
lished in 1862

preface to bertrand ppap 232 3
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ened by a stay of several years in that most excellent bucolic
city near the great salt lake contrasted singularly with the
platitudes the ignorance and the vulgar mysticism which
french authors in general attributed to the faraway mormonscormonsMormons
the memoir e s dun mormon thus constituted considering
the era and the contemporary prejudices a unique apology
which attracted the surprised attention of the intellectual pub-
lic 41

having considered the two intellectual tendencies of the
first period we must also devote a few paragraphs to two
subsequent ways in which french publications made their
points about the mormonscormonsMormons namely the popular press and
the reports of french travellerstravellers in america although these
less frequent and less important pieces take us partly into the
last third of the 19th century they deserve consideration here
because they refer to the writings of the 185018661850 1866 period

THE POPULAR TRADITION

in 1856 emile montegut mentioned the famous novel fe-
male life among the cormonsmormonsMormons in the revue des beuxdeux
mondes this same year two independent french translations
of this novel were sold all over france one by C everard in
the illustrated publications for 20 centimesCen times the other by
B H revoilr6voildevoil mentioned above as the commentator on ameri-
can bizarre religions 42 from these translations from state-
ments such as montegut s and from the extravagant stories
originating in america and published in french papers a
popular tradition developed which even in 1974 has not com-
pletely disappeared this tradition generally includes the same
themes which leonard arrington and jon haupt have identi-
fied in 19th century american literature namely the bloody
vengeance of the canitesdanitesDanites the sacerdotal tyranny over the mass
of the ignorant faithful the terrible secret society of the en-
dowmentdowment and the patriarchal pasha in his haven of white

cf dufay p 31 granson p 19 audouardAudouard p 366 oscar comettantComet tant
les civilizationscivilisations inconnuesinconnues paris pagnerrePagnerre 1863 ppap 193519 35 a review of
bertrand s work even appeared in charles dickens literary review all the
year round as brother bertrand mormon missionary no 203 14 march
1863 687268 72

la femme chez les cormonsmormonsMormons relation erritecrite par Pibespouseiespousepispousespouse dun mor-
mon revenue recemment de butahiutahputah trans C everard paris marescqmaresca 1856
les haresharems du nouveau monde vie des femmes chez les cormonsmormonsMor mons trans
B H revoli paris M levy 1856
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slaves 43 in 1859 a second rank novelist paul duplessis ex-
ploited these themes in a 1600 page multi volume novel les
cormonsmormonsMormons although the intellectuals who were interested
in mormonism never mentioned this work of popular fiction
it was reprinted several times within a few years the plot
follows a usual pattern but uses french characters in the posi-
tive roles two innocent girls compelled by all kinds of horri-
ble intrigues to travel to utah are liberated from the claws
and atrocities of the danitescanites by a few noble heroes duplessis
presented what was an original idea for the mormon novel

although it is typical for french popular interests of the
time hiram harris a medium with a monstrous and hyp-
notic personality is an invisible force who drives mormonism
and manipulates the strawmanstraw man brigham young the moral
tone of the novel is best rendered by an utterance of one of
its very noble and very christian heroes whenever a mor-
mon kills another mormon honest people must rejoice 44

but in the french popular tradition the theme of polygamy
predominates at a time when the vulgar theater flooded
the stage with love triangles with impossible matrimonial
combinations and with unbelieveableunbelieveable erotic situations mor-
monism furnished for the frivolous and trivial imagination
of a certain class of french people a frame for inexhaustible
intrigues one told jokes such as the following

one day victor hugo received a delegation of mormonscormonsMormons
because they wanted some of the descendants of the great
man in their own country they came to offer two pretty
girls of their sect hugo replied impossible my contract
forbids all foreign reproduction ask my publisher 45

the french imagined that brigham young is an old
libertine who walks around naked arm in arm with his seventy
wives 446 and that mormonscormonsMormons addicted to sensual delight among

ofcf leonard J arrington and jon haupt intolerable zion the image
of mormonism in nineteenth century american literature the western
humanities review XXXII 3 1968 24360243 60

paul duplessis les cormonsmormonsMormons 5 vols paris A cadatbadat 1859 IV
305

cited by chard p 102

retour de la nouvelle caledoniacal9doniecaledonie de niumeanoumeanoum9a en europe paris
alcienneancienneAnci enne librairieLib rairie martinonmartignonMartinon nd p 247 this 1881 book by the marquis
of rochefort is luxuriantly and richly illustrated and printed the popular
traditions are often identified in traveloguestraveloguertravel ogues of this time when the writers
confessed their former opinions in the light of what they discovered in
utah
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favorite slaves are turks without muhammed 47 jules huret
confessed much later that the ideas of the legendary mor
mons concerning love were already haunting my adolescent
dreams 48 french comedy and vaudeville staged a few of
those dreams in the penny theaters for instance the public
roared with laughter as they watched an american mormon
cumulator of women traveling through europe on a re-

ligious recruitment mission 49 following the tradition jules
verne in his novel le tour du monde en quarrequatre Vvingtsvingasegtsmgts
poursjoursfours around the world inin so80 days takes advantage of
the opportunity to enliven the crossing of utah with twotvo comi-
cal mormon elements the introduction of an elder william
hitch who tries to convert passepartoutPassepartout and the barely suc-
cessful flight of a mormon who even with one wife had
more than he could handle 50

although the french popular tradition embellished the
same theme of polygamous society it had little of the holy
abhorrence which the puritan american ladies felt for the
utah harem not one concern for decency not one moral

lesson disturbs the spicy gaiety of a good racy story about those
polygamous mormonscormonsMormons moreover the popular tradition which
ties polygamy to mormonism is so strong that in many cases
the word mormon has become a synonym for polygamist and
mormonism for polygamy 51

THE REPORTS OF THE travellersTRAVELLERS

saturated with these comical stories about the mormonscormonsMormons
the french travellerstravellers in the new world approached utah not
with apprehension or caution but with the hope of witnessing
some spicy and funny scenes even women were not exempt
from this anticipation without any scruples whatsoever mrs
audouarddouardAu notes at the border of utah we exclaimed with
joy finally we are going to behold those seventeen member

le comte dhaussonvilledilaussonville A travers les statsetats unis notes et impressions
2ndand ed 1883 paris calmann levy 1888 ppap 324 and 353

jules huret en ameriqueam9rique de san francisco au canada paris E
fasquellepasquellePasquelle 1921 p 107

edouard malortiqueMalortique les adventuresaventures dun mormon dialogue en trois
parties paris J levy 1886

80jules vemeverne le tour du monde en quatre vingasvingts toursjoursfours 1873 rptapt
paris hetzel nd chap XXVII ppap 154159154 159

cf P merimee Correspondcorrespondancecorrespondenceance serieserle II11 tome 1I p 45 audouardAu douard ppap
2978297 8 3667366 7
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households which have only one man 52 upon arriving at
a polygamous household 1I sighed in satisfaction I1 saw real
mormonscormons with my own eyes 53 how far from the terrors
of those victorian american authoressesautho resses such as maria ward
cornelia paddock or amelie mattews in light of these pi-
quant hopes it follows that the first french reaction to contact
with real mormonscormons was one of disappointment there is
nothing of the enormous and bizarre eccentricity which one ex-
pects to find in mormon country lamented M dugard 54 after
this the travellerstravellers had to reconcile themselves to reality and
make excuses to the reader who was expecting exciting reve-
lations please do not accuse me of pleading a paradoxical
cause I1 am sincere in my account of my travel impressions
for me salt lake city is by far and away the most beautiful
city in the west and the one where the people look thediedle least
rough the most honest and obedient to authority 15525555 the
marquis de rochefort is less conciliatory to his compatriots
and accuses them of ignorance and rudeness in the preconcep-
tions of mormonism the nonsense which french flippancy
has imagined about the actions and ideas of the adherents to
this doctrine is indescribable 56

following this confrontation with reality the testimonies
of the french travellerstravellers are characterized by a remarkable
unanimity on the mormon situation in utah the towns are
well built the houses are big and clean the mormonscormons are
hospitable and friendly virtuous educated hard working
etc in this concert of praises only one discordant note was
heard the count of turenne who in the course of an un-
successful hunt got lost between salt lake city and provo
on a cold dark november night thought the mormon women
ugly brigham young feeble and he regretted that the time
of the destroying angels is also past 5717

almost all the french travellerstravellers of this time the great
majority belonging to that nobility which tired of the political
events wandered all over the world after the war of 1870

audouardAudouard p 292
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paid a visit to the president of the church brigham young
or later john taylor or wilford woodruff retaining very
pleasant memories of the occasion

the reaction of the travellerstravellers to the institution of polygamy
is no doubt the most interesting one can read the marquis
of rochefort considered it an element of work and fortune
as well as an added force to procreation 58 and as he
viewed this remarkable cult of fecundity the marquis could
not help but regret the fate of so many unfortunate catholic
girls who languish in the convents 59 studying the ororganiza-
tion

ganizacaniza
and stability of polygamous life in utah the count

of haussonvilleHaussonville exclaimed that finally there was the ideal
basic family which was so strongly advocated by the school
of social reform and its illustrious founder M leplaybeplay what
a pity one has to come from so far to find itit60 almost all
our travellerstravellers were in agreement in recognizing the advantages
of polygamy less jealousy no adultery no illigitimateillegitimate chil-
dren and a commendable fruitfulness the most remarkable
testimony comes from the emancipated mrs audouardAudouard strik-
ing up an immediate friendship with the first wife of brigham
young and being on good terms with the sixteen others she
claimed to have made an in depth study of the female hearts
of utah her conclusion is very favorable in addition to
the advantages already mentioned the mormon woman is

happy in this system of biblical patriarchal polygamy 16161

in order to console the reading public for the lack of ex-
citementcitement in the visit to the mormonscormonsMormons most of the travellerstravellers
held their readers in suspense by describing terrifying moun-
tain passes tumultoustumultuoustumultous rivers gigantic mountains and ravines
which they had to face to enter and leave utah 62 others
gave themselves over to lyrical effusions on the shores of the
mysterious salt lake that beautiful great pale sheet of mo-
tionlessti water stretched out from the feet of the purple moun-
tains but possessing the beauty of death 63 however much
to the detriment of the social and moral realities which the
travellerstravellers defended in such laudatory terms only these land
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scape images of the great mysterious lake and the impressive
surrounsurroundsurroundingding mountains found a place in the overall picture
which france had of the world of the mormonscormonsMormons without
having been in utah hortense dufay affirmed that in the
middle of the delights of flowers and perfumes the traveller
through the rocky mountains is overcome by a vaporous
melancholy which pertains to those magical countries 64

at the end of our survey of the 19th century french litera-
ture about the mormonscormonsMormons the farewell of another french travel-
ler albert tissandier to the latter day saints may serve as
a last note

after my peculiar sojourn in the province of utah and
in arizona I1 can assure that the mormonscormons are hospitable
good to strangers amiable and sufficiently educated most
of them are interested in all things of civilization I1 will
always remember with pleasure their cordial and moving
reception they received me as a brother what more could
I1 have askedasked6565

but the french authors did ask more of the mormonscormonsMormons as
our succeeding article on the image of the mormonscormons in the
20th century will show

dufay6dufay p 109
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looking beyond
the solstice

stephen 0 taylor

time is space a japanese
print would enclose with seacoast
or temple walls and furnish
with pine peony or stone

time springworkspringwortspringwork of the
universe unwinding
silent water all unflowing
line nor circle answers all a maze

A hill grows toward the sky
almost nothing in a day
A pebble shifts an inch toward
the sea will I1 speak

11II

advance and retreat of the
year s armies confounded in
self combat pawns fall bloody
red or bloodless yellow dry

at night the bitch cries at pups
birthingberthingBirthing forgetful of the
moan she made at their begett-
ing or bitten nursing or

mr taylor a masters candidate in english at brigham young university
is an editorial intern for BYU studies
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without child to suckle
the moon watches burning white
or black uncaring falling back
swells to greatness only to be

caught and by the sun devoured
unless the sun forgetting
old perfidy feels the bite
of her dark mouth sharp tooth

reasons well enough to make
the soul feel pain pierced by frost
or heat where the root joins the
body both burn the petal

resolution in ice or
flame with no delay for
contemplation at the poles
or in passage passage is

reason enough mutation
Is the form s revelation
what can thought faced with this do
run myths to earth stop all the

spinning drift of galaxies
make motion be implied in
static essence the seasons
be mandalickandalicmandalic symbols mind

can operate be content
that thought does not fly south in
winter but take more care lest
the labyrinthine animism

bound in tree and leaf should find
all the world objectified
in desert unbind itself
and build again its halls in

man s poor mind
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illlillii
higher peaks whitened to a line
still above the hills near the valley
mist hides the highest
all white tree and earth and stone

brown scrub lowers
rain darkened beneath grey walls
A dearth felt winter will fill
winter sits about us

mirthless her line threatening grim
fall for leaf and dust limbs will
lie shattered trees learn to bear
their loveless burdens though now

the wine of rotting apples
rests in skins the worms have claimed
As if the days would wait for
sour juice to mellow bare

trees await their harvest un
prophetableProphetable birds flee south
unwilling to eye the slate
waters for a resting place

among the rushes but dark
blood purple berries holy
ivy oak reddened by the fall frosts
give consent that soon

falling snow be white
metaphor of birth



zarahemlaZarahemla

douglas H thayer

in pajamas and robe jared walked up the dark hall from
their bedroom where ann sat brushing her hair he passed
craig s and brad s half open doors their lights were out
he walked into the living room gedder s letter and the con-
tract lay on the pedestal table jared picked up the letter
again and held it up to the window and the moonlight ged-
der had a los angeles dentist who would pay cash for the
stone house jared s great grandfather thatcher had built
upon receipt of the signed contract I1 will be pleased to send

you a certified check for the full amount of 6000 by return
mail

well do as you want dear ann had said the house
means a lot to you I1 know that but we don t get down there
very often to enjoy it they could use the money for craig s

and brent s missions your great grandfather would be
pleased if we did that I1 think

the offered price went higher each of the four years ged-
der had been after him to sell his great grandfather thatch-
er stonemason polygamist had built the stone house jared
had lived in until he was eighteen his great grandfather had
built a stone house for each of his four wives and her chil-
dren although jared s house was the only one in good repair
the other three lost out of the family before he was born ex-
cept for the row of lombardy poplars hedge of lilacs and
wrought iron fence each house was different

jared looked up from gedder s letter to his great
grandfather s large oval picture on the wall the matching

mr thayer a widely known creative writer is an associate professor of
english at brigham young university
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oval framed picture of the four wives and thirty two children

hung over the brass bed in craig s room he had wanted it
when he found it in the hall drawer jared s grandmother
had dusted the two pictures every day she had been bomborn in
the stone house and lived there all of her life and it was she

who had made his great grandfather real to him my son

she said to him often your great grandfather thatcher was
one of the noblest men who ever drew a breath of air on this
earth he was god s servant and if ever a man inherited the
celestial kingdom he did the two pictures had hung over
the fireplace his great grandfather wore a full beard and
long hair he was not a tall man

he had named zarahemlaZarahemla chosen the name of the greatest
city in the book of mormon been bishop for twentyfivetwenty five
years laid out the town built the stone wardhouse

sketched the scenes for its six stained glass windows built
all of the original stone houses and town buildings dug the
canal planted many of the trees fed and fought the indians
been judge and jury and he had healed the sick and raised
the dead the last ten years of his life he had been a patriarch
people bringing their children fifty and sixty miles by wagon
to receive their blessings under his hands the last year sitting
up in the big brass bed he had to reach out to lay his hands
on the child s head brigham young prophet of god stayed
with him on his trips south through the villages the other
white topped wagons carrying the apostles special witnesses
for christ be like your great grandfathergrandfather my son his
grandmother said for no boy ever had a nobler example

in five generations his great grandfather thatcher now
had ten thousand known descendents the blood brought over
a millennium before to england by the maraudingraudingma danes car-
ried by him to the edge of an american desert but the
family was scattered now over the whole country not located
in one village that sense of blood and relationship gone the
first two generations and most of the third dead the white
shaft of stone his great grandfather had cut stood at the center
of the family cemetery lot which was enclosed with a wrought
iron fence every stone but three had embedded in it sealed
under glass the daguerreotypeddaguerreotyper face of the relative whose
grave it was proof of who was buried there to rise in that
likeness on resurrection morning
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jared laid the letter back on the table put his hands in his
robe pockets and turned to look out through the large picture
window at the valley below the full moon filled the valley
with detail and turned utah lake silver his great grandfather
had lived in provo for a year after he returned from his mis-
sion president brigham young had called him to serveinmerveinservein
the southern states just two years after the saints had arrived
in salt lake valley

leaving his pregnant wife and five children behind him
he had served nearly three years been hunted by mobs tarred
and feathered shot at arrested a dozen times his journal was
full of accounts of the danger and persecution which made
daily miracles necessary and in those three years he converted
over six hundred people to the gospel each name carefully
recorded in his journal this day I1 did baptise and confirm
members of christ s true church the following persons
the mobs continue to hunt us from village to village and
now this convert posterity was part of the tremendous growth
in the church his great grandfather had foretold

nathaniel thatcher had had perfect faith vast energy
splendid individuality his life had been full of things to
accomplish and he had done them always with a sense of
god in his life As a boy jared had always thought that his

life would be like that but it had not been he had one
wife two sons a doctorate a professorship and a house other
men had built compared to his great grandfather s his life
seemed abstract to him at times simple not deep as though
he had followed the wrong stars or no stars at all and al-
though he believed his life did not use or need a faith like
his great grandfather s

nathaniel thatcher knew that the gospel was true when he
read the book of mormon for he had received that promised
revelation of its truth the fire of that testimony through the
holy ghost burning in him as he did god s work on earth
all his life he preached and taught the latter day restoration
of the gospel the prophetic calling of joseph smith taught
the truthfulness of the book of mormon the divine sonship
of jesus christ the perfectibility of men the literal resurrec-
tion taught the gathering of the jews the return of the saints
to zion in jackson county to prepare for the millennium and
christ s second coming and he taught all this as fact taught
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through the strength of the holy melchizedec priesthood gods
power given to man on earth

his patriarchal blessing given under the hands of the
prophet joseph smith s father said he would be a savior on
mount zion among the american indians and he had been
for he had preached the gospel to the utes and the navahosnavakosNavahos
now the areas of greatest growth in the church were in
central and south america where the lamanite blood was
most abundant and the church was using new proselyting
techniques language schools for the missionaries the stand-
ardized six lesson approach television radio films exhibits
at the world and national fairs techniques that jared hadnhaan t
even heard of when he was on his mission

it was as if the church no longer needed the pioneer heri-
tage and testimony the desert and mountains needed only
faith doctrine programs money and organization with lead-
ership to be the new adventure as the church spread the gos-
pel through the whole earth the new generations did not
value and feel the past as he had did not need it to make re-
ligion concrete for them

standing there in the semidarkness of his own front room
jared saw the spire of the new ward chapel rising above the
house roofs below him the high narrow milk glass windows
glinting in the moonlight he had been on the building com-
mittee the church architect s office allowed only seven or
eight basic chapel designs the chapels were big efficient
carpeted air conditioned they housed two and three wards
members going to meetings in shifts

but whenever he sat in a meeting looked up at the win-
dows jared always thought of the old stone wardhouse in
zarahemlaZarah emla in the last rays of the evening sun the room would
fill with a hazy golden glow and it was as if brigham young
the prophet joseph smith the angel moroni the father the
son and the other figures stood suspended in air each window
a vision

jared pushed his fists deeper into his robe pockets he
knew now that in many ways the past was more necessary
and more real to him than any present or any future to his
right the small solid oak end table gleamed in the corner the
finish all but reflecting the moonlight ann had wanted the
table his grandmother s rocking chair the brass bed which
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had been jared s as a boy and was now craig s the two
solid oak chests of drawers and the china closet out of the
stone house his grandmother had been dead eight years and
he had kept the stone house empty getting down to zara
hemia two or three times a year to air out the place his
uncle charley and aunt laura who lived down the road
had kept an eye on the house for him they turned the water
in on the lawn every time they irrigated his uncle charley
was his grandmother s half nephew

jared had planned to make a summer home out of the
place except for the indoor plumbing and electric lights it
was still the same as when nathaniel thatcher built it because
his grandmother didndian t want anything changed jared had
even thought that after he retired he would spend part of
the year in zarahemlaZarahemla farming but zarahemlaZarahemla was too far
away from provo for a summer home he was too busy at
school and he and ann were busy in the church their sun-
days always full craig and brent now that they were both
in high school wanted to stay in provo for the summer to be
with their friends and go on the trips with the ward ex-
plorer post

jared had always wanted craig and brent to feel what he
had felt as a boy for him real belief in the church seemed
impossible without that attachment to the past he had told
them all of the family stories just as his grandmother had
told them to him he had shown them all of the same pictures
in the old family albums named the uncles aunts and cous-
ins he read to them from his typed copy of his great
grandfather s journal described his own boyhood but his
sons hadnhaan t lived in zarahemlaZarah emla and didnt know the valley
river mountains and desert they were another generation
removed from the past couldncoulden t feel it craig brought his
friends in to see his bed theme polygamy picture and his great
great grangrandfatherd fathergather s picture but then zarahemlaZarahemla had changed
deteriorated even from the time when jared was a boy the
whole town still suggesting the depression

except for an occasional house being remodeled by retired
people moving in the houses were old dilapidated the lots
trashy the center of each block was a jungle of hundred
and twenty yearyearoldear oldoid fruit trees lilacs hollyhocks rotting pio-
neer barns and outbuildingsbuildingsout and rusting bunkedjunked cars and
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farm machinery only the retired people moving back from
los angeles and the other big urban areas after forty years
away painted houses and planted big flower gardens gedder
sold most of them their houses and if not the houses then
the solid hardwoodhard wood furniture and brass beds they all wanted
for their houses for four years gedder had phoned him every
time he came through provo just wondering if you re ready
to let me have that house yet he always said and then he
would laugh

jared had always wanted craig and brent to live at least
one whole summer in the house to know what that was like he
had saved the ledge swimming hole on the river to show them
when they were both old enough to really appreciate it but
they wore their trunks didndian t run wild and free under the
big cottonwoodscottonwoods and they didndian t yell and holler when they
swung in wide arcs on the rope swing he told them how he
and his friends swam naked like the indian boys he was cer-
tain swam in the ledge hole centuries before he had he
described to his sons the arrowheads he found along the river
and he climbed through the ledges to show them the petro
glyphsglyphis

he and his friends had carried water to the clay beds
wrestled and fought in the splendid wet red clay their bodies
completely red then ran and dived off the ledge the water
blood where they hit he described for his sons the trout they
caught and broiled the smell and taste of potatoes and fresh
corn buried under the coals to cook for their feasts it was mar-
velous and cool in the shade under the big cottonwood trees
and they lay on their backs in the sand to watch the fluttering
leaves the cottonwood smell sharp and clean sometimes
they went down at night to swim build fires the mountains
black against the incredibly starry sky the south end of the
valley opening toward the desert beyond their bodies alive
even to the silence

sure dad it must have been great down here really
great craig said you must have had a lot of fun in those
days

hissonssissonshis sons had different emotions pleasures values differ-
ent attachments than he had had they didndian t want to go to
the cemetery with him to take care of the family graves wipe
off the glass covered pictures in the headstones to see the
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faces read the names and dates hear the stories they didndian t
want to help their great uncle charley cut hay and irrigate
and they didndian t even particularly want to go down to the
thatcher family reunion on pioneer day anymore it had
surprised jared that craig wanted the brass bed and the
picture they liked provo and their friends their girl friends
their higihiglhi fi the color TV their closets full of clothes and
their twice daily showers in summer both craig and brent
took swimming and tennis lessons every summer and played
league baseball

they had never felt his boyhood sense of poverty had not
been motivated by that yet they both studied hard in school
already knew that they wanted to be lawyers talked about it
to their friends the boys in indian hills talked about college
going into the professions mostly law or business each want-
ing to be finally president of a corporation chairman of the
board or be in government an ambassador or in the presi-
dent s cabinet and some wanted to go to the military acade-
mies wanted to be generals admirals or they wanted doctor-
ates in chemistry physics and mathematics wanted the nobel
prize

that was the new future the kind of power they would
have the church breeding that kind of ambition in his sons
and friends sons BYU was changing the administration and
faculty full of young men now who intended to use the gospel
the university and the church to change the world the
mountains desert and valleys were no longer necessary to
salvation doctrine was more important than any heritage at
times jared felt tired exhausted he wanted then to return
to the known past avoid the new future

driving back from zarahemlaZarah emla after the family reunion
he had always tried to go through manti after dark so that
craig and brent could see the lighted temple their great
great grandfather thatcher had gone on a yearlongyear long work
mission to help build brilliant white in the darkness lighted
it stood before them like part of a celestial city when the
boys were younger ann always told them the story again of
how moroni the book of mormon prophet and general had
dedicated the hill fifteen hundred years earlier for the building
of the temple and she always told too how moroni now an
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angel had appeared to joseph smith and led him to the golden
plates

twice a day driving back and forth to school from indian
hills jared saw the progress on the new provo temple the
big sign listed the architect all the contractors and the ex-
pected completion date the new provo and ogden temples
looked almost alike the real strength of the church was in
the big urban areas like los angeles the bay area denver
and washington DC not in the rural towns it had been
this way for forty years the ninety miles between ogden
and provo was becoming one city as his great grandfather
thatcher had foretold in his journal god will prosper his
saints in this land and all the valleys will be filled with a
righteous people the church s population had increased five
to six times since his own birth and salt lake had developed
in the last twenty years the administrative knowhowknow how and
standardized programs to run the big urban wards the new
central office building would house next year finished nearly
three thousand salaried clerks secretaries and administrators

dear it s getting late have you got a headache
jared turned from the window ann stood in the hall

doorway 1 I m all right just thinking a little
if you don t want to sell you don t have to
it s probably the only sensible thing to do
it would be nice to have the money in the bank for the

boys missions
1 I suppose it would
well honey don t stay up all night worrying about it

he watched her walk down the hall past the pictures
gleaming in the light from the bedroom she had arranged
pictures of his boyhood highschoolhighschool activities mission college
days and marriage on the wall to tell the story of his life
each picture framed and glassed

jared picked up gedder s contract from the table and
raised it to the light gedder had included a stamped self
addressed envelope he had called earlier in the evening the
signature lines on each page were checked

jared laid the contract back on the table and turned to look
out the window again his hands back in his robe pockets all
they could see of the new temple from their place was the
spire when he drove past the temple he usually thought of
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his grandmother every september until he was fourteen she
took him to salt lake his uncle charley drove them up the
canyon and over to sigurd where they caught the bus they
bought his new school clothes visited relatives and went to see
the salt lake temple again after each trip both coming and
going his grandmother narrated for him his great grandfather
thatcher s journey from provo to zarahemlaZarahemla in 1851 with
twenty seven families brigham young had called him to
leave provo where he had settled after his mission and go
build a city at the edge of the desert

the youngest daughter of the fourth and youngest wife
not born until years after it all happened still she knew all of
the stories and had memorized long sections of her father s

journal she knew the springs camping places where the
indian parleys had been the place the wagon and team went
over the cliff the canyon the johnson children had been
drowned in during a flash flood knew where all the graves
should be his grandmother talked of it all as if the ashes
of the cooking fires were still warm the wagon tracks still
visible in the sand the songs and prayers of thanksgiving and
faith still audible on the night breeze today the sabbath
the company rested we spent our time in singing praises to
god and bearing testimony to his work in the latter day
kingdom thus we renewed our minds and bodies to his
service

they were faithful jared my son remember that his
grandmother had told him a thousand times she would take
his great grandfather s picture down for him to hold and have
him name again all of the faces in the polygamy picture she
made her stories part of his memory and emotion his sense
of family blood and god As a child sitting between her and
his mother in the old wardhouse he looked up at the stained
glass windows each a scene out of church history the six
window spaces had been filled with ordinary glass for twenty
years until the saints in zarahemlaZarah emla could raise the money to
have the stained glass windows made in italy sunday eve-
nings the windows alive with light he looked for his great
grandfather among the figures

jared took his hands out of his robe pockets and folded
his arms across his chest held himself tight he was perhaps
the last person in the whole family for whom the past was
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vivid personal it was necessary to his belief craig and
brent didndian t really need the past the way he did he saw that
now it was obvious in the whole church which had gone
beyond the pioneer sense of the physical to doctrine and the
millennial hope

his freshman year at the university of utah where he
had gone on a state scholarship his first time away from zara
hemia he began to understand that his belief was almost phys-
ical an accummulation of all he had smelled seen touched
tasted and heard for eighteen years his whole mind memory
and emotion were suffused with these things his blood taught
and he could not comprehend understand even the students
who spent their days and nights trying to cleanse themselves
of everything mormon in their dedicated rage to change
their way of feeling and knowing they turned to gambling
drunkenness fornication homosexuality or they became fa-
natic about science literature psychology and art they for-
bade themselves any longer to be limited by the injunction be
ye therefore perfect denied prophets revelation cursed the
idea that man could progress through the eternities to become
like god

jared s mother had been dead fifteeen years his grand-
mother half of that time and yet in the summer evenings
when he was alone in the silent stone house their memory
was so strong that he turned to see them or raised his head
to listen for their voices he touched the furniture the brass
bed his grandmother s handmade quilts on the beds the old
gunmetal grey maytag the marred surface of the kitchen table
all of it still a braille for his hands in the cellar the rows
of fruit jars glistened before him empty dusty when he turned
on the light some of the old glass topped jars his great
grandmother s when they ate the fruit from one of those
jars his grandmother made it a sacrament

we all have great reason to be grateful she said we
have food to eat clothes to wear a good roof over our heads
we have the iron rod of the gospel to cling to and we have
the family

jared relaxed his arms across his chest fewer house
lights burned below him in provo now west of town fewer
cars moved along the freeway utah lake was silver under
the moon
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his grandmother had been wrong about the family even
during his boyhood the family had already been gone for
thirty years the farms divided too often to be productive
the family spread over the whole country driven by the de-
pression those thousands of descendents of one man and four
women the sense of blood dissipated but still there were the
old family houses barns outbuildingsbuildingsout and fields which his
grandmother named for him she described the relatives their
lives showed him their old pictures told their stories even
read him their patriarchal blessings and so he knew them all
he went with his grandmother to paint the wrought iron
fence around the family graves he cut the grass raked the
leaves washed the headstones the faces in the embedded
pictures watching him waiting for the morning of the first
resurrection his grandmother described even that to him
his great grandfather thatcher and his four great grand
mothers and the whole family visiting and talking together in
the shade under the trees the graves open

his grandmother seemed always to walk in sunlight her
hair in a tight bun blazing white she put on every morning
and every afternoon one of her clean starched cotton dresses
because his mother worked every day at the store his grand-
mother did the housework she kept the house immaculate
so that it seemed always to shine inside daily she opened
his dresser drawers to straighten his shorts T shirts handker-
chiefs and socks work was theology the idler damned a
lesson he had learned working in his uncle charley s fields
under the white desert sun

for fifteen years his grandmother took in dress shirts to
wash and iron in order to earn money for his mission and col-
lege savings account she had started the account by mail the
day he was born his father who was from price had been
killed there in a coal mine three months before his birth his
grandmother filled the house with smells of cooking baking
bottling washing and ironing smells he had remembered all
of his life smell for a boy as important as sight or sound no
smells ever better than those

and often when he came home from school in the silent
afternoons he found a note on the kitchen table jaredared my
son I1 have gone over to help sister johnson or it would
be the grays oldroydsOldroyds tuckers lundsbunds or someone in the
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family wherever there was sickness injury birth or death
in zarahemlaZarah emla his grandmother went to help no doctor with-
inin fifty miles no hospital within a hundred no wonder drugs
no health insurance program no automatic washers and dryers
no funeral homehorne charity was a required part of existence
and when his grandmother returned at night she told stories
of suffering death the priesthood s power to heal to call
back fromfrorngrombrorn the dead she told stories of family members com-
ing back from paradise in dreams and visions to comfort the
living

cemetery hill rose beyond the fields behind the stone
house evenings sometimes shafts of sunlight deflected by a
high layer of clouds slanted down to strike the hill turning
the headstones white like windows into the earth the thatch-
er family shaft glimmering at the top of the hill under the
trees then the light changed and the hill grew dark the
fading sun slanting out to color the desert beyond the valley
turning the distant plateaus violet and gold before they too
vanished standing in the backyard the evening breeze stirring
the poplars looming above the house liefielleile watched the moun-
tains valley and desert fade into darkness the evening stars
close to the earth

but jared knew now that the land in southern utah could
not have been beautiful to the pioneers most of whom came
from england and europe and the american east knowing what
rain and green fields were the desert had to be an enemy
something their faith overcame for they had no affinity for
sandstone alkali sagebrush pinion forests sandy soil and
irrigated fields in the alien dry land diptheriadiphtheriadip theria killed whole
families of children or took one at a time the pioneers were
the israelites in the wilderness their caanan and their zion
always jackson county in missouri with its green hills and
rain for some the desert and the mountains were only a nec-
essary refuge and it had required two and three generations
for the fear of these to die out

and the small pioneer towns like zarahemlaZarahemla could not
have been paradise on earth not when a man killed his neigh-
bor in his own garden with a shovel because of a stream of
irrigation water there was drunkenness lust ignorance
bigotry pride hate pillage and theft all of the evils of life
men were flogged imprisoned hanged and some executed
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by shooting to wash away their guilt with blood to save them
in the life to come and nathaniel thatcher had recorded it
all a group of zarahemlaZarahemla boys out cutting wood had mur-
dered an indian and hid his body recognized too his own
weaknesses in the sight of god taught repentance sought for-
givenessgiveness of his mortal sins all these details made the past
real gave the insights

jared counted the white roofs below him on cheyenne ave-
nue in the moonlight the houses were all comfortable the
families young self sufficient death and suffering always came
by surprise living in provo and indian hills craig and brent
did not have that pioneer sense of neighborhood the daily
physical need for charity created the emphasis now was on
tthe greatareat growth of the church the church developing new
programs in education welfare genealogy social services
chapel construction missionary work and family life to meet
new needs

above all the church needed leaders on every level to
assume the responsibilities of a world organization this was
the new excitement for the youth it wasngasn t necessary to en-
dure and overcome the land now that sense of god s work
had vanished the church embraced the whole world not
letting a man love a place things a neighborhood more than
god the gospel and the salvation of all men jared knew
his love for his absolute need of the past weakened him made
it difficult for him to accept the future love it glorify god
in it

unfolding his arms he turned from the window and
walked over to touch his grandmother s rocking chair shining
in the moonlight the chair hadbad belonged to nathaniel
thatcher s fourth wife lily jared s great grandmother
the wood was warm to his fingers he and ann hadbad refin-
ished all of the furniture they hadbad brought up a piece at a
time from the old stone house all of it solid none of it
veneer gedder had offered to buy all of the furniture still
left in the house he hadbad offered craig a hundred dollars
for the brass bed A lot of california tourists coming through
are nuts about brass beds gedder said

no thanks craig said 1 I want to keep it
well son jared said it s your bed now and you can
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do with it what you want but if you re going to sell it id
like to buy it

no I1 want to keep it
craig had spent the first week of the summer vacation

taking the bed apart and polishing it he had had his friends
over to help him As a boy lying in the brass bed jared listened
to the wind blowing through the poplars his great grandfather
had planted in the spring the scent of the hedge of century
old lilacs came through jared s two open windows it all
seemed to make doctrine unnecessary whatever the brass
bed meant or came to mean to craig it would not be the
same thing it meant to him

lifting his hand from the back of the rocking chair jared
looked across the moonlit room at his great grandfather
thatcher s picture he looked at the room itself he and
ann had sketched the plans for the house they wanted and
after ten years of scratching for every dollar they had the
house built on the valley view lot they bought before provo

land prices went out of sight and nearly every evening in
those months they had driven up to see how much the con-
tractor had done that day walked through the skeletal house
to guess at the progress

his great grandfather had taken a crew up pine canyon
to cut his own timber for his permanent houses put it through
his own mill he had seasoned it for two years before he ever
built with it and with his own hands he helped to cut and
shape the stone for each of his wives houses which he
designed each of the four houses different except for the
poplars lilacs iron fence and the wood and the stone he had
built his first wife s house first for everything had its order
and then in his daily journal he wrote today we began to
build my beloved wife lily s stone house we will finish it by

september so that she may be comfortable and have her own
place like my other three wives after each house was fin-
ished he blessed and dedicated it

and it was in that house that jared s great grandfather
lived the last ten years of his life he gave patriarchal bless-
ings in the front room all the parents wanting their children
to receive blessings through him he hadbad known the prophet
joseph smith known brigham young been driven out of
nauvoo by the mobs crossed the plains with those first com
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paniesbanies in 1847 a man who had been pioneer missionary
faithful husband to four wives father of an abrahamic pos-
terity this appointed man god s mouth gave blessings told
each child his lineage dan benjamin joseph judah what
his blood inheritance was what god proposed for him if he
proved faithful in those ten years he gave over a thousand
blessings his mind clear until the day he died

he was ninety two that year his three other wives dead
before him and he died in the brass bed in the bedroom of a
stone house he had built nearly fifty years before and after
a hundred years that house because it had been taken care of
was still true the twofoottwo foot thick walls still solid no squeak or
give in the double thick pine floors coistedjoisted every four inches
the house silent in a storm like his neighbors in indian hills
jared had planted his own lawn braced his frail new trees
put in a patio and built his own grape stake fence

jared
he turned ann stood in the hall doorway again
honey you re going to be tired in the morning

1 I know I1 m coming
don t get in a stew about the house you don t have to

sell it if you don t want to
1I know
well I1 m going to bed
okay ill be right there

he watched her turn and walk down the hall past the
pictures of him she had so carefully selected and framed to
get craig and brent thinking about their missions she had
emphasized his missionary pictures jared pushed his hands
into his robe pockets and looked out the window again he
wondered sometimes what kind of a missionary craig would
make his own mission had ended just as the church intro-
duced the new standard lesson program use of the flannel
boards film strips tapes and the referral system five thou-
sand missionaries preached the gospel when he was out now
the church had fifteen thousand in the field and in a few
years there would be thirty forty fifty thousand whatever it
took to carry the gospel to every corner of the earth the
gospel true because it had the same meaning everywhere was
universal

A new tri ward chapel was planned for the neighborhood
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north of them in the three years they had lived in indian
hills he had watched the new subdivisions and mobile home
parks going up around provo farms vanishing provo orem
springvilleSpringville and the other towns beginning to merge along the
freeway becoming part of that ninety mile long city between
ogden and provo

but now the church was moving to an international em-
phasis was no longer the utah or american church of a
people persecuted and driven to the frontier that image was
being played down history was used only to prove the possi-
bility of the future the future more important than any past
the four huge bas relief designs on the new thirty story
church office building in salt lake were of the whole world
the general conference sessions sent out by the church owned
shortwaveshortwave radio stations all over the world in nearly a dozen
foreign languages the church publications inin sseventeeneventeen
languages now

that spring day in 1851 when the thirty two covered wag-
ons had pulled down out of the canyon and stopped on the
hill above zerahemlaZerahemla where the daughters of the utah pioneers
monument now stood nathaniel thatcher had written in his
journal praise god we have come to the end of our jour-
ney here we will begin to raise a beautiful city on the edge
of a great desert we will call the city zarahemlaZarah emla and all
that afternoon the white gulls came up from the river fol-
lowed the plows in white flocks by the next day his great
grandfather had surveyed a ditch and they brought water
from the river to soften the ground to make the plowing
easier

it became a town not a city but it was beautiful houses
built trees flowers hedges of lilacs grass gardens planted
the yards all fenced order visible and the people had during
the town s first fifty years a sense of brotherhood in the gospel
of christ of being a chosen people governed by the holy mel-
chizedecchizedec priesthood none of that unity dissipated by radio
cars freeways television which would have been unnecessary
contact with the outside world the irrigated fruitful fields
the herds of sheep and cattle in the mountains the growing
families all proved faith and works triumphant against the
desert god s mercy and bounty known to his people and it
was that original pioneer beauty taught to jared by his grand
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mother as still existent that became part of his imagination
his concept of what god s work was

but zarahemlaZarahemla and many of the other rural pioneer towns
had been dead now for over forty years the rural town and
county governments were poor inefficient the services all
substandard or nonexistent and the wards had gone to seed
the possessions of a few active families the small towns had
the highest per capita liquor consumption in the state the
most people on welfare high rates of juvenile delinquency
divorce and suicide the young left as soon as possible to
escape the boredom and poverty some land was being bought
up by outside money for recreational development

jared s sons played basketball football tennis they skied
swam did not work because there was no work for them to
do in indian hills except take care of the lawns which wasngasn t
really work anymore their work was to learn to play the
piano to study earn college scholarships be active in the
church develop strong testimonies they needed to prepare
themselves for their missions and after that for marriage col-
lege graduate school to prepare to become national leaders
in business government and science and finally they needed
to prepare themselves to become the new bishops stake presi-
dents regional representatives and apostles that the expanding
world church needed

jared had stopped telling craig and brent stories about
work about the sweat heat smells the awareness of fields
under the desert sun fields his great grandfather thatcher had
been the first to break under the plow and irrigate jared
knew the time of day and years by the shadows position of
the sun color of the fields mountains and distant desert pla-
teaus and by the earth s smell he had stopped telling his
sons how in the late afternoon naked his body wet from
swimming in the river he ran with the other boys across new
plowed fields to fight their spring wars the soft clods ex-
ploding against their bodies the air full of the rich smell of
earth how finally exhausted bodies brown they lay down
in the soft sun warmed sandy loam vanished in the brownness
lay there in the silence each of them alone staring up at the
blue sky watching the white circling gulls

at night his whole body tired from work he lay in the
brass bed that was now craig s his grandmother had kept
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the bed polished and it shone in the darkness it was the bed
in which your great grandfather thatcher died jared my
son she told him repeated the story many times of her
father s death led jared to stand and stare up at the picture
his great grandfather looking down at him the last entry in
the journal which was now in the mormon collection at
BYU was written from that bed my beloved wife lily
nurses and cares for me god must take me home my work
is done

A thousand people came to your great grandfather s funer-
al jared even the apostles from salt lake city

in that brass bed twelve children had been conceived
born four to die in infancy but the earth replenished and at
the side of that bed kneeling his great grandfather had ut-
tered his thousands of prayers every day of his boy s life
in zarahemlaZarah emla jared had seen one or two sometimes all three
of the other stone houses two already abandoned their roofs
caved in the yards high with weeds half the row of lom-
bardy poplars dead the lilacs wild the wrought iron fences
broken he had crept through those abandoned houses
thought of the three other beds the wives and other children
all those other thousands of prayers his great grandfather
thatcher spent one month with each of his families was sent
by one wife to the next with his basket of clean clothes loaves
of fresh bread fresh pies behind the carriage seat at night
reaching out in the darkness jared felt the brass bed s cool
metal

he hadbad gone to the manti temple many times to be baptized
for the family dead whose names his grandmother had re-
searched and it would not have surprised him then on a
late summer evening to have one of those relatives knock at
the door and ask for his grandmother every time he took
craig and brent to zarahemlaZarah emla he got the key and walked with
them in the evening to the old ward house to see the windows
the father the son the angel moroni and the prophets made
alive by the last rays of the sun

when his grandmother took him to salt lake every sep-
tember to buy his school clothes and visit relatives he saw
the angel moroni a great gold statue on top of the highest
tower of the salt lake temple his grandmother pointing up
to it and thus he knew that the book of mormon was true
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moroni s people had fought against the lamanitesLamanites from
whom the indians were descended his great grandfather
wrote today we met with chief walker and his people to
preach the gospel of christ unto the remnant of the lamanitesLamanites
we distributed winter flour fifty sacks my good wives and
daughters had baked a great store of fresh bread for the chief
which he and his people much delighted in

standing there in his front room looking down at provo

jared blotted out all the lights below him the buildings
houses freeway business section subdivisions made it all
again sagebrush grass willows fringing the creeks cotton
woods following the river to the lake and near the river
stood the log walled fort utah the log cabins scattered around
it the thirty two covered wagons oxen and mule drawn stood
lined up tops white in the morning sunlight a small herd of
cattle off to the side nathaniel thatcher knelt with the
company leading them in prayer this day we began our
journey which we asked god to bless to his glory may our
faith increase to the measure of our tasks god willing it
shall be so

and his great grandfather thatcher then husband to two
wives father to six living children three of the wagons his
rode at the front stonemason farmer bishop architect engi-
neer explorer indian agent missionary patriarch man of
god under a prophet s mandate he led them all to face the
daily reality of indians drought hunger disease death loneli-
ness and the desert and they would help build the kingdom
of god on this earth their faith as useful and necessary to
them as the water they brought down from the river onto
their crops all their visions grand their triumphant lives
caught up in the meaning of things and their share of god s

work
jared watched the valley lights there was hardly any

freeway traffic now he turned from the window and looked
across the room at the picture of nathaniel thatcher and then
down the hall to the glass fronted pictures of his own life
the last picture was of brent and craig and him with a mess
of trout they had caught at strawberry reservoir jared stood
there for a moment then he relaxed his hands in his robe
pockets walked over to the desk and got a pen he picked
up gedder s contract looked at it and then in the moonlight
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coming through the window signed on each of the lines he
refolded it put it in the self addressed stamped envelope and
sealed it

walking down the hall he passed brent s room but stopped
at craig s and pushed the door open another foot craig lay
on his stomach his blue pajamas dark against the white
sheets one arm above his head the picture of craig s four
great great grandmothers and thirty two cousins hung on the
wall above the polished brass bed jared stood there a moment
looking at his son then he turned and walked down the hall
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A slide film presentation

buddy youngreen

NARRATOR on the 18th of january in 1827 a young
couple exchanged wedding vows in the home of a squire tar-
bill in south bainbridge new york 1 the young man was
twenty one years old stood six feet two 2 was fair complex-
ioned with blue eyes and light brown hair the young woman
was twenty two years old dark complexioned with brown eyes
and black hair later the young man joseph smith would
be known as the mormon prophet and the wife of his
youth emma hale would be designated the elect lady

music

joseph smith was born december 23rd 1805 in sharon ver-
mont he was the fifth of eleven children born to joseph
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smith sr and lucy mack and although the fourth of nine
sons the name of his father joseph had been reserved for
him

music
emma hale was born july loth 1804 in harmony penn-
sylvania she was the seventh child and the third daugh-
ter in a family of nine children born to isaac hale and eliza-
beth lewis

music

of his first meeting with emma hale the prophet joseph
smith was to write

JOSEPH in the month of october 1825 1I hired with an old
gentleman by the name of josiah sumal who lived in che
nango county state of new york he had heard something
of a silver mine having been opened by the spaniards in har-
mony susquehanna county state of pennsylvania and had
previous to my hiring to him been digging in order if possi-
ble to discover the mine after I1 went to live with him he
took me with the rest of his hands to dig for the silver mine
at which I1 continued to work for nearly a month without
success in our undertaking and finally I1 prevailed with the
old gentleman to cease digging after it hence arose the very
prevalent story of my having been a money digger

music

during the time that I1 was thus employed I1 was put to board
with a mr isaac hale of that place it was there I1 first saw my
wife his daughter emma hale her father s family
were very much opposed to our being married I1 was therefore
under the necessity of taking her elsewhere so we went and
were married at the house of squire tarbill in south bain-
bridge chenangoChenango county new york immediately after my
marriage I1 left mr etoalstoal s and went to my father s and
farmed with him that season 3

NARRATOR when joseph smith had approached emma

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city utah by the church 1964
117 hereafter cited in parentheses in the body of the article as will be
references to the standard works we have adopted the pearl of great price
spelling of stoaletoal
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hale s father to ask for her hand in marriage he was told by
mr hale that he was a stranger that he had no steady re-
munerativemunera tive employment that he had the reputation of looking
into peep stones and hunting for treasures with a witch hazel 4

music

thus the young couple was forced to elope in a letter
to one of her sons october lith 1866 emma was to write

EMMA I1 was visiting at mr stoalsshoals who lived in south
bainbridge and saw your father there I1 had no intention of
marrying when I1 left home but during my visit at mr stoalsshoals
your father visited me there my folks were bitterly opposed
to him and being importunedimportuner by your father aided by mr
etoalstoal who urged me to marry him and preferring to marry
him to any other man I1 knew I1 consented 5

music

NARRATOR and so the mormon prophet and his bride
were married

music

exactly eight months and four days later september 21st 1827
emma accompanied her husband joseph from their residence
with his parents in manchester new york to the nearby hill
cumorah and helped him secure the plates from which the
translation of the book of mormon was made 6 these gold
plates were the subject of much excitement in the vicinity of
joseph s parent s home gold at that time of any kind im-
plied fabulous wealth and joseph and emma had many strug-
gles keeping the whereabouts of the golden plates a secret

music

the next year joseph and emma returned to harmony penn-
sylvania to be near her parents it was here joseph com-
menced the work of translating the book of mormon it was

ohnjohnoha henry evans joseph smith an american prophet new york
macmillan company 1946 p 38

the saints herald vol 26 p 289
all dates references paraphrases and quotations of patriarchal blessings

are taken from volume I11 of the book of patriarchal blessings in the hist-
orical department of the church in salt lake city utah the remarks and
blessings given by joseph smith sr are recorded in the handwriting of oliver
cowdery
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also here at this time that joseph and emma had a son born
to them who lived only a few hours this son was named
alvin after joseph s deceased brother the inscription on the
old headstone that still stands in the neglected cemetery at
harmony reads in memory of an infant son of joseph and
emma smith june 15th 1828

music

after the translation of the book of mormon was completed
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints was organized
on april 6thath 1830 during the month following emma
smith s baptism in june of 1830 her husband joseph received
the following revelation in her behalf

JOSEPH hearken unto the voice of the lord your god
while I1 speak unto you emma smith my daughter for verily
I1 say unto you all those who receive my gospel are sons and
daughters in my kingdom behold thy sins are forgiven
thee and thou art an elect lady whom I1 have called
the office of thy calling shall be for a comfort unto my ser-
vant joseph smith jun thy husband in his afflictions with
consoling words in the spirit of meekness and thou shalt
go with him at the time of his going dacd&c 251356
italics added

music

NARRATOR joseph and emma did not tarry long in har-
mony after the church was organized and the elect lady did
go with her husband at the time of his going from har-
mony pennsylvania to colesvilleCo lesville fayette and manchester
new york when the smiths left the shadow of emma s

parental home in harmony the parting was a bitter one isaac
hale s last words to joseph were

ISAAC HALE you have stolen my daughter and married
her I1 had rather followed her to the gravegravet

music

NARRATOR emma never saw her parents after that time
true to her elect call she chose to go with her husband and

TE D howe mormonism unveiled painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio E D howe
1834 p 234
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be his comforter the love she had for the parents whom she
was never again to see would cause her sorrow this
and the heartache she still carried from the loss of her first
born were but the beginning of the pain she would be called
upon to bear in her lifetime emma smith the elect lady

music

lucy mack smith the mother in law of emma wrote of her
daughter in law during this period

LUCY MACK SMITH emma s health at this time was quite
delicate yet she did not favor herself on this account but
whatever her hands found to do she did with her might until
she went far beyond her strength that she brought upon her-
self a heavy fit of sickness which lasted four weeks and al-
though her strength was exhausted still her spirits were the
same which in fact was always the case with her even under
the most trying circumstances I1 have never seen a woman in
my life who could endure every species of fatigue and hard-
ship from month to month and from year to year with that
unflinching courage zeal and patience which she has ever
done for I1 know that which she has had to endure she
has been tossed upon an ocean of uncertainty she has
bested the storms of persecution and buffeted the rage of men
and devils which would have borne down almost any other

8woman

music

NARRATOR in january of 1831 during the fifth month
of her new pregnancy emma and joseph moved to kirt-
land ohio four months later april 30th 1831 emma
gave birth to twins joseph and emma named the boy thade-
us and the girl louisa like alvin the twins were to enjoy
only a few hours of mortality in the small nearby village of
orange julia clapp murdock another latter day saint mother
gave birth to twins and died she was the wife of john murdock
the murdock twins were also a boy and girl when these
twins were nine days old and because he had five other chil-
dren to care for john murdock gave them to the smiths for

acylucyucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet
and his progenitors for many generations liverpool england orson pratt
1853 p 169
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adoption that joseph and emma might enjoy these twins as
their own the prophet and his wife gladly adopted these
motherless infants naming the boy joseph and the girl julia

music

by march 24th 1832 joseph and emma with their new fam-
ily had moved thirty five miles southeast of kirtland to john
johnson s home in hiram ohio that evening the twins were
ill with measles the boy was sleeping with joseph while em-
ma cared for the girl enemies of the prophet came into the
johnson home while everybody was asleep and dragged jo-
seph from his bed to a field where they beat then clawed
and finally left him covered with tar joseph recovered but
four days later the baby joseph murdock smith died from
exposure this baby became perhaps the first martyr in the
restored church HC 11265265

music

after a little over five years of married life together joseph
and emma had buried four children they had no home to
call their own they were wanderers suffering revilement and
persecution at the hands of vicious enemies of the church
still they vigorously sought to establish the cause of
zion

music

three weeks before their next baby was born in kirtland on
october 13th 1832 joseph was absent from his wife and
seventeen month old daughter on a mission in the eastern
states that particular day he wrote a letter to emma describ-
ing his anxiety and deep love for her

JOSEPH my dear wife the thoughts of home of emma
and julia rushes upon my mind like a flood and I1 could wish
for a moment to be with them my breast is filled with all
the feeling and tenderness of a parent and a husband and
could I1 be with you I1 would tell you many things I1 feel
as if I1 wanted to say something to you to comfort you in your
peculiar trial and present affliction I1 feel for you
for I1 know your state and that others do not but you must
comfort yourself knowing that god is your friend in heaven
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and that you have one true and living friend in earth your
husband 9

NARRATOR joseph smith returned to kirtland from his
mission on november 6thath 1832 immediately after the birth
of his son joseph smith 111IIIill who was a source of joy and
happiness to his parents and a most welcome brother play-
mate and childhood companion for his sister julia

music

on december 9thath 1834 joseph the prophet and his com-
panion emma hale smith received their patriarchal blessings
under the hands of their father joseph smith sr joseph jr
was told in his blessing that he had been called to do a work
in this generation that no other man could do as himself that
he would hold the keys of the ministry even the presidency
of the church both in time and in eternity the prophet was
promised further that his name and the names of his posterity
should be recorded in the book of the lord even the book of
blessings and genealogies for their joy and benefit forever
joseph was told that thousands and tens of thousands should
come to a knowledge of the truth through his ministry and
that he would rejoice with them in the celestial kingdom

music

following his son s blessing the patriarch laid his hands on
emma and said

JOSEPH SMITH SR emma my daughter in law thou art
blessed of the lord for thy faithfulness and truth thou shalt
be blessed with thy husband and rejoice in the glory which
shall come upon him thy soul has been afflicted because
of the wickedness of men in seeking the destruction of thy
companion and thy whole soul has been drawn out in prayer for
his deliverance rejoice for the lord thy god has heard thy sup
lication thou hast grieved for the hardness of the hearts of
thy father s house and thou hast longed for their salvation
the lord will have respect to thy cries and by his judgments
he will cause some of them to see their folly and repent of
their sins but it will be by affliction that they will be saved

PE cecil mcgavin the family of joseph smith salt lake city utah
bookcraft inc 1965 ppap 130131130 131
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thou shalt see many days yea the lord will spare thee till
thou art satisfied thy heart shall rejoice in the great work
of the lord and no one shall take thy young from thee thou
shalt ever remember the great condescension of thy god in
permitting thee to accompany my son when the angel delivered
the record of the nephitesNephites to his care thou hast seen much
sorrow because the lord has taken from thee three of thy
children in this thou art not to be blamed for he knows
thy pure desires to raise up a family that the name of my son
might be blessed and now behold I1 say unto thee that
thus salthsaith the lord if thou will believe thou shaltshale yet be

blessed inin this thing and thou shalt bring forth other children
to the joy and satisfaction of thy soul and to the rejoicing of
thy friends thou shalt be blessed with understanding and
have power to instruct thy sex teach thy family righteousness
and thy little ones the way of life and the holy angels shall
watch over thee and thou shalt be saved in the kingdom of
god even so amen italics added

music

NARRATOR on june 20th 1836 shortly after the comple-
tion of the kirtland temple and true to the promise of her
patriarchal blessing that she should have other children emma
and joseph became the parents of another son this son was
named frederick granger williams smith in honor of his
father s intimate friend and second counselor in the first
presidency of the church dr frederick granger williams
during the following year 1837 in the midst of financial
panic in kirtland the kirtland safety society bank failed
since joseph smith had been one of the chief officers of this
bank great hatred arose against him for their own safety
joseph and his family had to leave kirtland in january of
1838 stopping just long enough for joseph to earn enough
money to care for his family they arrived in far west daviess
county missouri on march l4th14thlath 1838 less than five months
later on june 2ndand while the smiths continued to reside in
far west their eighth child alexander hale smith was born
he was named for his father s friend and lawyer alexander
doniphan 10 and his mother s maiden name hale joseph

author was told of this oral tradition among the descendants of alex-
ander hale smith by anna earlita smith inslee a granddaughter of alexander
on 18 february 1973 at her home in san Clclementeemerite california
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was quoted as saying that during the birth of this son a real
hale storm was in progress 11

music

before emma had fully regained her strength from the birth
of alexander election troubles that summer in daviess county
were followed by the battle of crooked river the haun s

mill massacre and the siege of far west by militia mobocrats
by november 2ndand 1838 joseph was arrested for charges re-
lating to these daviess county disturbances he was taken to in-
dependence leaving his five month old son alexander his two
year old son frederick his nearly six year old son joseph his
seven year old daughter julia and his beloved wife who did
not know where or whether she would ever see him again

music

following an effort by the militia leaders to have the prophet
shot an effort which was thwarted by the courageous actions
of alexander doniphan joseph was allowed to see his family
and say goodbye

JOSEPH I1 found my wife and children in tears who feared
that 1 I had been shot by those who had sworn to take my
life and that they would see me no more when I1 entered
my house they clung to my garments their eyes streaming
with tears while mingled emotions of joy and sorrow were
manifested in their countenancescountenancer I1 requested to have a private
interview with them for a few minutes but this privilege was
denied me by the guard I1 was then obliged to take my de-
parture who can realize the feelings which I1 experienced
at that time to be thus torn from my companion and leave her
surrounded with monsters in the shape of men and my chil-
dren too not knowing how their wants would be supplied
while I1 was to be taken far from them in order that my ene-
mies might destroy me when they thought proper to do so my
partner wept my children clung to me until they were thrust
from me by the swords of the guards I1 felt overwhelmed
while I1 witnessed the scene and could only recommend them
to the care of that god whose kindness had followed me to

mcgavin family p 133 see also raymond T bailey emma hale
wife of the prophet joseph smith master s thesis brigham young uni-
versityversity 1952 p 31
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the present time and who alone could protect them and de-
liver me from the hands of my enemies and restore me to my
family HC 3193

music

NARRATOR in letters to his wife during the next five and
a half months of incarceration in various missouri jails the
prophet joseph reveals his deep concern for his family

JOSEPH independence missouri november 4thath 1838 my
dear and beloved companion I1 have great anxiety about
you and my lovely children I1 can t write much in my
situation those little children are subjects of my medi-
tation continually tell them that father is yet alive
oh emma if I1 do not meet you again in this life
may god grant that we meet in heaven 12

music

richmond missouri november 12th 1838 my dear em-
ma we are prisoners in chains and under strong guard
for christ s sake oh god grant that I1 may have the
privilege of seeing once more my lovely family to press
them to my bosom and kiss their lovely cheeks would fill my
heart with unspeakable gratitude tell the children that I1 am
alive comfort their hearts and try to be comforted yourself
all you can tell little joseph he must be a good boy
father loves him with a perfect love he must not hurt
those that are smaller than he but care for them tell little
frederick father loves him with all his heart he is a lovely
boy julia is a lovely girl I1 love her also she is a promising
child tell her father wants her to remember him and be a
good girl little alexander is on my mind continually oh
my affectionate emma I1 want you to remember that I1 am
a true and faithful friend to you and the children forever 13

music

liberty missouri april 4thath 1839 dear and affectionate
emma I1 want to see little frederick joseph julia and
alexander there is a great responsibility resting upon you
in preserving yourself in honor and sobriety before them and

bailey emma hale ppap 404140 41
ibid ppap 414241 42
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teaching them right things to form their young and tender
minds 14

music

NARRATOR it was winter when the followers of joseph
smith left missouri and crossed the frozen mississippi river
into quincy illinois emma smith was among them she
didndian t know where her husband was nor whether he was dead
or alive under her dress in cotton bags of sufficient size to
contain them emma carried some of the prophet s papers
which included the manuscript for the inspired version of the
bible in her arms were her two smallest children alexander
and frederick the older two children julia and little joseph
clung to her skirts as she crossed the frozen river on the ice
that bitter cold 15th day of february 18391859 15

music

in the late spring the opportunity of escapefromescape from his unjust
confinement presented itself to joseph and his brother hyrum
who was being held with him they escaped as they were be-
ing transferred from daviess into boone county arriving in
quincy illinois on april 22nd 1839 much to the joy and
thanksgiving of his family and the saints

music

within three weeks the prophet moved his family into a small
log cabin upriver from quincy at a new gathering place for
the church known as commerce formerly venus and next
named nauvoo a hebrew word meaning beautiful place
and connoting a place of rest for the latter day saints who
by 1844 in this city alone would number more than eleven
thousand 16

music

A ninth child was born to joseph and emma in nauvoo a
little over a year later on june 13 1840 he was named don

A photostaticphoto static copy of this 4 april 1839 letter of joseph to emma is in the
bancroft library at the university of california at berkeley

joseph smith III111 joseph smith III111ili and the restoration ed mary au-
dentia smith anderson independence missouri herald publishing house
1952 p 15 and inez smith davis the story of the church independence
missouri herald publishing house 1959 ppap 286287286 287

nauvoo population in 1844 was 11057 times and seasons 61031
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carlos after joseph s six foot four younger brother 17 the
following year during the month of august double tragedy
descended on the family as the baby s namesake died of con-
sumption followed shortly thereafter by the babe itself who
by this time was a little over a year old

sound of wind

there is evidence that yet another baby a son was stillborn
to joseph and emma in 1842 death even at this date was
no stranger to either the prophet or the elect lady they
had lost six of their ten children emma s father died in 1839
joseph s father died in 1840 emma s mother died in 1842

their sisters in law jerusha barden and mary bailey the wives
of joseph s brothers hyrum and samuel had also died broth-
er nephews nieces uncles aunts grandparents and cousins
had all crossed beyond the veil in the midst of such
tribulations during august of 1842 joseph took time to re-
cord his thoughts of emma

JOSEPH my beloved emma my wife even the
wife of my youth and the choice of my heart many were
the reverberations of my mind when I1 contemplated for a
moment the many scenes we had been called to pass through
the fatigues and the toils the sorrows and the sufferings and
the joys and consolations from time to time which had
strewedstrewer our path and crowned our board oh what a com
mingling of thought filled my mind for the moment again she
is here even in the seventh trouble undaunted firm and
unwavering unchangeable affectionate emma HC 5107

music

NARRATOR on january the 18th 1843 while living in
nauvoo the prophet and his wife celebrated their sixteenth
wedding anniversary with a party here they finally hadbad a
home of their own and in this home there was the business of
raising a growing family in addition to the firstgirstglrst famfamilyllyilyliy s respon-
sibilitiessibili ties to church civil military political and social obliga-
tions As joseph was often away from home the major responcespon

see undated letter of mary norman daughter of samuel H smith to
ina coolbrith daughter of don carlos smith regarding don carlos smith
in collection of letters from mary norman to ina coolbrith in the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints department of history inde-
pendencependence missouri
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sibilitysivilitysibi lity of rearing their family was emma s she never allowed
her children to strike each other once alexander and young
joseph had a quarrel and alexander bit joseph s arm when
emma was told of the incident she calmly looked at the teeth
marks on joseph s arm and then rolled up alexander s sleeve
and bit him in the same place 18

pause

the saints could not exist within frontier conditions without
creating their own code of ethics and tempering it with a
sense of humor the smith family was no exception

music

on august 31st 1843 the prophet s mansion house was
completed and his six member family moved from the old
homestead into their new residence joseph III111ili always re-
ferred to this nauvoo period as happy days 19 but the
happy days were to be short lived

music
problems within and without the church built to culmination
while joseph once again was plagued with arrests and ha-
rassmentsrassments from enemies of the church the charges were
different but the reasons were the same this time however
the governor of illinois thomas ford requested joseph to
meet him in the neighboring town of carthage and answer
these charges before a legal tribunal there this in exchange for
his promised protection

music

in june of 1844 it was revealed to joseph smith that his
enemies wanted his blood not justice the prophet under-
stood that if his life was to be preserved he must flee to the
west he wrote on june 18th 1844

JOSEPH my heart yearns for my little ones but I1 know
that god will be a father to them 200

NARRATOR on june 22nd upstairs in the mansion

vesta pierce crawford collection of unpublished notes xerox
copy brigham young university library provo utah nd p 13

davis story of the church p 443
copy of joseph smith jr letter to james jesse strang 18 june 1844

journal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in the
historical department of the church salt lake city utah
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house joseph and hyrum met with some of their associates
and made plans for their escape it was decided that they
would cross thediedle mississippi river that night and go away to
the great basin in the rocky mountains

music

As joseph smith left his family he wept and held a handker-
chief to his face following his brother hyrum without uttering
a word together with willard richards and orrin porter
rockwell they rowed to the iowa side of the river the next
day sunday june 2 23rd3rdard porter rockwell went back to nauvoo
for horses returning in the afternoon with reynolds cahoon
who had been guarding the mansion house hiram kimball
and lorenzo wasson emma smith s nephew HC 6547486547 48
reynolds cahoon gave joseph a letter from emma and at the
same time he reminded the prophet that he had always said
if the church would stick with him he would stick with the
church 21 these three men chastised joseph for running away
after accusations of cowardice and much persuasion joseph
decided to go back he remarked

JOSEPH if my life is of no value to my friends it is of
none to myself HC 6549

NARRATOR when emma was asked of josephs decision
to return to nauvoo and go from there to carthage she re-
plied

EMMA his persecutors were stirring up trouble at that
time and his absence provoked some of the brethren to say
he had run away and they called him a coward joseph
heard of it and when he returned he said 1 I will
die before I1 will be called a coward he was going to find
a place and then send for the family but when he came back
I1 felt the worst I1 ever felt in my life and from that time I1
looked for him to be killed 22

music

NARRATOR prior to his leaving for carthage emma de

journal of wandle mace 180918901809 1890 typewritten copy made by brig-
ham young university library in 1959 p 144 the original manuscript is
inin possession of mrs john H schmutz

edmund C briggs visit to nauvoo in 1856 reorganized church
of jesus christ of latter day saints journal of history independence mis-
souri board of publication october 1916 IXA ppap 453454453 454
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sired a blessing from her husband joseph told her to write
out the best blessing she could think of and he would sign it
on his return thus emma committed to writing the desires
of her heart

EMMA first of all that I1 would crave as the richest of
heaven s blessings would be wisdom from my heavenly father
bestowed daily so that whatever I1 might do or say I1 could
not look back at the close of the day with regret nor neglect
the performance of any act that would bring a blessing I1

desire the spirit of god to know and understand myself that
I1 desire a fruitful active mind that I1 may be able to compre-
hend the designs of god when revealed through his servants
without doubting I1 desire the spirit of discernment which is
one of the promised blessings of the holy ghost I1 particularly
desire wisdom to bring up all the children that are or may
be committed to my charge in such a manner that they will
be useful ornaments in the kingdom of god and in a coming
day arise up and call me blessed I1 desire prudence that I1
may not through ambition abuse my body and cause it to be-
come old and careworncare worn but that I1 may wear a cheerful
contenancecountenancecontenance live to perform all the work that I1 covenanted to
perform in the spirit world and be a blessing to all who may
in any wise need aught at my hands I1 desire with all my
heart to honor and respect my husband as my head ever to
live in his confidence and by acting in unison with him re-
tain the place which god has given me by his side and I1 ask
my heavenly father that through humility I1 may be enabled
to overcome that curse which was pronounced on the daugh-
ters of eve I1 desire to see that I1 may rejoice with them in
the blessings which god has in store for all who are willing
to be obedient to his requirements finally I1 desire that
whatever may be my lot through life I1 may be enabled to
acknowledge the hand of god in all things

music

these desires of my heart were called forth by joseph sending
me word that I1 could write out the best blessing
I1 could think of and he would sign the same on his return 23

music

bailey emma hale ppap 112113112 113 A copy of the blessing is also on
file in the historical department of the church salt lake city utah
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NARRATOR the last words emma heard from her hus-
band before he rode off to carthage she heard him speak
three times

JOSEPH emma can you train my sons to walk in their
father s footsteps

EMMA oh joseph you re coming back

JOSEPH emma can you train my sons to walk in their
father s footsteps

EMMA oh joseph

she sobs

JOSEPH emma can you train my sons to walk in their
father s footstepsfootsteps2424

NARRATOR slowly after a parting kiss with her husband
of seventeen years emma gathered her children around her
julia age thirteen joseph age eleven frederick age eight
and alexander age six they waved goodbye to joseph and
hyrum as they rode out of their lives and journeyed towards
martyrdom at carthage

music

NARRATOR there were those along the carthage road
that day who heard the prophet joseph say

JOSEPH I1 am going like a lamb to the slaughter but I1 am
calm as a summer s morning I1 have a conscience void of of-
fense toward god and all men if they take my life
I1 shall die innocent and it shall be said of me he
was murdered in cold blood HC 6555

NARRATOR three days later june 27th 1844 sometime
before midnight word reached the prophet s family he was
dead he had been murdered in cold blood

music

no one knew the full depth of the sorrow emma felt on that
occasion she cried out

EMMA why oh god am I1 thus afflicted why am I1 a

edwin rushton bridge builder and faithful pioneer in pioneer
journals apnp nd p 3
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widow and my children widows thou knowest I1 have always
trusted in thy law my husband was my crown for him
and my children I1 have suffered the loss of all things and
why oh god am I1 thus deserted and my bosom torn with
this tenfoldten fold anguishanguish2525

music

NARRATOR emma s last baby was born the following no-
vember 17th 1844 joseph had desired to name this son after
his brother hyrum in addition to the name david which
emma had selected to honor her brother thus it was that
the eleventh child of joseph and emma was named by his
mother david hyrum smith eliza snow the poet
laureate of mormondom composed a poem on the occasion of
davids birth

ELIZA R SNOW
sinless as celestial spirits
lovely as a morning flow r
comes the smiling infant stranger
in an evil omen d hour

not to know a father s fondness
not to know its father s worth
by the arm of persecution
tis an orphan at its birth

thou mayest draw from love and kindness
all a mother can bestow
but alas on earth a father
thou art destin d not to knowknow26

music

NARRATOR when her son joseph was born emma s hus-
band was absent on a missionary journey but he returned
shortly after the birth to stand beside her bed and gaze upon
little joseph now when david hyrum was born no stage-
coach or riverboat could bring him back there was no fa-
miliar voice to comfort emma no warm hand to caress her

E cecil mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful salt lake city utah book-
craft inc 1972 p 144

times and seasons vol 5735
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no familiar lips to kiss her cheeks in gratitude when her last
child was born the master of the house had gone away and
the cries of his widow and children could not bring him
back 27

music

three and a half years later december 23rd 1847 emma
hale smith remarried 28 she married a widower with two
children this new citizen to nauvoo came from canton
illinoisS 229 the man lewis C bidamon or major bidamon
as he was more often referred to had been abraham lincoln s

commanding officer in the black hawk indian war 30 when
he married emma the major became the stepfatherstep father of the
prophet s four sons sons who grew to maturity and had fami-
lies of their own

music

emma remained married to the major until her death april
30th 18718799 31 in the seventy fifth year of her life of the five
children to survive their father four would survive their
mother one would not

frederick s photo

frederick granger williams smith the prophet and emma s

second living son died in his twenty sixth year april 13th
1862 preceding his mother by seventeen years frederick mar-
ried annie marie jones september 13th 1857 and they had
one daughter

julia s photo

julia murdock smith died in 1880 soon after emma s death
she married twice but had no children julia s first husband

mcgavin family p 140
hancock county marriage record in carthage courthouse carthage

illinois book al 1829491829 49 page 105 entry 1242
letter of lewis C bidamon to emma smith dated 11 january 1847

department of history reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints independence missouri

pfrom3fromfrom an interview with leah bidamon mclean A granddaughter of
lewis C bidamon 22 february 1973 in her san francisco california resi-
dence

mary audentia smith anderson ancestry and posterity of joseph smith
and emma hale independence missouri herald publishing house 1929
p 565 all the following dates for the smith family come from this source
unless otherwise noted
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was elisha dixon and after he was killed in a steamboat ex-
plosion she married john J middleton

david s photo

david hyrum smith the lastbornlashbornlastborn child of joseph and emma
died august 29th 1904 in elgin illinois 32 he was sixty
years old david had married clara charlotte hartshorn on
may loth 1870 and they had one son

alexander s photo

alexander hale smith the prophet and emma s third living
son died august 12th 1909 when he was seventy one he
married elizabeth agnes kendall on june 23rd 1861 they
had nine children

joseph illsIIIslils photo

joseph smith III111ill the first living son of joseph and emma
lived to be eighty two years old he died december loth
1914 after outliving his parents his brothers and his sister
joseph married three times and had seventeen children he
had five children by his first wife emmeline griswold when
she died joseph married bertha madison by whom he had
nine children after her death he married ada clarkdarkoark by whom
he had three children

music

the posterity of joseph smith and his wife emma hale is
numerous beginning with eleven children and twenty eight
grandchildren

music

the final episode in the story of joseph and emma was re-
corded by alexander hale smith their son he was at his
mother s bedside when she died

ALEXANDER HALE SMITH just before she passed away
she called joseph joseph I1 thought she meant my brother
he was in the room and I1 spoke to him and said joseph
mother wants you I1 was at the head of the bed my mother
raised right up lifted her left hand as high as she could raise

copy of david hyrum smith s death certificate in possession of the
author
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it and called joseph I1 put my left arm under her shoul-
ders took her hand in mine saying mother what it it laid
her hand on her bosom and she was dead she had passed
away and when I1 had talked of her calling sister revel
who was with us during our sickness said don t you under-
stand that no I1 replied 1I do not well a short
time before she died she had a vision which she related to me
she said that your father came to her and said to her emma
come with me it is time for you to come with me and as
she related it she said 1TI put on my bonnet and my shawl
and went with him I1 did not think that it was anything un-
usual I1 went with him into a mansion a beautiful mansion
and he showed me through the different apartments of that
beautiful mansion and one room was the nursery in that
nursery was a babe in the cradle she said 1 I knew my babe
my don carlos that was taken from me she sprang forward
caught the child up in her arms and wept with joy over the
child when she recovered sufficiently she turned to josephjoseph
and said where are the rest of my children he said to
her emma be patient and you shall have all of your chil-
dren 33

NARRATOR perhaps emma received additional comfort
from her prophet husband as she passed from mortality into
that mansion of light
EMMA joseph joseph

JOSEPH

emma from my carthage twilight
I1 beheld our children adrift
on the sea of your uncertainty
and the light I1 saw in the mountain west departed
leaving julia joseph frederick alexander and

david
gazing darkly into the night of my departure

wife of my youth
the seventh trouble is past
and I1 am here

this narrative by alexander hale smith was printed in the RLDS
church publication zions ensign 31 december 1903
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in the light that casts shadows of the temple
across our mansion house
while alvin thadeus louisa little joseph
don carlos and our silent babe
wait with me for you
near the bright and morning star 34

josephsjoseph s lament by buddy youngreen

photograph identifications
1 this oil painting appears to have been painted about 1840 by an artist

trained in the pennsylvania school A statement by frederick B anthon
restorer for the huntington library art museum after he cleaned and
relinedreclined this painting to new canvas in 1968 this painting is owned by
the author

2 julia murdock smith
3 frederick granger williams smith as a young man
4 emma hale smith a retouched photo from her later years
5 alexander hale smith as a young man
6 joseph smith 111IIIili as a young man
7 david hyrum smith as a young man
8 alexander hale smith as an older man
9 joseph smith 111IIIililii as an older man

10 david hyrum smith as an older man

pictures on page 211
11 seated LRL R lewis crum bidamon frederick granger williams smith

joseph smith 111IIIlii standing LRL R david hyrum smith alexander hale
smith about 1860 frederick granger williams smith died in 1862

12 emma smith bidamon age 70 about 1874

picture on page 217
13 alexander hale smith and joseph smith III111 in los angeles california

in 1901

pictures on pages 222223222 223
14 smith familylateFamily Late 1915

LRL R

ist row seated LRL R louis brainerd smith smith dewalt lysinger philip
eugene lysinger lynn elbert smith elizabeth grace horner marion
don smith maxwell alexis smith
2ndand row robert george badham baby walter george badham
heman conomancinoman smith vida elizabeth smith smith clara charlotte
hartshorn smith elizabeth agnes kendall smith ina lorena horner
baby ina inez smith wright lois audentia smith coral cecile

rebecca smith horner james brandon homerhorner child doris rae
lysinger susan zenetta pearsall smith lajune harriett smith
3rdard row joy may smith winsome lavinia smith freda saloam
smith harold legrande smith lucy yeteve smith lysinger clara
abigail cochran smith ronald gibson smith mary angelina walker
smith frederick alexander smith frederick madison smith ruth lyman

cobb smith alice myrmidamyrmica smith emma rebecca weld beatrice
adelle smith
4thath row velora belle smith carrie lucinda smith weld zadie
aileen salyards richard savery salyards elbert aoriul smith jesse
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melvin lysinger avis hopkins smith glaud leslie smith francis
marion weld frederick augenstein smith

15 two sons of joseph and emma LRL R alexander hale smith and
david hyrum smith about 1869

16 three daughters of joseph smith 111IIIlillii and emmeline griswold LRL R
zadie viola smith salyards carrie lucinda smith weld emma
josepha smith mccallum

17 joseph smith III111ili and five of his children by bertha madison
seated joseph smith 111IIIililii
standing LRL R lucy yeteve smith hale washington smith israel

alexander smith frederick madison smith mary audentia smith
anderson

18 smith family6Family6 november 1912
sitting children LRL R joseph arthur mccallum homer alexander mccal-

lum carol rogene smith lois audentia smith lucy rogene anderson
smith dewalt lysinger philip eugene lysinger

sitting on steps glenna marie kennedy corlie corrine mccallum
robert montfort mccallum
sitting adults carrie lucinda smith weld emma josepha smith

mccallum joseph smith III111 ada rachel oarkclarkdark smith
standing on groundgroundy reginald archer smith israel alexander smith

mary audentia smith anderson hale washington smith lucy yeteve
smith lysinger frederick madison smith richard clarkdarkoark smith

duane smith anderson
standing on steps richard savery salyards alice myrmidamyrmica smith

benjamin M anderson
standing on porch corlie montfort mccallum bertha aldine smith
baby rogene munsell smith emma rebecca weld doris zuleika

anderson bertha audentia anderson ruth cobb smith roger alex-
ander kennedy emma belle smith kennedy

19 two of alexander hale smith s daughters
LRL R emma belle smith kennedy and eva grace smith madison

20 the three sons of joseph smith 111IIIill by ada rachel clarkdarkoark
LRL R rreginaldreginald archer smith william wallace smith current president

of the RLDS church richard clarkdarkoark smith
21 alexander hale smith wife and children about 1903

sitting LRL R vida elizabethellzabetheilzabeth smith smith alexander hale smith
elizabeth agnes kendall smith frederick alexander smith
standing don alvin smith coral cecile rebecca smith joseph george

smith emma belle smith kennedy arthur marion smith



three poems by

arthur henry king

anthropomorphic but not mythical

with imminent night behind a wall of thundercloud
a vast ghost of carrara marble
apparently as hard and smooth
and certainly as vacuous
as thorvaldsen

but swelling to fill an orient fifth of the twilit vault
confronts at evening s occidental cavemouthcavemouth
a watery afterlight blotched with sepia

the aquarellist s or calligrapher s

tint for revelation or deception

at the other end of the dark
a candid cumulus by palmer

tumescent for vague arcadiansArcadians
in shorehamShoreham s vicarious climax

and a waned isis framing the negative
of her full past

look back
on a band of subaqueous dawn

with its tinge of mantegna madder
but barred with black

it is all a ghostly show
dark at the source of light and bright reflected

as if the light were stronger where it rested
than whence it came

dr king associate director of the honors program is professor of english
at brigham young university
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however though apollo polypheme
with his red socket
may fumble exhausted down to places west
and phoebus reorientated and reoculate rise to
provide TV in plato s antre theatre

I1 thank god
to say so begs the question

of pharisaical anti pharisaism
like that of the establishmentarian anti establishment
or the bellicose pacifist

let alone that of eliotseliote theological terminology
in the four quartets

but what else can properly be said
I1 thank god that I1 am as other men

sharing their prospect of salvation
and not exempliexemphexempt gratia the character

taken over by world literature
when someone born of seven cities
representing perhaps a consortium
nodded at an intellectual junk sale

not in short
that shady myth torn god thwarted goddess supported

achaianachaean shroud of a phoenician spirit
who

past fellows of a hopeless underworld
eager only to sup unatoning blood

past fabulous rocks volcanoes islands and oxen
through winds whirlpools drugs and figmentarypigmentaryfigmentary women
struggled calypso

unrecognized noman
but for an old hound twenty one or more

struggled unrecognized but for an old dog home
a doubtful homer cynics might debarkrebark
since canisramscamsramf familiarismfamiliarisfamiliaris may according to occasion

be faithful or mordant
home in transit to a hopeless underworld

and yet from that inactive hopelessness
or tennyson s indefinitely telescopic

arch of experience
more accurately speaking a tunnel of active despair

ending in dante s atlantic hurricane
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or more exactly still
from the sleepy lower middle class backwater

of number seven eccles street dublin
christ died and lives to liberate odysseus

as man self spun to a chrysalis of person
mummy embalmedembalmembalmered in legend
or pupa swaddled in a maker s imagination
if like lear or hamlet can accept him

into his real imago this kind may be but shadows
but for shadows there is a shadowy salvation

for spirits a spirited choice for man a soul
spirit with body capable of shadow

we have not emerged from a mother s womb
to be haunterssauntershaunters each of his own dusk mouthed cavern

where hucksters treacherous clerics and politicos
manipulate our lowest common denominator

on their phantasamal screen
but whatever galileo may covertly have muttered
or that rather more steady sir fred hoyle state

on grounds with no beginning no middle no end
about what moves about what in what still moving about

still stays about the same
we stand restored

at the moral centre
for its other planets are certainly uninhabited

at the moral centre of a solar system
its comparative position in the cosmos

not being yet strictly our business
on a living breathing white and blue cloud agate

with a streak or two of cinnamon
no other planet looks remotely like it

earth
spinning in a noon sun towards the millennium

and 1I a solid body here in the middle
too too solid perhaps in the middle
but not too much i the son

am not at least a shadow I1 cast one in god s image
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and I1 shall cast it sharper still
my mettle of incorporate god

at the moment of the trumpet
call to shattering reunion
through the bright millennial morning
on the resurrection day

Is it the tree

this is the biggest tree in the soke it stands
on a bare ridge that makes the most of it
and so it can be seen for miles especially
on a june evening or a frosty morning
from coneyhurstconeyhurst called pitch or holmburyholmburgHolm bury hill
it looks naturally a typical oak
and it is of course marked in the larger surveys
indeed spot on the county boundary
but no pig s teeth were ever stuck in its bark
as at howards end no intertwined initials
carved in a heart and no slim animals
nailed there to stiffen it is itself alone

it it yes what have I1 to do with it
or rather is the only thing that has to
do with it I1 am I1 not man the namer
the things were there so adam gave them names
but then he had to go producing pronouns
which god will hardly have looked upon as proper
diandidn t the serpent actually insinuate
the idea through eve to give her social status
women do use their pronouns more than men
how ever it was nouns adam thought can t be
complete without their pronouns thus projecting
the patriarch s view of man and woman and
providing a convenient example
for levy strauss and then the thing was not
not he without its it

and once it had
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it it had had it ding an sich no longer
sub substantive extrapolate reduced
to inessential all very well for him
still better her lawrence on heathcliff he
calls her a thing but was it adam right
to impose on thing the mask of personal
the game of tag meaning attach or touch
isncisn t it usually it or he
could eve know she would soon be the cat s mother
these pronouns do depersonalize

or do they
the mask s ambiguous which is the person
the man who suffers the artist who creates
does mask show you more you or would its absence
like trying on a head to get a hat

now men and women too adventure hatless
are the modes ranged for choice or grown concentric
like peer gyntcynt s onion tree rings round what centre

but tree s not personal or impersonal
either might be an insult rude or cold
arboreally wrong and you can t jump
on tree until sawn down when wood indifferent
now it s material it s of no matter
and rough enough could rudely bark your shins
refuting berkeley thus

and why insult
tree stands on neither own nor other s dignity
seedling to shade by grace condignly more
it grows the kind of beam in father s eye
tree of prescriptive not descriptive knowledge
to make the moot point between him and me
a cross rood an atoning shaft of light
transforming yggdrasilYggdrasil to a tree of heaven
in short a pronoun s not appropriate
for tree I1 must redo my thing without it

and in that case what do I1 do about
nouns are they properly common was not each
of adam s names really a proper noun
one of the names of god
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well since the gift
of tongues is we had better assume that language
must be of god it takes the word for deed
der tat in the beginning as the verb
the tree as act not diamatisdramatisdramatis persona
only he that and we because like him
also in his linguistic image not
king log

they seek a country

there are the rivers
prompted from the most high
to the lowest of the low
governed through every seeming deviation
to find their rest by law
but in the purview of the circling kite
a system of wrinkles
like moses face running with invisible tears
as on mount nebo ultimate in pisgah
he traced them tacking down the abarim
towards jordan the great salt lake the promised land s

at this point hardly promising terrain
wordless he noted it all
then as the promise lifted into vision

gilead hermon carmel the sea that turned
its back on israel and their inland waters
to show a face elsewhere gaza kadesh
barnea sad reminder seir zoar
and there
far from his fathers hidden from his children
keeping an eye still full of the odd question
upon the evening sky
his body slept its coveted earth sleep

watercoursesWatercourses may be channelled or polluted
yet they drain the impartial rain into the sea
from which as the salmon do it returns in due season
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and there are the roads we have imposed
stricter straighter
yet relenting to nobly gradual curves
like the neo ciceronian surfsurfaceace forgor essence
petrified folds disposed as the statue

tortoise head extruded of a rail and mill statesman
say huskisson s in chichester cathedral
who as a bright young man played parts in the french

revolution
but forty years later tired and inadvertent
or like some juggernaut fan impelled by self immolation

fell an inaugural victim to a new tin deity
spawned by the highway god yet now half gobbled

by him
indeed our metalledpetalledmetalled thoroughfare
sweeps over streams in such a swath
that we take the route system for granted

exploiting it
for traffic of stinking overweight pseudo necesfecesnecessitiessi ties
and forgetting till the floods come
the water that goes and will go its own way
economics knits a network of urban compromise
what modified brigham young s town plan

mathematics lays down an ABMA B M grid
cybernetics mythologizesmythologizer the way that
lurching through a confused abstraction of
sheep hill cattle dale swine beechwood church

bog cot boulder and alehouse
the rolling english drunkard made the winding

english lane
but everywhere abstract language whines along the

concrete
whirrswhirry across asphalt masking rubble
till at danzig or sarayevoSarayevo
the diplomatic limousine screeches into a desperate
crash

roads may reach the sea but never enter
riversrivers thrust right in or take the tide
that brought the long ship fleet the needed invaders
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can a rapid reading course
based on the highway code
teach us again to interpret the land
by streams of living water
welling up on the divide
or struck out of the rock
what had moses had to do with roads

nothing since egypt
nor for that matter with rivers either as
accompanied by some half million
disgruntled kinsmen
the rest may well have behaved
he wandered up and down wadis
without a nile to assimilate their spates
or followed a half track
sifted over with shifting sand
and strewn with stones
at one crucial point
with fragments of the primordial tables
but he willed a people
reluctant to suffer a sea change
through between wind and tide
and then
led by the vision of a shepherd king tending his flock
forty years long he scanned the contours for them
as prophets duly continue to do

roads go to more of the same
rivers have a different intention
though we seek it downstream
our pilgrimage is by water from another country



bayard taylors the prophet
mormonism as literary taboo

thomas D schwartz

in recent years scholars have been piecing together the
story of mormonism s bizarre image in american literature
the basic historical outline as leonard arrington and jon
haupt have argued is that the mormonscormonsMormons ignored by literary
masters quickly fell into the hands of hack writers who de-
nied them a grandeur they rightfully deserved 1 consequently
the hack writer s image of mormonscormons has triumphed and the
mormonscormons entered nineteenth century american literature either
as wily insincere leaders or as ignorant fanatical follow-
ers 2 neal lambert and richard cracroft have similarly
found the nineteenth century fictional mormon to be either
a murderer or a seducer 3 and scholars seem in agreement
that the mormon in fiction settled firmly into the stereotype
of the popular villian 4

no one has attempted to explain why popular as it was
among the reading public the theme of mormonism was ig-
nored by america s foremost writers neal lambert has sug-
gested by implication that the mormon s popular image did
not lend itself to great literature polygamy secret rites
blood atonement and priestly orders have made the
mormonscormons slip easily into a stereotype for slick fiction and

mr schwartz is a doctoral candidate in late 19th century american litera-
ture at UCLA

leonard J arrington and jon haupt the missouri and illinois mor
mons in anti bellum fiction dialogue spring 1970 49

leonard J arrington and jon haupt intolerable zion the image of
mormonism in nineteenth century literature western humanities review
XXII summer 1968 245

nealneat E lambert and richard H cracroft through gentile eyes A
hundred years of the mormon in fiction the new era march 1972 p 19
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gross comedy 5 this of course better explains the interest
of hack writers than it does the silence of literary greats

A partial explanation can be offered through a discussion
of bayard taylor s poetry drama the prophet A tragedy

1874 the only significant break in that silence the play
which has hitherto escaped the notice of mormon scholars is
itself an indispensable addition to the literary history of mor-
monism and the play s reception by the critics the denunci-
ation of taylortaylorss attempt to write of mormonism from no
less a literary master than henry james clearly suggests
that mormonism was not simply ignored by america s great-
est writers of the period but rather was consciously avoided

during the 1870s and 1880s bayard taylor was a highly
regarded man of letters he included among his friends such
illuminati as mark twain who described taylor as a genial
lovable simple hearted soul howells longfellow holmes
whittier and bryant A man of no small ego or ambition
taylor aspired to greatness as a poet and produced a consid-
erable quantity of lyrical verse characterized by technical pro-
ficiencyficiency and the sort of liberal ideas which were considered
safe in the new england of his time today most critics agree
with richard henry stoddard s assessment that taylor was a
versemaker and not a poet and he is remembered chiefly for
his 1871 translation of goethe s faust which even now is
considered by some the most accurate english translation of
the great german epic taylor has often been given the dubious
title of poet laureate of the gilded age for he reflected in
his work the homely sentiments the common goals and the
self satisfaction of his readers like the age his aspirations
were high but his talents limited

early in his career taylor felt that a religious theme would
tap his deepest powers after immersing himself in nature
worship taylor abandoned altogether the idea of an institu-
tionalized religion for the possibility of inner communion with
the divine force and became zealously concerned with what
he saw as the heresy of orthodoxy christians he felt were
paying too close attention to the scripture refusing to accept
what scripture did not guarantee

taylor needing a dramatic vehicle for his ideas about an

neal E lambert saints sinners and scribes A look at the mormonscormons
in fiction utah historical quarterly XXXVI winter 1968 64
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excessive adherence to scripture and the dangers of fanaticism
saw a rich potential in the phenomenon of mormonism at
this time the utah mormonscormons were coming under increasing at-
tack from the american press because of polygamy seeing
the tragic possibilities in the ongoing mormon drama taylor
began as early as 1862 to think of mormon history as the per-
fect vehicle for his project by the mid sixties he had already
committed himself so firmly to a drama about mormonism
that when thomas bailey aldrich told taylor that he was
working on a piece entitled seven mormon wives a stunned
taylor immediately felt that his own piece had been purloined
and later feared that aldrich would accuse him of having
stolen the mormon theme it was not until 1873 however that
he wrote the play the conception of writing a mormon
play he wrote in 1873 struck me at first as so important that
I1 kept it so many years in order to grow up to it 6

taylor s letters from gotha weimar and leipzig between
august and november of 1873 during the writing of the
prophet reflect intense satisfaction with his work supposedly
vacationing after the nervous exhaustion which followed his
translation of faust in 1871 taylor felt himself at the peak
of his poetic powers and believed that he had found a theme
worthy of his best

writing to J R osgood and T B aldrich he predicted
accurately that the poem will certainly attract a great deal
of attention possibly of controversy I1 assure you in advance
of its originality and of its power as contrasted with my form-
er works letters 636 several days later he wrote aldrich
the poem is by far the best thing I1 have ever written
letters 638

that the play is based on the early history of the mormon
church is made clear both by the play and taylor s letters
in november 1873 he wrote the history of the mormonscormons
is a backgroundback ground to the poem nauvoo is suggested but the
conception of the prophet s nature is quite independent lett-
ers 635 much of the plot material he suggested is taken
from early mormon history it is full of passion and intrigue
among the scenes are a camp meeting miracles in a mountain
valley camps on the prairies the temple of the new zion

marie hansen taylor and horace E scudder eds life and letters of
bayard taylor 11II new york 1884 636 hereafter letters
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secret councils of the twelve and at last battle and death
letters 635 in december 1873 he informed aldrich that

the play was to be

wholly american in scene character and plot in fact the
story could not happen in any other part of the world the
rise of the mormonscormons under joe smith the building of the
temple at nauvoo and the death of joe smith there form
a sufficient historical background letters 638

taylor s letters also make clear his intention to write
something more than an expose on mormonism the poem
is a two edged sword he wrote in november cutting the
fossilized orthodox to the heart no less than the mormonscormonsMormons
letters 635 taylor insisted that he was not writing about

religious aberrations but about human passion in february
1874 he wrote

I1 make the origin of the mormon sect and the joe smith
tragedy the historical background of my poem but my plot
has the universal human element it stirs up more than one
question which disturbs the undercurrentsundercurrents of the world just
now for it is pervaded with that sort of logic which lay
behind the greek idea of fate letters 647

in another letter he spoke of the hero as having a hamlet
nature letters 635 taylor clearly felt that in the theme
of mormonism he had found a framework for a dramatic
presentation of issues which he considered central to american
society

david starr who dominates the prophet as taylor s fic-
tional joseph smith is introduced as a spiritually intense young
man living in a period of religious unrest david s father
interprets his dissatisfaction as a product of adolescence and
suggests to david s mother that what the youth needs is a
wife this confusion of david s spiritual unease for sexual
restlessness provides early tension for the theme of polygamy
which is central to the later development of the play at a
camp meeting david finds in the preacher s words evidence
of a loss in power in contemporary christianity in mormon
terms he senses apostasy the preacher calls on david to
confess david answers

the heart within me aches from the stress of faith
I1 have no need to pray except for power
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which is the seal and covenant for them
whom he has chosen 7

david seeks the restoration of the power of christ s

church the miracles of faith the gifts of tongues healings
and spiritual manifestations while not rejecting prayer and
confession he finds these preoccupations indicative of a loss
of power he shouts

have you the privilege
to darken counsel with your cloud of words
to teach the lesser part reject the whole
and mutilate his glory unto men taylor 13

david also has graver doubts augmented by the impotence
of modern christianity momentarily tempted by atheism he
doubts if christianity was ever more than it now is and he
cries

0 my god there is no faith no power
nor miracle and never can have been
but this is madness this makes truth a lie
makes life an emptiness far worse than death taylor 14

encouraged by his wife rhoda and his servant peter
david determines to become a preacher he stirs up some con-
troversytroversy and wins the admiration of nimrod kraft taylor s

fictional brigham young kraft contrasts the vigor and per-
sonal strength of david to the enervated christianity he has
known and says of david

he claims his birthright will possess
and may restore to others bringing back
the old forgotten forces of the church
whose right hand is authority whose left
obedience but however he may build
my coarser strength must hew and set the stones
if but my purpose can be squared with his taylor 27

from his first appearance in the play nimrod kraft is
depicted as a self seeking lago a man of demonic determina-
tion who manipulates david starr into providing a framework
for his own glory and dominion throughout the play taylor
describes the two leaders in fire imagery david being the
pure flame spiritual intuitive a man of faith nimrod
being the fuel practical sensible a man of action

bayard taylor the dramatic works of bayard taylor boston 1880
p 12 hereafter taylor
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nimrod asks david to lay his hands upon his head and
bestow upon him understanding and the power to serve
but david falters realizing that without the power he can not
assume the office however david feels that nimrod s desire
obligates his exertion of faith so he blesses nimrod with
whatever power he may possess

musing later david convinces himself that authority is
a consequence of faith here as elsewhere taylor blends
protestant ideas into the fabric of his mormon drama omitting
the mormon claim to direct restoration of the power through
heavenly messengers

david assembles a crowd and speaks of his religious fears

I1 tried to understand
the many promises that rust unused
and all I1 asked was are they granted yet taylor 37

if faith were sufficient he explains the power of god
would be restored he ponders

who knowest whether I1 deserve or no
the signs of power who should I1 point as now
and say be thou removed taylor 37

at these words a large part of the rock which he is standing
upon falls with a great noise the people cry out recognizing
david as a prophet

this miracle borrowed from the life of the prophet mat-
thias seems irritatingly pale next to the events which began
the ministry of joseph smith in attempting to strengthen the
credibility of the miracle taylor weakens the credibility of
david s impact on his followers it is one thing to follow a
man who claims to have seen god and spoken directly with
his son and with angels and to have translated from golden
plates the prophetic history of an ancient people and it is
quite another thing to follow a man who happens to have
been standing on a rock speaking of faith when the rock
broke with a loud noise

in taylor s attempt to make the mormon prophet appeal-
ing by reducing the supernatural aspects of his ministry he
strips the prophet of that which in the case of joseph smith
made him a powerful leader however interesting david starr
may be as a character he is not a leader and however credible
he may be as an individual he is conspicuously incredible as
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the dictator which his dramatic role demands the reader
scours the play in vain for some property of a leader in david
starr for self confidence charisma determination and finally
must content himself with having ferreted out starr s capacity
for exuding a faint spiritual effervescence even david realizes
before long that his miracle was slight that the rock could
have split by coincidence and he comes to doubt his own
prophetic calling

with his newly gathered followers david builds a city
which though unnamed is clearly nauvoo he sets the mem-
bers to work on the temple establishes a council of twelve
apostles the law of tithing the principle of revelation and a
priesthood hierarchy

As nauvoo is being built livia whom nimrod describes
as possessing knowledge of the world and influence with
her sex approaches the camp and asks david for the gift of
tongues he blesses her and she speaks in dutch french
and cherokee the people naively take it as a wondrous miracle
and david feels that he has met his equal in faith when
david praises livia for her faith she replies

I1 was the harp string mute until you touched
if to your ear the sound be melody
strike out of me the strong full handed chords
to your exaltmentexactmentexaltment tojtoytaylorlor 63

more a seducer than a prophetess livia makes her purpose
clear

there is no woman lives but in her soul
demands a bridegroom failing one of flesh
then one of spirit learn to promise this
in secret visitations mystic signs
make truth seem love and knowledge ecstasy
and you will lead our sex taylor 69

one afternoon david s servant peter talks to nimrod
about his marital predicament he loves both jane and mary
ann and doesndoean t know which to marry nimrod asks why he
should not marry both you ve read your bible he explains
what the lord himself established for the fathers of the

world is justified to us taylor 79 whereas in mormon
history polygamy was introduced by revelation to the prophet
joseph smith here it comes to nimrod kraft brigham
young the man whom the gentile world had identified with
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polygamy also it should be noted that although david
speaks about revelation throughout the play the ultimate
authority rests with scripture and as taylor does not introduce
the mormon s claim to additional scriptures this means that
authority rests in the bible but again it should be remembered
that taylor is using mormonism as a vehicle for his argument
with christianity

nimrod convinces the other members of the twelve that
polygamy is desirable and calls in david to hear their proposal

we would restore that patriarchal home
the lord preferred its fair obedient wives
its heritage of children as he gave
so giving now that none be left alone
or fruitless taylor 828382 83

david s belief in the need for a restoration of the primitive
church predisposes him to the suggestion that polygamy reflects
the power which has been lost he also realizes that this
would evoke the anger of the gentiles and make a chasm
impassable between us and the world taylor 83 nevert-
helesstheless the desperate plan answers his need for a supreme
test there is faith that loves a trial taylor 83 he says
affirming the plan when he tells his wife rhoda she pleads
with him to change his mind put me aside she cries

but think of innocent wives whose joy of life
so satisfied with trust in one mans truth
sustains them in long weariness and fear
that ends in pangs and endless narrowing cares
no no you will not rob them taylor 86

david goes to the temple and as he prays livia enters and
plays the organ she lies and tells david that it was his faith
which enabled her to play and proclaims her love for david
in words of spiritual union they embrace and david finds a
personal commitment to the new law meanwhile rhoda at
home realizes that livia s ingenuity has destroyed her mar-
riage

my tongue deceives my heart
I1 speak but foolishness and vex him more
but hers makes beautiful a darkened thought
makes purity a secret selfishness
and holy love an evil taylor 97

she vainly goes through the bible trying to find a verse
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which denounces polygamy taylor s purpose again is to show
that a close adherence to the bible can lead one into moral
turpitude or downright villainy

rhoda is not the only wife who is appalled by the new
law because of their wives indignation at plural marriage
two members of the council of twelve jones and hugh con-
spire against the prophet they visit colonel hyde the leader
of the gentile forces and guarantee him evidence that plural
marriages are being performed in the temple

following david s secret marriage to livia word comes
that colonel hyde plans to suppress polygamy nimrod re-
sponds with indignation at the law s harrassmentharrassment and he
fulminates

what have we done that should alarm the law
low strife and murder in this border land
it scarcely chides is patient of free lust
yet makes a culprit of the sanctioned love
that broadens home taylor 115

taylor denounces polygamy not as illegal but as unnatural
the play becomes a poignant statement against polygamy fo-
cusing not only on the spiritual development of david but
on the love and sorrow of rhoda and taylor is at his best
when he allows rhoda to articulate her grief

there s something in a woman s heart
I1 think so delicate so soft a force
that it will cling like steel nor feel a bruise
yet loose one fibrefabre it may bleed to death taylor 124

but she also knows now that david s life is endangered
like the mother in the story of solomon who would rather
give her baby to another woman than have it killed rhoda
worried about david s safety goes to livia for help she
knows that livia has a quicker mind and will be more useful
in saving david but livia like the errant mother who cared
little for life is reluctant to help because she is thrilled by
the glory of the trial that awaits david it is not life but
dramatic effects which she values

when the soldiers come for david he commissions nim-
rod to take care of the saints As david turns to meet the
soldiers nimrod tells the people not to lament nimrod
prophesies that they will cross the river and found another
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eschol in the west then david reappears mortally
wounded supported by rhoda and livia david asks the
people to listen to his last revelation then he falls exclaim-
ing 1 I see no more but yes one blessed face tis yours

you re with me rhoda you mylove taylor 164
with david dying in her arms rhoda sends livia away
leave us you have no more a part in him he is all mine

at last taylor 164

david starr had not been driven into polygamy through
sensual desire the usual fictional approach to the mormon
prophet he genuinely saw himself as an instrument of the
lord in bringing about the restoration of all things nimrod
kraft had convinced starr that polygamy was a necessary part
of the old order of things starr s dying realization that he
had been duped by his strict adherence to the scriptures and
that he had struck out against the wisdom of the heart forced
him to see his second marriage as adulterous the reconcili-
ation between rhoda and david thus became a scene of re
pentencepencencepentence and forgivnessforgiveness for an act of infidelity the play ends
with affirmation as david starr fully aware of the mistakes
of his past and the pain they have caused rhoda reestablishes
in his dying moments the joy of monogamous love

despite taylor s enthusiasm for his play and the popu-
larity which his translation of faust had engendered the
prophet did not receive critical acclaim it was criticized both
on points of poetry its language was too commonplace too
realistic and on the subject the critics were not really inter-
ested in a poetizedpoetizer history of mormonism in november
1874 taylor responded to the criticism in a letter to paul
H hayne the critics are mistaken he wrote in supposing
that my design was to represent a phase of mormon history
the original conception was totally unconnected with any
actual events the features which suggest the mormonscormons were
added long afterwards letters 664

for taylor such a response was natural even predictable
concerned as he was about his reputation and standing with the
critics his defense of the play from this point on becomes a
denial of its mormon elements and a reversal of his original
ideas

the most substantial attack on the play was a seven page
discussion in the prestigious north american review by henry
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james already a significant voice in american letters and the
man whom T S eliot later credited with having possessed the
finest mind of his generation to james the historical source
was too glaring to be lightly disposed of he writes

taylor has written the tragedy of mormonism and taken
joe smith and Brigbrighamharnhain young for his heroes his experi-
ment has not to our taste been remarkably successful but
it is creditable to his intellectual pluck 8

throughout the review james wavers between a revulsion
against the subject of mormonism and a respect for bayard
taylor s literary reputation however his discussion centers
on the subject of mormonism

it disturbs our faith a little to learn that the prophet is mr
joe smith and the denoumentdenouement is to be the founding of
salt lake city by mr brigham young we reflect that there
is a magic in associations and we are afraid we scent vul-
garity in these but we are anxious to see what the author
makes of them and we grant that the presumption is in favor
of his audacity mormonism we know to be a humbug and a
rather nasty one it needs at this time of day no showing
up and mr taylor has not wasted his time in making a po-
etical exposure he assumes that the creed was founded in
tolerable good faith and he limits his view of its early
stages which already at western rates of progression have
faded into the twilight of tradition his design has been to
show how a religion springs into being and how an honest
man may be beguiled into thinking himself a prophet
james 232312511

james commends taylor on the subtlety with which he
makes his prophet a mysterious mixture of fierce monomania
and clever charlatan and also compliments taylor on not
spending too much time on the doings of brigham young
whom he refers to as the theocratic millionaire of salt lake
city james 233 but overshadowing such petty compli-
ments is the insurmountable criticism that taylor went beyond
the limits of propriety james insists that

if his book has no atmosphere the fault is not only mr
taylors but his subjects it is very well to wish to poetize
common things but here as much as ever more than ever
one must choose there are things inherently vulgar things

norranorthorth american review january 1875 p 188 reprinted in henry
james literary reviews and essays byhy henry james ed albert mordell new
haven 1957 p 230 hereafter james
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to which no varnish will give a gloss and on which the
fancy contents only grudgingly to rest her eyes mormonism
is one of these an attempt to import joseph smith into
romance even very much diluted and arranged must in the
nature of things fall flat james 236

to writers of the 70s and 80s vulgarity was not a light
charge this was a time of literary taboos and one need
only to recall the press I1 vicious attack on harriet beecher stowe
for her airing of the incest theme in the byron controversy
to realize that the serious writer had reason to take such ta-
boos seriously

following james review taylor decided on a public state-
ment denying the mormon emphasis in the drama in early
spring of 1875 the new york staatszeitungStaats zeitung reviewed the
prophet as a history of the early mormon church and taylor
had his chance in a letter to the editor of the new york
staatzeitungStaatzeitung published on may 3rdard 1875 he wrote the
prophet does not represent the early history of the mormonscormonsMormons
and david starr is as far as possible from being joe smith
the man who most nearly stands for his prototype in real life
was the rev edward irving letters 664 irving had been
a scottish religious reformer who emphasized spiritual gifts
and faith

luckily for taylor his letters which had made clear that
the plot characters and themes were distinctively american
and mormon were private and could not be used to disprove
his new stance according to taylor the immigration to
the west and the manner of david s death are the only fea-
tures that coincide with the story of the mormonscormonsMormons letters
665 taylor conveniently ignores davids calling to the min-
istry the building of the temple in new zion the meetings
of the council of twelve the danite inspired conspiracy in
act five in which jones is apparently killed by nimrodsNimrods
men the institution of tithing revelation and the priesthood
hierarchy the commissioning of nimrod to lead the members
across the river to the west and of course the central theme
of polygamy

the anti mormon sentiment was so pervasive that even
taylor s biographer albert H smyth familiar with many of
taylor s letters felt it important to carry the argument in
taylor s behalf smyth wrote that in david starr there
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is no attribute of the mormon leader starr is a fine idealist
not a vulgar sensualist and smyth underlined the assertationassentationasser tation
that the play bore only slight resemblance to mormonism

what taylor had earlier called the finest thing he had
written now became an embarrassment by november 1874
he was feigning indifference the prophet now belongs to
my past he wrote and will not trouble my thoughts any
more letters 664 dissembling his irritation he told his
friends that he was relieved to get to work on other projects
more important projects and the prophet was effectively for-
gotten by author and critics alike

in this manner america s most able critics succeeded in
silencing this fictive study of mormonism and in silencing
taylor they possibly silenced other writers who may have been
interested in the theme of mormonism had the critics sounded
a different note a note of interest and appreciation taylor s

effort might have encouraged other serious writers to continue
the dramatic study of mormonism eager as american writers
of the period were to find american material a usuable past
such encouragement might have led to a significant literary
interest in this uniqpuniquelyely american religion
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wallace stegnerssteggersStegners literary artist

sid jenson

the word artist is not a word I1 like it has been
adopted by crackpots and abused by pretenders and debased
by people with talent but no humility in its capital A form
it is the hallmark of that peculiarly repulsive sin of arrogance
by which some practitioners of the arts retaliate for public
neglect or compensate for personal inadequacy I1 use it here
only because there is no other word for the serious maker
in words or stone or sound or colors

wallace stegner
fiction A lens on life

paul horgan speaking about the art and discipline of
writing says

we must go beyond the pencil boxes as it were and look
beyond the page to consider the writers vision of life which
all simple and habitual mechanics of writing exist to serve
where many literary workers fall short of making significant
works is just where spiritual values come into focus in a
point of view

wallace stegner I1 am sure would agree I1 am also sure that
stegner would agree with mr horgan when he says

the spiritual life of the modernmodem world becomes increasingly
fragmented modern writers like everybody else long for
a nourishing explanation of life but all too many turn to
recent and fugitive systems of imposing orderly but incomincogincom-
plete designs upon life s teeming and elusive variety and in

this paper was first presented at the annual meeting of the western litera-
ture association in austin texas october 1973

dr jensen is professor of english at church college of hawaii
paulaul horgan the way to writing intellectual digest 3 july 1970

57
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doing so seem to lose the deepest well of their inspiration
and their artistic intuition 2

mr horgan concludes his comment about the source of man s

creative powers with this comment

when aesthetic perception approaches its fullest realization
it is akin to man s religious vision whatever form this may
take faith is a supernatural grace the true artist is he
who knows without learning his own intuition is closer to
the supernatural than it is to any prevailing temper of the
pluralistic and pragmatic modemmodern culture 3

wallace stegner may not agree with every letter and line
quoted above but I1 am sure he would agree with the tenor
and tone with the basic point of view paul horgan has to-
ward the creative artist

wallace stegner has been described as a nonreligiousnon religious
humanist 4 but his theory of literary art is based on a belief in
literature which is not unlike the religious faith that jonathan
edwards had in the divine and supernatural light or the
faith that ralph waldo emerson had in reason or that
the devout mormon has in the holy ghost stegner s liter-
ary beliefs center on the idea that the aesthetic experience is
a private subjective mystical experience that is never quite
communicable 5 and that the aesthetic experience is not sub-
ject to empirical verification art has its own peculiar sort of
truth the ancient and unverifiableunveriflabietabletabie knowledge of things as
experience 6 and this truth is just as important as and is com-
plementaryplemen tary to measurable scientific truth the artist for steg-
ner is the man aware 7 the man who can record the know-
ledge of things as experienced but today we live in the age
of the transistor and too often ignore or distrust the subjective
mystical experience and says stegner this makes us like little
children trying to spell the word god with the wrong
blocks 8
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jamesames L clayton from pioneers to provincials mormonism as seen by
wallace stegner dialogue A journal of mormon thought 1 winter 1966
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wallacewailace stegner one way to spell man the saturday review 41
24 may 1958 43
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another contemporary problem with the creative artist is

that he has quit from the western writer s square naive
point of view the trouble with modern man as he reads about
him in fiction is that modern man has quit 9 the modern
literary generation specializes in despair hostility hypersexu
alityaliby and disgust 10 today s artist too often gives himself
the status of man as victim 11 the artist by his own defini-
tion is a victim a martyr a loser a selfseif loatherleatherieather a life hater 12

wallace stegner who comes from the west and has
incorrigible hope 13 wants none of this he advises the

western writer to keep his values to hang on to his basic
hopefulness instead of giving it up for a fashionable dis-
gust 14 stegner advises the west s own problems are likely
to be more to the western writer s purpose than any that he
can borrow especially when in borrowing he must deny his
own gods 15

stegner s literary theory and practice do not categorize nice-
ly into any of the traditional groups such as classicism natur-
alism or realism if one must have such a handle he might
try soldering the word archetypal onto stegner s works but
don t put too much pressure on the handle by overloading the
pan or all your beans will be in the fire labeling stegner s

fictional work with a term which describes literary technique
or type is not the best approach what is needed in stegner s

case is a philosophical focus an examination of stegner s life
and his moral ethical philosophical beliefs

in this short paper one cannot trace the life of stegner
for our purpose we need only say that he had an abnormally
migrant childhood which gave him an acute sense of physical
and moral dislocation because of this moral rootlessness
stegner s writing has taken on the purpose of bringing order
to disorder helping to make this earth a place where children
will not have to experience all the disorder and early sorrow
stegner did from the sorrows of the bleak life on a saskatche

wallacewailace stegner the sound of mountain water garden city new
york doubleday & company 1969 p 184

ibid p 171
ibid p 176
ibid
ibid p 185

14 ibid p 182
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wan farm from the disorder of the sooty life in cities stegner
has tried to find physical and moral order

in wolf willow stegner has said that he ranks fictional
or poetic truth a little above that of historical truth 16 he
felt he could get more truth in a fictionalized account of the
cattle industry on the saskatchewan plains than he could with
any historical summary the personal impetus for stegner s

study and writing of history was his search to find himself and
to know his roots in wolf willow he says 1 I may not know
who I1 am but I1 know where I1 am from 17 historical know-
ledge satisfied his question where am I1 from but the
more difficult question who am 1I is better answered by
poetic truth

we read poetry or literature stegner feels primarily
because we are searching for ourselves in all our wandering
through fictional worlds it is probably ourselves we seek 18

but we never find ourselves what we do find is how the
author another waif in a bewildering world has made out
to survive and perhaps be at peace 19

out of this belief comes stegner s principal literary theme
the search for individual identity in an early work fire and
ice paul condon unsuccessfully struggles to find himself it s
pretty clear to me that I1 didndian t know myself and the big-
gest wrong I1 did was not to know myself better 20 at the end
of the novel he leaves salt lake city walking straight east
heading back toward where his countrymen came from with
the resolve to answer the question who am 1I 1I m going
to do nothing but work and read and think till I1 ve got an
answer of my own that suits me freshman condon in
search of the grail 112121

lyman ward in stegner s latest novel angle of repose
asks the same question why then am I1 spending all this
effort trying to understand my grandparents livesilveslives222212 lyman

wallace stegner wolf willow A history A story and A memory
of the last plains frontier new york viking press 1962 p 307

ibid p 23
wallace stegner the writer in america folcroftfolscroftFolcroft pa folcroftfolscroftFolcroft press

1969 p 12
ibid ppap 121312 13
wallace stegner fire and ice new york duell sloan and pearce

1941 p 212
ibid p 213
wallace stegner angle of repose new york doubleday 1971 p

439
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ward is trying to write a history of his grandparents in order
to understand them he hopes that if he understands them
he will understand himself lyman ward s search is not east-
ward like paul condon s but westward all over the west in
the end their search must be inward but both start their search
as galahadsGalahads of the public library 23

in the libraries these characters find literature and litera-
ture for stegner is a lens on life the work of art is not a
gem as some schools of criticism would insist but truly a
lens we look through it for the purified and honestly offered
spirit of the artist 24 literature is a tool by which man can
enlighten himself about the human predicament reading
literature is precisely like the act of putting a smear of cul-
ture on a slide for inspection under the microscope 225 litera-
ture is not life it is a way of seeing life and for stegner it
is the best way As ruth liebowitz says in second growth
but anybody with any sense can learn more from novels than

he can from all the textbooks in your box novels give you
an understanding of people 26

stegner recognizes that literature does have its limitations
A microscope no matter how well it illuminates a particular
problem has a very narrow range of vision its range is lim-
ited in proportion to its degree of magnification the writer s

vision is limited by his life by his experience his keenness of
mind and his ability of expression but the most inclusive
vision is not necessarily his aim it is the clearest vision he is
after 27 limited though the microscope and literature may
be they both give a penetrating view of a small part of the
world certainly no writer can see or know all or get all
life into his fiction his quality will be measured by the
amount he does succeed in getting without blurring the edges
of his simplifying frame 28

stegner realizes that like the microscope art distorts life
unlike the microscope fiction need not always be absolutely
true to fact discussing some factually inaccurate farming
details in on a darkling plain stegner warns that the writer

stegner fire and ice p 213
stegner the writer in america p 13
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wallace stegner second growth boston houghton mifflin co 1947

p 42
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must convince and he must continuously maintain his dramatic
illusion

for he must convince he must drug his reader into complete
acceptance of the premise of his story and maintain his
dramatic illusion by never slipping into inaccuracies of
fact that may haul the reader up short 29

stegner warns that specific facts had better be accurate or the
dramatic illusion may be broken for the informed reader steg-
ner notes the exact date mark twain used in the con-
necticut yankee that fact is central to the plot mr clemens
would not want to be called on the point by some astrologer
or astronomer

but the greater literary truth of the connecticut yankee
does not rely on an accurate date at all an author can fake
and fake shamelessly the factual materials of a story as long
as the dramatic illusion is maintained and just so long as
the work is true to human experience

for here is the incontrovertible fact about fiction that
the details in scene after scene can be faked spurious
or even absolutely false and the validity of the novels
message be unimpeachable 30

stegner cites keats use of cortez instead of balboa to prove
his point that passage for all its spuriousness and in spite
of its bald error says so much and so truly about the essen-
tial human qualities of wonder and surprise that the details
are overlooked 23113131

in contrast to a historical novelist like vardis fisher steg-
ner makes this suggestion to the writer look up your de-
tails when they are important and must be exact but fake
them where hunting them down would be tedious and un-
necessary labor you should spend most of your time most
of your thought on the people the psychological rightness
the ultimate implications of your story those are things
that cannot be faked skimped or rendered impressionis-
ticallyti keep the attention focused on the people where
it belongs 32

wallace stegner truth & faking in fiction writer 53 february
1940 41
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the essential truths of literature are not simply historical
facts or ideas ideas says stegner have an important place in
fiction but ideas are not the best subject matter for fiction 33

some writers stegner notes begin with ideas and make them
into flesh and blood as nathaniel hawthorne did other writers
start with flesh and blood and let them work themselves out
into ideas as mark twain did 34 regardless of the method
the artistsartists goal is dramatized belief 35 no fiction should
state its meaning flatly it does not state it imitates or re-
flects and is witnessed 30

for stegner human dramatization is the writer s key tool
chisel a great character and you have great literature
oedipus don quixote hamlet ahab huckleberry finn the
meaning of life lies in people literature must be drawn from
people places and things especiaspeciespeciallyallyaily people if fiction isncisn t

people it is nothing and so any fiction writer is obligated to be
to some degree a lover of his fellowmen though he may
like the mormon preacher love some of them a damn sight
better than others 37

even when writing history which he considers a branch
of literature stegner tries to focus on people the spirits and
bodies of william clayton patience loader and margaret
dalglish all come alive in the gathering of zion margaret
dalglish was one of those stoutheartedstout hearted pioneers of the mor-
mon migration who journeyed with the ill fated willie martin
handcart companies stegner describes her actions as she en-
tered and overlooked for the first time the great salt lake
valley

margaret dalglish of the martin company a gaunt image
of scottish fortitude dragged her handful of belongings to
the very rim of the valley but when she looked down and
saw the end of it she did something extraordinary she
tugged the cart to the edge of the road and gave it a push
and watched it roll and crash and burst apart scattering
into emigration canyon the last things she owned on earth
then she went on into salt lake to start the new life with

stegner the writer in america p 7
wallace stegner creative writer as an image maker writer 76

october 1963 24
wallace stegner to a young writer atlantic 204 november

1959 89
stegner one way to spell man p 11
stegner the writer in america p 6
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nothing but her gaunt bones her empty hands her stout
heart 38

quoting joseph conrad stegner says that the task of the
artist is by the power of the written work to make you
hear to make you feel it is before all to make you see 39

creative writing begins in the senses stegner says with-
out senses the writer cannot create images and images are
his only means of making his reader hear and feel and see 40

lyman ward the narrator of angle of repose tries to help
the listener of his tapes see the time and place susan and oli-
ver ward are headed for leadville colorado for the first
time

tiny figures at the foot of a long rising saddle snowpeakssnowpeaks
north and south another high range across the west the
road crawled toward the place where the saddle emptied into
the sky the wind came across into her face with the taste
of snow in it and not all the glittering brightness of the
snow could disguise the cold that lurked in the air in the
whole bright half created landscape they were the only crea-
tures except for a toy ore wagon that was just starting down
the dugway from the summit 41

if you have had mountain experience if you have imagination
and if you read carefully you see what is happening

following in the tradition of T E hulme s idea of the
image stegner believes that images concrete things drawn

from experience to symbolize the human truths of experience
are what make the reader see for example in second growth
stegner uses the image of a porcupine trapped in a flashlight
beam to represent a trapped man the eyes reminded the
old man of the eyes of a porcupine trapped in a flashlight
beam eyes that stared glassily and yet seemed constantly to
swim in every direction at once looking for an escape 42 but
images have their limitations for just as the reader who does
not know how to fish misses the import of eliot s fisher king
fishing after he crosses the waste land the reader who has
never seen a porcupine in a light will not see the effect

stegner recognizes this literature is a game played be

wallace stegner the gathering of zion the story of the mormon
trail new york mcgraw hill 1964 ppap 255256255 256

stegner one way to spell man p 44
stegner creative writer as an image maker p 24
stegner angle of repose p 231
stegner second growth p 210
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tween writer and reader both of whom must be products of
essentially similar cultures 43 to be successful the game of
literature must be played by two sympathetic people just as
the writer must be emotionally and intellectually linked with
his materials so must the reader 44 the proof of art for
stegner is in the response in the esthetic experience 45 and
that experience is subjective even somewhat mystical we at-
tempt to analyze the aesthetic experience but ultimately we
cannot explain the reader s experience any more than we can
explain the creative principle or act of the writer 46

the writer s or the reader s aesthetic experience is not sub-
ject to empirical measurement art is cumulative unlike sci-
ence which is progressive ibsen does not replace shakespeare
nor does shakespeare replace aeschylus but harvey does re-
place galen and einstein does replace newton artistic in-
sights tend to remain discrete they do not necessarily make the
building block of future insights the literary tradition ac-
cumulates less by accrual than by deviation and rebellion 114747

for these reasons anyone who speaks for art must be pre-
pared to assert the validity of nonscientificnon scientific experience and
the seriousness of non verifiable insight 48

since all fiction begins from the artist s experience steg-
ner feels that a serious artist needs a broad deep experience
with life this experience short of crippling must have hurt
him 49 hurt is not the only word proper here annoyed
or outraged might also be used but stegner s idea is cor-
rect A writer must have deeply felt his experiences A writer s

emotions as well as his intellect must be moved before he can
move his readers

in addition to feeling his experience the artist must be a
special kind of person stegner quotes joseph conrad to ex-
plain

A novelist who would think himself of a superior essence
to other men would miss his calling I1 would
ask that in his dealings with mankind he should be capable

stegner one way to spell man p 43
wallace stegner religionalism in art in modern writing ed W
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of giving a tender recognition to their mankindsmankinds obscure
virtues I1 would not have him impatient with their small
failings and scornful of their errors I1 would wish him
to look with a large forgiveness at mens ideas and preju-
dices 5010

stegner s ideal artist is a person of sensibility intelligence but
most important of all a person of artistic and personal con-
trol 51 the artist is essentially a common man but a man who
has uncommonly developed humility patience and impartiality
he forgives easily and because he is compassionate rebukes
softly the artist realizes as lyman ward does in angle of
repose that it is love and sympathy which makes him capable
of reconstructing the lives of his grandparents 52

lyman ward is a good example of wallace stegner s idea
of the creative artist As he struggles with the problems of
writing his grandparents history as he struggles with his
dying paralytic body as he struggles to behave properly to-
wards his unfaithful wife we see that lyman has come to real-
ize that most lives are worth living even when they are lives
of quiet desperation lyman has come to realize that the
point is to do the best one can in the circumstances not the
worst 53

lyman ward unhappy with his present turns to the past
searching for an angle of repose As he studies his grand-
parents lives he slowly recognizes what caused the slow decay
of their marriage he slowly compiles the cumulative grudges
which caused the decline and fall of their marriage his
grandmother susan burling ward lived for the future all
her married life and what she resisted was being the wife
of a failure and a woman with no home 54 she looked for
her angle of repose in the future but it was not there just
as it is not in lyman ward s past

the term angle of repose is a geologic one which means
the slope angle about 30 at which dirt and pebbles stop
rolling but susan and lyman ward are too alert to the possi-
ble figurative human possibilities of the phrase to allow it
to be a mere descriptive term for detrital rest they both ap
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ply it to themselves lyman says susan never achieved her
angle of repose as grandmother s biographer id have to
guess she was never really happy after say her thirty seventh
year the last year when she lived an idyll in boise canyon 55

susan burling ward was a proud victorian lady why wasngasn t
she happy lyman thinks he knows

because she considered that shed been unfaithful to my
grandfather in thought or act or both because she blamed
herself for the drowning of her daughterdaugnter because
she was responsible for the suicide of her lover if he was
her lover because shed lost the trust of her husband and
son 56

earlier lyman had explained susan ward s failure to find
repose in another way she was

a woman who was a perfect lady and a lady who was feeling
eager talented proud snobbish an exiled woman and
fallible and responsible willing to accept the blame for her
actions she held herself to account and she was terribly
punished 57

but lyman ward could never figure out what the phrase
11 angle of repose meant for his grandmother except that he
knew the phrase was too good for mere dirt but he knew
what it meant for him

during a moment of depression in a nightmare dream he
once said it meant horizontal permanently 58 later he
recanted this part of his dream and explained

some cowardly hopeful geometer in my brain tells me it
is the angle at which two lines prop each other up the
leanleaninging together from the vertical which produces the false
arch for the lack of a keystone the false arch may be
as much as one can expect in this life 59

lyman begins to realize that those final years that susan and
oliver ward spent in zodiac cottage produced a false arch
between them in some quiet non spoken non touching non
kissing way susan and oliver ward had made a kind of
angle of repose an accommodation of sorts while this may
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not seem like much maybe thinks lyman maybe this was
all these victorian people needed but a false arch is not
enough for grandson lyman he still searches with his hope-
ful geometer for the keystone

lyman ward a product of the twentieth century needs to
speak touch to kiss A silent accommodation will be no angle
of repose for him with the inherited pride of his grand-
mother and the stubbornness of his grandfather he continues
his search for repose As a historian lyman ward looks at
the past and the present seeing the sharp contrasts between his
grandparents life and the present flower children like shelly
rasmussen his secretary assistant lyman does not like the
hippie cult with its utopian dreams because their soft headed
ness irritates me because their beautiful thinking ignores both
history and human nature 60 also lyman thinks that his
wife ellen has become a victim of the casual fornicatingforni cating of
this generation

lyman notes the failure of previous utopian communities
which the hippie generation unknowingly has copied brook
farm new harmony amana the shakers the icarians the
oneida colony the united order of zion all failed and
why depravity not that lyman especially cares about
utopian schemes or about reforming hippies he just does not
want to personally repeat failure

shelly rasmussen will not accept lyman s historical argu-
ment you re judging by past history all history is past
history lyman replies all right but it doesndoean t have
to repeat itself shelly says doesndoean t it lyman replies well
knowing by this time that his own history is in the final stages
of repeating his grandparents shelly is not convinced she
does not believe history can teach her generation much shelly s
crowd quotes whitman and thoreau to support their beliefs
on nature free love meditation communion and communal
living lyman the scholar rebutsdebuts 1 I never liked whitman I1
can t help remembering that good old wild thoreau wound up
a tame surveyor of concord house lots shelly does not under-
stand the significance of this what s that supposed to mean
that about thoreau lyman explains

how would I1 know what it means I1 dondont t know what
anything means what it suggests to me is that the civilizacivilize

601goiibid601bidbid p 518
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tion he was contemptuous of that civilization of men who
lived lives of quiet desperation was stronger than he was
and maybe righter it outvotedout voted him it swallowed him
in fact and used the nourishment he provided to alter a few
cells in its corporate body it grew richer by him but it
was bigger than he was civilizations grow by agreements
and accommodations and accretions not by repudiations
civilizations grow and change and decline they aren t re-
made

lyman ward has expressed his own situation he simply can-
not reject his wife as young thoreau and the hippie cult reject
the establishment you can t retire to weakness lyman
says you ve got to learn to control strength 62 lyman must
control his strength not retire to weakness he must not let
his grandmother s pride or his grandfather s stubbornessstubbornnessstubborness keep
him from making an accommodation with his wife ellen has
made a mistake she may have been living a life of quiet des-
perationperation she may have a chemical imbalance she may have
been influenced by the present loose sex standards she may
not have relished the idea of living with a paralyzed grotesque
for the next forty years

lyman ward who has yet to figure out for sure why his
wife ran off with his doctor knows only this he must not
repeat his family s history to stop the cycle he will have to
accept the false arch with its modified angle of repose and
quit searching quit hoping for the keystone with this the
tape of the novel ends but ends somewhat ambiguously with
lyman wondering 1 I lie wondering if I1 am man enough to
be a bigger man than my grandfather 6313

but the ambiguity is not true ambiguity at all after watch-
ing lyman ward wrestle with his wheelchair and his marriage
problem for almost six hundred pages the reader knows what-
ever else lyman ward is he is kind considerate he is a
gentlemen he will accommodate he will accept a modified
angle of repose realizing that maybe this is as much as one
can expect in this life 116464

this accommodation says anatole broyard in a review of
angle of repose is regrettable

61ibid61ibid p 519
ibid
ibid p 569
ibid p 568
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when lyman pardons his bitchybatchy wife his brash son and
his gang banging secretary not every reader is going to feel
that he has risen above his distaste for our times whatever
the author intended were more likely to see this last minute
reprieve as a perversion of character a regrettable crumbling
of a good crusty character 665611

mr broyard is wrong lyman ward still strongly dislikes
much of the 20th century life his cultural tastes have not
changed but his dislike does not mean he should condemn
those things or people he dislikes lyman knows what he dis-
likes but he also knows what he ought to like he ought to
like whatever is honorable and proper he ought to behave
kindly he ought to love the sinner including himself and
hate the sin

earlier in his review mr broyard states that in sifting
through his grandmother s materials lyman ward was look-
ing not only for a story but for the standard of conduconductct whose
loss he feels as keenly as he does that of his leg 60 this is
quite right lyman is determined to behave properly his
grandmother susan ward had told him once 1I was never
never never to behave beneath myself she had known people
who did and the results were calamitous 67 lyman now under-
stands because of his study that those people who behaved be-
neath themselves were his grandparents but in spite of their
calamity susan and oliver ward had set an example of civi-
lized conduct they respected each other they treated one
another with a sort of grave infallible kindness 68 lyman
ward follows his grandmother s advice and example this
is the least he and his wife ellen can do for each other be
kind

lymanwardLymanWard learns that even though he tries never to be-
have beneath himself personal disaster and heartbreak will
probably still be his lot but that his grandmother s victorian
principles what mr broyard calls standards of conduct
will guide and sustain him toward a life of muted joy

lyman ward is a good example of wallace stegner s cre-
ative artist he is a common man who lives in the world
among people he is a man who matures the strength of his

anatole broyard were the old times really better life 70 26
march 1971 14
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imagination among the things of this earth 69 he matures
from a literary craftsman to an artist when he develops pauline
charity when he becomes a compassionate seer

the primary aim of literary art stegner believes is to
celebrate the human spirit literature today he also
believes has assumed much of the spiritual responsibilities
traditionally belonging to religion literature has become for
many of us the source of wisdom and the receptacle of
values 70 along with the wisdom and values stegner s theory
of literature also includes an element of mysticism which tra-
ditionally belongs to religion neither the creative act nor the
act of reading can ever be reduced to the laws of measurable
science the aesthetic experience is an insight communicated
by example from writer to reader 71 and is never quite ex-
plainableplainable the writer and the reader are men fishing in ob-
scure depths they are dealers in mystery when the writer
reveals to the reader the truth he has found he is a seer and
stegner quotes conrad again these revelations bind men to
each other bind together all humanity the dead and the
living and the living to the unborn 72 the creation and
understanding of a piece of literature are mystical experiences
this experience is a kind of private insight by which man gets
a clear eyedeyed73 view of the ambiguities of human life

stegner the writer in america p 4
stegner one way to spell man p 10
ibid ppap 10111011loiiloiliosilo10 11
ibid p 43
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saysogayso or sense

eileen G kump

amy gordon was to have a new house and in a frenzy of
neighborliness folks came to tell israel how to build it neigh-
bors who shared work horses and yeast starts freely shared
their wisdom if I1 were you brother gordon

too excited and pleased to do otherwise the gordons lis-
tened well then after supper they separated the wheat from
the chaff and fortified themselves for another day israel told
amy it s your house within reason reason meant what-
ever the bank would loan a man with an excellent reputation
and fair collateral she was therefore careful with her dream-
ing it would be a simple strong house with plenty of room
and one or two of those up to date advantages

when israel s father arrived suitcase in hand amy
showed him a cot in the children s room for as long as you
will stay she said lola begs to sleep on the floor and she
will have her wish

thank you amy dear
there were tears in the old man s eyes as amy kissed him

on the cheek we need you
1 I thought we would lay foundation today he said

folding back his shirt cuffs
amy smiled and put her arm through his as they walked

outside oh we re not ready for foundation grandpa we ve
lots to do first sixty years experience she thought sixty
years head start she watched him go thankful in her heart
for his strong back and yes even for his knowhow what
they did not want of it they could manage a piece at a time
the neighbors had given them plenty of practice

mrs ferrell kump is a housewife and mother in st joseph missouri where
her husband is a professor of education she has written and published widely
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but what are a few weeks of practice against a lifetime
amy turned from her sewing and saw israel and grandpa
side by side announcing before she was even aware of their
presence that she did not want what she knew she wanted
in israel s eyes was the zeal of a convert and in grandpa s the
patient kindness a good man shows the child found in error

you don t want a basement amy dear said grandpa
how could she reply despite his size he was six inches

shorter than israel grandpa had in his wide back energy for
a full day s labor in his hands the craftsman s skill worse
he had one of those rich prophetic voices some of the church
leaders had voices that didndian t need to shout and he had an
iron gray mustache

amy looked at him and at the son who thought his father
was moses and wondered whether to go down fighting

israel says it won t cost much more than an extra room
upstairs grandpa I1 do want a basement

amy amy amy grandpa s voice gradually softened but
it was the softening voice of intensity not argument you
don t want one of those those dugouts on this fine property
he walked to the window what a fine corner lot my

but it wouldnwouldnt t be a dugout grandpa we11ll have cement
it would be cool and beautiful

amy grandpa came and put his arm around her should-
ers still he was not arguing still his voice did not waver
amy you need to be reminded that your own father and

I1 ve known him all my life was born in a cave on the side of
a hill I1 ve heard him tell of it how his pa dug that hole with
his own two hands but your pa never called it a house it
was a place to exist until a house could be built on top of the
ground where a house ought to be do you think your pa
didndian t build that house as fast as he could

grandpa there are no snakes here
he laughed without impatience 1 I m not talking of snakes

my dear why an upstairs is heaven and closer to heaven
too he smiled his voice jolly and nostalgic at the same time
my but the mornings that come back to me out of an attic

room with an east window my my

he was off into thought as always absolutely right abso-
lutely unmovable but was he right amy looked at israel
for an answer but saw only mosaic adoration
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you promised me israel we thought about a basement
together

1 I know it and we re not going to do anything you won t
allow but pa has built a lot of houses

and now he s building ours
it was an unkind thing to say no one in southern utah

could build a better house but her basement she had felt
its coolness imagined the baby asleep there while she canned
away august she had already dug it with her bare hands

now grandpa was rolling his sleeves all the way up the
matter settled of course it had been settled when he rode
up with his suitcase amy would not have her basement she
would not have whatever grandpa in a lifetime of experience
had not found to be good she could see her house now just
like grandma nellie s with a steaming upstairs and deck
porches the width of the house on both floors

A carpenter came and amy sent him to join the adversary
she tried to keep away from the window so she would not
have to watch them bury forever her undug basement could
she do as much could she bury her anger and never mention
basements again as long as she lived she could try what
did she really know about them anyway A picture a com-
ment things that wouldnwouldnt t cover the head of a pin beside
grandpa s knowhow she scolded herself unselfishly took all
the blame for troubling the waters and hoped for an extended
peace hoped that lola had not outgrown that old whim of
hers about sleeping on the floor

by the time the foundation was laid and the plans were
completed amy had given up her ample closets can t you
see that they would encourage the foolish acquiring of cloth-
ing remove temptation be frugal and simple my dear
she had also changed her mind about wanting deeper more
gradual stairs A waste of space daughter up is up but
these submissions were trifling amy began to suspect male
judgment in any form if israel said bedtime she got to
looking at the clock even if she was having difficulty keeping
her eyes open when he called on one of the children to
say family prayer no matter who it was she knelt there
wondering whose turn he had overlooked but the thing that
finally shattered her faith in men the thing that finally made
grandpa an old man with old fashioned ideas was the problem
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of which direction the house ought to face only it was not
a problem to amy she had never for one second seen it as
a matter that needed deciding until she overheard the men
talking

will the house look west or south brother gordon
asked the carpenter

grandpa was silent and silence made amy uneasy west
to the main road of course to the west

how fortunate to be on a corner lot and have a choice
grandpa sounded really grateful by all means he said
the main entrance should be on the south

south amy looked over at grandpa and in a tight slow
voice said why don t you put it on the roof

what was that amy dear asked grandpa
1I m sorry grandpa I1 was being foolish I1 thought I1 heard

you say that the house was to face south
by all means

amy sat down and picked up her mending but her tremb-
ling hands would not sew she had been patient she had
been agreeable sometimes she had been right and all those
times floated back giving her strength

by what means grandpa by what means why south
she stood and went to the door south she saw the cemetery
the narrowing road where it curved into the desert south she
saw one house the shanty where watermelon joe lived

look south look
the town is going to grow amy someday the main part

ofbf town will be out there
it will
it will
but grandpa the school the church house the store the

people they re all north the whole state is north she
looked at israel don t let him back to grandpa what
isncisn t north grandpa name one thing that isncisn t north

the carpenter filled the silence that s just it sister
gordon north is all filled up north is utilized fully util-
ized

that s why a south front would be nonsense don t you
see everyone who comes including our children and our-
selves including you grandpa on your way from willow flat
comes from the north she sat down again my garden and
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kitchen are on the north folks will spy the back door and
they will come right in who will walk clear around the house
just to get in right everyone will come through my kitchen
the bishop the relief society sisters the apostles

amy was sure she had been convincing she would forgive
grandpa his momentary blindness after all he had built most
of his houses where there were no main streets to consider
she smiled at him and he smiled back

this decision is very important you will live here for
the rest of your lives it was an observation not a rebuttal

that s true grandpa
you will likely never move again you ought to be con-

tent
sometimes she loved that voice
yes grandpa you do see perhaps he was a moses
and when the town grows south

amy felt her cheeks flame had he heard one word
when the town grows south a west entrance will be a

daily annoyance a daily reminder of lack of foresight when
the

when when when she was sure she would cry
and when the town does not grow south I1 will have a daily

annoyance that will drive me out of my mind she ran from
the room abandoning the men to their visions she could see
the town through her tears snuggled against the graveyard
the rattling homestead the barren fringe of desert she would
not submit

but that night she had a dream god was conducting
priesthood meeting and grandpa and israel and thediedle carpenter
were on the front row hanging on every word god said
when they came to earth men could have their choice saysogayso
or sense but they couldncoulden t have both because that wouldnwouldnt t
be fair to the women he called a vote and grandpa s hand
shot up for saysogayso before god had finished speaking amy
awoke sure the choice had been unanimous by daylight she
had decided that god approving she had no alternative but
to leave the men to their folly

after breakfast she made her speech the front door
should face west main street it should be easy and logical to
get to from the north or the south my mind is the same as
it was last night however I1 gave up my basement which
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would have been cool and beautiful and I1 gave up my vain
closets and wasteful stairway I1 will now give up having my
front door on the front of the house

amy amy amy
1 I don t want to talk about it any more
they left her their stomachs full their minds undoubtedly

troubled that she did not see perhaps israel reminded his pa
that it was amy s house after all but amy never even hoped it
she let herself be mad inside whenever she wanted to and she
watched them build her house the way they wanted to she nev-
er let on what she had dreamed or how much she hurt inside
when they built her a coolroomcookroomcoolroom with several inches of cobble
rock underneath the cement floor and with sawdust between
the studding in all the walls she showed them her pleasure
inwardly she marvelledmarvelleemarvel led at how the men in her dream could
go about building such a fine coolroomcookroomcoolroom without her objections

but to nurture such sarcasm made amy uneasy it was
wrong for a woman when the house was finished the pic-
tures hung the rooms moved into she was pleased and she
longed to have once more her sturdy faith in israel that
trust that made obedience beautiful she longed to feel again
that the priesthood could actually carry the burdens without
throwing the world into chaos

when the time came to dedicate the new house to the lord s

care israel relinquished his right and asked grandpa to offer
the prayer amy hid her unsightly wash boiler and such things
as usually hang beside a back door and on sunday afternoon
grandpa and a radiant band of friends and neighbors filed in
through the kitchen they arranged themselves in the parlor

As grandpa began to pray amy s heart churned for a mira-
cle she had to have it father we dedicate into thy watch
care and keeping this beautiful home oh father it is beau-
tiful its beautiful regardless bless this good family thou
knowest the intents of their hearts are righteous father thou
knowest how men are father help me to take no delight
in their folly bless1316ssbiess every comfortable room bless every child
who grows there bless the timbers that the elements
bless me never to mention my basement again remove bit-
ternessterness doubt within these walls let thy holy spirit abide
in peace always we pray thee in christs name amen in
peace in peace oh please amen
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amy sank into a chair not until grandpa came over and
looked into her eyes and took her hands between his own did
she realize she was still crying

thank you grandpa
im sorry everybody invaded the woman s realm by track-

ing through the kitchen amy dear but please don t cry
she cried harder
my my amy it s only a house he said

amy s eyes were suddenly dry she looked up at the old
man

of course amy A wordlygordly convenience trivia is trivia
and must remain so in a world of sorrow

amy s heart quieted after that oh there were setbacks
the president of the church himself walked through her kit-
chen once during soap making and one cold saturday night
the relief society sisters almost stumbled over israel sitting
before the oven door in the bathing tub there may even
have been another time or two when amy came so near telling
israel her dream that she trembled but she kept it trivia is
trivia besides how could a dream matter to israel when it
made less and less sense to her



hay derrick

john sterling harris

you can see the derrick there
in the lower meadow by the marsh
where there s a low stack
of hay against the pale sky

the father made them unhook the chain
that linked the pole to base
and lowered the end
to rest upon the ground

but the big pine pole
used to point toward the sun like a dial
and swing across the summer sky

to raise the loads of meadow hay

that creaking wagons brought to stack
the jackson hanging from the block
with four curved tines like blades of scythes
dropping down and sinking in the load

then hoisting high with cable taut
turning slowly in the air
and swinging over the stack
with the screek of straining blocks

then the shout of yo to pull
the trip rope and dump the hay
returning them to the wagon
eight forkfullsfork fulls for the load

mr harris is an associate professor of english at brigham young university
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so they were that august day
the father pushing the fork into the load
his son carefully building the stack
and a child on the plodding derrick horse

that drew the cable up
then backed to let it down
in easy rhythm of lower
and hoist and swing and drop

then there came a shift of wind
that made the derrick horse start
the child tried to pull the reins
but the horse bolted fast

the empty fork flew to the block
but stopped and then plunged down
where one tine pinned the son to the stack
and the broken cable covered him with coils

they left the stack unfinished
to bleach in the summer sun
and the autumn winds stirred the hay
like unkempt hair on the head of a boy



distorting polygamy for fun and profit
artemus ward and mark twain
among the mormonscormons

richard H cracroft

to many nineteenth century readers in america and
abroad mormonism and its peculiar institutions were bla-
tant affronts to decency serious moral blemishes on the
christian escutcheon of the united states of america to the
majority of such readers as richard bushman asserts mor
mons as they were portrayed in popular literature became

a foil the picture of what a good american was not 1

As such it was inevitable that mormonismandmormonism and things mormon
would become an important part of the standard bag of tricks
of every american humorist from josh billings and mark
twain to max adeler and artemus ward

the mormonscormons were excellent targets for reform and ex-
pose as well as all types of humor sufficiently remote from
the east and west coasts isolated in the fortresses of the
rocky mountains and virtually independent of outside in-
fluencesfluences the latter day saints and their territory of deseret
quickly became more than a gathering place for the faithful
they became as well a gathering place and focal point for a
myriad of jokes myths and distortions which would long go
uncorrected by the schooling hand of familiarity and first-
hand knowledge the very remoteness which protected the
saints from their enemies also allowed those same enemies

and even the apathetic to fan the coals of ignorance into
bright flames of bigotry

dr cracroft associate professor of english at brigham young university
is a specialist in the literature of the american west and writing by and about
mormonscormonsMormons

richard L bushman the historians and mormon nauvoo dialogue
V spring 1970 58
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indeed as leonard J arrington latter day saints church
historian has postulated numerous popular antebellumante bellum anti
mormon novels together with the well attended public lec-
tures and writings of eminent nineteenth century humorists
probably did much to influence national attitudes and conse-
quentlyquent ly national policies regarding the mormonscormonsMormons 2

but to the humorist the truth at least the truth with a
small t was not important for he saw in the myths which
grew up around mormon doctrines and customs especially
around polygamy with brigham young as its prototype prac-
titionertitioner an opportunity for a literary bonanza which would
allow him to mine unchallenged the ubiquitous anti mor
mon claims of mormon licentiousness as well as the nebulous
gothic horrors of death by danite murderers and mysterious
and secret mormon ritual in forbidden temples all of these
fascinations would receive humorous attention but the focus
would remain on that which seemed to most of the humorists
a chance to explore an apparently funny anachronism a
turkish harembarem in the american far west the mormon situa-
tion gave the humorist unlimited opportunity to exploit mock
envy ridiculous exaggeration and wild hyperbole as well as
a chance to jab at what the non mormon world saw as a
startling discrepencydiscrepancy between claims of religious piety and the
apparent sensuality of polygamy

of course they knew better at least artemus ward and
mark twain the two leading humorists of their decades
knew better twain in roughing it admitted begrudgingly
that mormon society looked decent and hardbardhardworkingworking and
artemus ward the pseudonym for charles farrer browne
185418671834186718341854 1867 who made so much capital from his world famous
lecture among the mormonscormonsMormons hadbad to admit soberly that
apparently the mormon women are happy I1 saw plur-

ality at its best and I1 give it to you at its best then fearful
of popular opinion he hastens to add 1I have shown the
silver lining of this great social cloud that back of this silver
lining the cloud must be thick and black I1 feel quite sure 3

see leonard J arrington and jon haupt intolerable zion the image
of mormonism in nineteenth century american literature western hu-
manitiesmani ties review XXII summer 1968 243260243 260 also thethe11e missouri and
illinois mormonscormons in antebellumante bellum fiction V spring 1970 375037 50

charles farrer browne artemus ward the complete works of
charles F browne london chatto and windus publishers c 1870 p
235 all references to ward s works cited in the text are from this edition
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it was not however plurality at its best that made for
laughter on page or stage and consequently twain and
ward turned from the facts as they had learned them first-
hand to the myth which fascinated and delighted millions
thus an anonymous reviewer in the london timeytimestizes favorably
reviewed ward s mormon lecture because it was utterly free
from offence though the opportunities for offenceoffense given by
the subject of mormonism are obviously numerous p 391
the myths which surrounded mormonism were at once re-
pelling yet titillating and artemus ward and to a lesser ex-
tent mark twain seized upon this tension to excite wide
reading and listening audiences by speaking with pokerfacedpoker faced
solemnity about the perils of going unattached among the
marrying mormonscormonsMormons the laughter which the pair aroused in
their writings and their lectures reverberatesreverberatedreverberates into the present
at the same time that it sheds new light on the past

A look then at mark twain s and artemus ward s hum-
orous use of their popular mormon material shows not only
their own adherence to the anti mormon myth despite their
own experience to the contrary but it also reveals clearly that
despite mark twain s literary supremacy it was artemus ward
who realized and utilized the mormon material to greater ad-
vantage such an examination also suggests that mark twain
probably learned a great deal about handling his mormon ma-
terial from ward and reveals that both of them lionized as
they were at home and abroad hit very near the sensitivities
of the english speaking people regarding world opinion about
mormonism the mormon materials become then for literary
and historical reasons alike a fascinating prism on the past

THE differences TWAINS GENIUS

VS WARDS brilliance
it is important here to establish the obvious that regardl-

ess of twain s relative failure to utilize with much success
the mormon material he was nevertheless superior in his ar-
tistry to artemus ward ward was a lecturer who could un-
derstandderstand and then shape his audience but he had little patience
with writing twain also a fine lecturer became a great writ-
er plumbing to its depths a well of natural genius the dif-
ferencesferences are seen clearly in their handling of another mutual
topic horace greeley s unforgettable ride to placervillePlacerville
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As Arartemusternus ward told it to rollicking audiences it must
have been a classic recountal the story tells how greeley
while making a celebrated progress through california became
impatient one late afternoon with the california stage com-
pany which had been chartered to carry him the forty miles
from folsom to placervillePlacerville in time for a 7 pm festivity in
his honor the stage company writes ward said to henry
monk its crack driver henry this great man must be there
by seven tonightto night monk accepted the charge however soon
after departure the great greeley became impatient at the
slow progress over rough roads and shouted to monk sir
are you aware that I1 must be in placervillePlacerville at seven 0 clock
tonight to which monk drawls 1 I ve got my orders and
continues his slow pace in response to numerous similar pro-
testationste henry monk merely repeats 1 I ve got my orders
greeley becomes more and more upset then suddenly henry
monk cuts loose and the horses begin a furious run achieving
under the cursingscurlingscursings and whippings of monk a rate of speed
never before achieved by stage horses bouncing about mis-
erably greeley becomes furious and manages to scream do
on t on t on t you u u think we e e e shall get
there by seven if we do on t on t on t go so fast to
which henry monk replies 1 I ve got my orders

frightened at the breakneck speed greeley begins to insist
that henry slow down just as earlier he had urged him to
speed up again 1 I ve got my orders was the only response
finally irritated by greeley s vociferous cries henry yells
down to greeley in astonishing democratic irreverence for the
great

I1 ve got my orders I1 work for the californycaliforniCaliforny stage com-
pany I1 do that s wot I1 work for they said git this
man through by seving an this man s goin through you
bet gerlongderlongGerlong whoo ep

the stunned greeley roars stop you maniac to which
monk answers 1 I ve got my orders keep your seat horace

the story concludes with henry monk s driving determin-
edly through a welcoming party of soldiers brass band and
wagonloadwagon load of lovely damsels in milk white dresses refusing
with an 1 I ve got my orders to allow greeley to disembark
until he reaches placervillePlacerville at seving again he shouts to
his nose bleeding and bedraggled passenger whoo ep KEEP
YOUR SEAT HORACE and finishes the drive keeping
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his emphasis on the exploitation of the genteel vernacular ten-
sionsionslon and the resultant humor ward concludes the tale by
pointing out that monk enjoys a modest fame because of the
adventure and that monk himself concludes always by noting
democratically that he yields to no man in his admiration for
horace greeley appp 206210206 210

though undoubtedly exciting and hilarious when told
orally this tale lacks the finesse of twain s similar tales the
genteel vernacular tension is well drawn as is the mock heroic
tone which characterized the frontier single mindedness and
brashness of henry monk but ward s tale has few of those
literary touches which spring mark twain loose from his
coterie of humorous friends and associates to launch him into
orbit with the greats of american belles lettres in ward s

rendition there is no sense of narrator no attempt to use the
framegrame story with its comments on the teller of the tale no
real attempt to deal in the subtleties which generallyorenecrene rallyraily differ-
entiate twain s written yet oral humor from the oral yet
written humor of artemus ward

the point is made clear when one turns to roughing it
1872 and to twain s rendering of the same greeley tale a

tale well known in the nevada territory in the 1860s and one
which ward might well have heard fromgrom twain himself dur-
ing the week long carouse in virginia city in december 1863
writes twain relating the story as supposedly told to him
by a stage driver

I1 can tell you a most laughable thing indeed if you would
like to listen to it horace greeley went over this road once
when he was leaving carson city he told the driver hank
monk that he had an engagement to lecture at placervillePlacerville
and was very anxious to go through quick hank monk
cracked his whip and started off at an awful pace the
coach bounced up and down in such a terrific way that it
jolted the buttons off of horace s coat and finally shot
his head clean through the roof of the stage and then he
yelled at hank monk and begged him to go easier said
he warn t in as much of a hurry as he was awhile ago but
hank monk said keep your seat horace and ill get you
there on time and you bet you he did too what was left
of him 4

markark twain roughing it new york harper and brothers publishers
1959 ppap 137138137 138 139143139 143 passim first published in 1872 by the ameri-
can publishing company all references to roughing it in the text are from
this edition
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clearly twain s version of the story is abbreviated told
without any of ward s details and told by a vernacular tale-
teller the tale has more of a drawl to it and the head
through the roof of the stage and the what was left of
him conclusion heighten the drama of the keep your seat
horace punchlinepunchlikepunchline even this brief rendering seems at least
on paper a better rendering than ward s tale

but twain is not finished and in his additional treatment
of the tale we see clearly what bernard devoto meant when
he claimed that the chief difference between twain and ward
was that twain had the ability to borrow an inspiration and
improve upon it thus twain devotes nearly a whole chapter
to the tale after the above recounting twain relates how
his personnagersonnapersonna hears the exact tale repeated word for word
from a denver man from a calvary sergeant from a mormon
preacher and finally from a poor wanderer who had lain
down to die the wanderer is revived and determines to show
his thanks by remarking 1 I can tell you a most laughable thing
indeed twain promptly stifflessnifflesstif fles the story in a marvelous
hyperbolic denunciation

suffering stranger proceed at your peril you see in me the
melancholy wreck of a once stalwart and magnificent man-
hood what has brought me to this that thing which you
are about to tell gradually but surely that tiresome old
anecdote has sapped my strength undermined my consti-
tution withered my life pity my helplessness spare me
only just this once and tell me about poor george wash-
ington and his little hatchet for a change appp 141142141 142

even then twain is not finished he adds we were
saved but not so the invalid in trying to retain the anecdote
in his system liehelleile strained himself and died in our arms in
a soaring conclusion twain then comments that he had heard
that deathless incident four hundred and eighty one or eighty

two times he insists that most men of letters ancient and
modern real and imaginary have utilized the same anecdote
and he adds that 1 I have heard that it is in the talmud I1
have been told that it is employed in the inquisition in rome
and I1 now learn with regret that it is going to be set to music
the real grandeur of the pacific coast he adds is not the
redwood trees of yosemite but after all hank monk and his
adventure with horace greeley p 143

twain s fourfoldfour fold repetition of the story his exaggeration
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of the effects on the wanderer when he is forbidden his telling
his hyperbole about the numerous repetitions he has endured
demonstrate samuel clemens genius triumphing dramatically
over the performing brilliance of charles farrer browne just
as devoto claims

ARTEMUS WARDS INFLUENCE ON MARK TWAIN

so bernard devoto a major american critic and devotee
of mark twain was right when he praised twain s superiority
as the humorist of the american nineteenth century but when
devoto in his landmark defense of twain in mark kwainstwains
america 1932 concludes his too brief dismissal of artemus
ward s influence on twain by saying that the pair s methods
and their effects were antipathetic he is wrong and when
liehelleile adds that their minds were disparate their intentions
antagonistic their methods incommensurable 5 he is wrong
again in fact devoto s criticism motivated primarily by van
wyck brooks and others attacks on mark twain is often
guilty of too much heat in defense of twain of feeling he
must enhance twain s reputation at any cost in this case at
the cost of ward s already diminished reputation

since devoto made his vigorous declaration in 19521932 few
have ventured to contradict the results of his conscientious
study nevertheless looking at twain and ward s treat-
ment of mormonism reveals that in twain s early writing at
least their minds and methods were not disparate their in-
tentionstentions were not antagonistic working out of the same tra-
dition both of them saw mormonism as a popular humorous
topic capable of yielding a great deal of low grade ore which
they had the ability to mine effectively though twain was
clearly the native genius who was fast becoming an exciting
writer and though artemus ward was an exciting lecturer
who had little respect for the written word twain s written
yet oral humor and ward s oral yet written humor were often
similar moreover in treating the mormonscormons at least twain s

genius was often bested by ward s brilliance
twain confessed that he had been influenced by artemus

ward indeed as paul fatout notes twain wrote and de-
livered a popular though condescending lecture on ward in

bernard devoto mark kwainstwains america boston houghtonhough ton mifflin
co 1932 ppap 219 221 further references to devoto in the text are from
this edition
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which he used ward s life and humor for a pegboard on
which to hang jokes by ward and by mark twain so

heavily dependent was twain upon ward s earlier lectures
and humor that he once introduced himself as charles F
clemens and one reporter called twain s lecture on ward
mark ward on artemus twain 6 furthermore in his essay
how to tell a story twain acknowledges his admiration

for ward as a master lecturer story teller humorist and mas-
ter of the pause that literary device so central to twain s own
writing and lecturing and twain s platform manner capital-
ized on the same deadpan seriousness the pregnant pauses
folk logic and related absurdities exaggerations and not so
innocent belch in the parlor irreverences which made ward im-
mensely popular in the united states and england

A significant area of ward s influence on twain is seen
in their similar yet disparate handlingshand lings of morimorlmormonnon materials
when twain began writing innocents at home which was
to become roughing it his two day experience among the
mormonscormons was already over ten years old and even later when
liehelleile came to write the mormon chapters as part of his overland
journey he wrote to his brother orion do you remember any
of the scenes names incidents or adventures of the coach
trip for I1 remember next to nothing about the matter 7

and asked orion to jot down some notes of reminiscence

at the same time he had become familiar with ward s

then published lecture on the mormonscormonsMormons and he knew of his
late friend s enormous success with the lecture he was aware
of the literary potential of humorous jabs at what artemus
ward had called bigamy trigamy and brighamyBrighamy p 515
was aware of the tide of anti mormonism which had emerged
as a kind of popular antisemitismanti semitism in a country which delighted
in attacking irish catholics catholics in general masons mor
mons and scandal ridden administrations it was natural then
that in writing the mormon chapters in roughing it twain
would turn to ward s lectures and commentary on life among
the mormonscormons and he did

certainly in ward s mormon material written shortly after
his month long stay among the saints twain recognized a

paul fatout mark twain on the lecture circuit bloomington indiana
university press 1960 p 152 fatout gives a number of instances of wards
influences on twainskwains lecturing

quoted in henry nash smiths introduction to roughing it p xiii
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freshness and interest which his own general inattentiveness
and youthful nonchalance had prevented him from enjoying on
his visit to salt lake city in 1862 seizing the potential of
mormonscormons as the target of humorous barbs ward had written
a fictitious but wildly farcical account of a visit to brigham
young which was published in the I11 november 1860 vanity
faltpairfairearresit in that sketch he struck the pose he would take in 1864
when he wrote his popular lecture artemus ward among
the mormonscormonsMormons following his real visit to the saints 8 in 1860
he writes for example that it takes young six weeks to kiss
his wives he don t do it only onctonat a yere & sezaez it is wuss nor
cleanincleanie house after several fantastic experiences among a
lot of femaile mormonessesMormonesses ward girdidgirded up my lions &
fled the seen 1I packtfackt up my duds & left salt lake which is
a 2ndand soddumsodium & germorrerGermorrer inhabited by as theavinthealin & on
principled a set of retchisbetchis as ever drew breth in any spot on
the globe p 76

this farcical jab at brigham young and his followers
would return to haunt ward for in january 1864 he visited
great salt lake city despite joshing warnings by gentile
friends that the danitescanites would get him the danitescanites didndian t
get him but the mountain fever a variety of typhoid fever
nearly did on the evening following a real visit to president
young ward was felled with an attack of fever which nearly

inn october 18631865 ward with E P hingston as his manager began a
lecture tour of the far west it was a successful and important tour he
lectured to thousands in san francisco and other west coast communities
then moved inland to lecture to the miner circuit at virginia city ward
struck up a friendship with mark twain later ward was influential in
getting twain s the jumping frog of calaverastalaverasCalaveras county published in a
new york newspaper at the conclusion of the mining circuit lectures ward
flipped a twenty dollar gold piece exclaiming if it comes down eagle well
go to the mormonscormons it did and they did somewhat uncomfortable about
the destroying angels ward became even more uncomfortable when at
one way station he asked a pretty mormon wife who said she was from
kirtland ohio if she knew a crazy old rascal there of the name of martin
harris 1 I did the girl replied he was my father in salt lake city
ward registered at the salt lake house where they were hosted by james
townsend the landlord in his illness ward was attended by dr jonathan
H williamson post surgeon at camp douglas but was so gravely ill that
hingston began making arrangements for transporting the body back home
mrsairs townsend james second polygamous wife cared for ward as did mrs
battershall an elderly englishwoman ward recovered and finally delivered
his lecture on babes in the woods to the mormonscormonsMormons on 8 february 1864
the salt lake theater was packed but receipts were only 490.0049000 for
many prominent saints were admitted free returning to new york ward
wrote his mormon lecture toured the east and the south with two tours in
new york he left on 2 june 1866 for england lecturing there until 23
january 1867 he became ill with tuberculosis failed steadily and died at
southampton on 6 march 1867 at thirty four
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killed him weakened as he was by excesses ironically ward
who had been reminded by elder T B H stenhouse that
young had ward s book in his library and that the humorist
11 ought not to have made ridicule of our church was nursed
back to health by mormon relief society women and inquired
after daily by stenhouse who was sent by brigham young with
gifts of wine and fruit ward would write to twain on
21 january 1864 that the saints have been wonderfully kind
to me I1 could not have been better or more tenderly nursed
at home god bless them all p 158

ward s blessing on behalf of the saints was short lived
for even as ward and his manager E P hingston left salt
lake city by sleigh ward countered hingston s suggestion
that mormonism was a blend of swedenborganismswedenborgianism and mo-
hammedanismhammedanism with a terse petticoatism and plunder ward
returned to new york penned his mormon lecture and his
notes and essays on his stay among the saints and commis-
sioned panorama to be painted about life among the polygapalyga
mists an idea which was to prove popular and make ward
the first humorist on the circuit to utilize the popular pano-
rama device to illustrate his lectures but most important
ward unlike twain was able to utilize his firsthand experi-
ences in a fresh and vivid way the difference such freshness
made in the treatment of the mormon material is significant

TWAIN AND WARD ON BRIGHAM YOUNG AND POLYGAMY

artemus ward s handling of the mormonscormonsMormons in artemus
ward his travels among the cormonsmormonsMormons in artemus ward
his lecture in artemus ward his book and in essays and
sketches is much fresher than is twain s in chapters 131613 16
of roughing it A study of these materials demonstrates the
incisive freshness of ward s material as opposed to the often
strained nature of twain s humor regarding the book of mor-
mon which he had apparently not read9reada such a study dem-
onstrateson as well that artemus ward while not a genius or
even a very good writer was capable of brilliant humor
and rich imagination it also reveals ward as a man from
whom twain contrary to devoto s claim took some im-
portant lessons at no place is this so clear as in the mormon

see richard H cracroft the gentle blasphemer mark twain holy
scripture and the book of mormon BYU studies XI winter 1971 119-
140
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materials and more particularly in their treatments of brig-
ham young and polygamy

mark twain s treatment of brigham young is generally
disappointing most of his lines about the mormon prophet
fall flat as does his strained and irrelevant passage about
brigham young patting twain on the head and asking twain s

brother ah your child I1 presume boy or girl p 97
twain s best humor regarding young occurs in the long

recitation by a gentile named johnson concerning young s

difficulties with his wives in the mock exaggeration of my
plight treatment already established by artemus ward twain
has brigham young recite his woesboes the breastpin given to
his favorite which will have to be duplicated with every wife
costing him thousands of dollars the money spent on papa s

watches the money spent on bedsteads which young at-
tempts to regain by converting seventy two bedsteads into one
bedstead seven feet long and ninety six feet wide the re-
sultant problem of course that the breathing of the slumber-
ing wiveswives caused the walls of the bedroom to suck in and push
out brigham young concludes this section with a remarkable
piece of advice in which he urges johnson not to encumber
yourself with a large family in a small family only
you will find that comfort and peace of mind which are the
best at last of the blessings this world is able to afford us
take my word for it ten or eleven wrveswiveswideswives isis all you need
never go over it p 108 italics added

ward is better than twain on brigham young in ward
one finds the origin of the sage counsel to a young man from
an old polygamist which twain uses in a solemn fictional
interview with ward brigham young says artemus my
boy you don t know how often a man marries against his will
let me recite one case out of a hundred that has happened
to myself he then recites his woesboes how he approached a
family from hoboken comprised of four lovely daughters a
mother and two grandmothers one with teeth the other
without 1 I took confesses brigham a fancy to the youngest
of the girls and proposed after reflection the girl replies
that 1I can t think of marrying you without you marry my
three sisters as well brigham tells ward that he agreed
and approached their mother for consent no objections to
your marrying my four girls says she but you11ll have to
take me as well after reflection young consents and goes
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to the two grandmothers for their approval and receives a
similar response young finally agrees writes ward to
swallow the two old venerable antiques as a sort of sauce
to the other five p 517

the same story recurs in ward s work on seeing one
mormon polygamist ward writes the man s marital history of
his nuptials with several sisters their mother and their grand-
mothers and he concludes

the family were in indigent circumstances and they could
not but congratulate themselves on securing a wealthy hus-
band it seemed to affect the grandmother deeply for the
first words she said on reaching her new home were now
thank god I1 shall have my gruel reglar p 236

twain renders the same story apparently heavily influ-
enced by ward but he treats it briefly cursorily and with
little imagination though it is still funny twain writes how
it is interesting to sit among the gentiles and hear them tell
how

some portly old frog of an elder or a bishop marries a
girl likes her marries her sister likes her marries an-
other sister likes her takes another likes her marries her
mother likes her marries her father grandfather great
grandfather and comes back hungry and asks for more

p 102

but while johnson the gentile is in twain fascinated with
brigham young s domestic arrangement ward is even more
concerned after quips about how in utah all the pretty girls
mostly marry young or that brigham loves not wisely but
two hundred well ward ladles in such tidbits as the menu
at the young home which is comprised mostly of delicacies
such as matrimonial stews brigham s lambs domestic
broils little deers with a choice for dessert of apples of
discord or mormon sweetheartssweet hearts p 144 he fussesbusses at
several places about brigham s clothesline noting that 1 I
undertook to count their long stockings on the clothesline in
young s backyardback yard one day and I1 used up the multiplication

table in less than half an hour it made me dizzy p 236
ward s mock concern for young s domestic confusions con-

tinues in another piece of advice from young to ward again
prefiguringprefiguring twain s treatment of young s work about papa s

watches and teething rings ward has brigham complain to
him that though he had recently married again he says he
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shall stop now all he wants claims ward on the authority
of the mormon prophet is to live in peace for the remainder
of his days and have his dying pillow soothed by the loving
hands of his family but ward worries if all his family
soothe his dying pillow he11ll have to go outdoorsout doors to die
appp 377378377578577378577578377577 578378 these and other such absurdities as ward s

showing a picture of young surrounded by manifold wives
and multiple children and adding drolly ah what is a home
without a family remind the attentive reader very much of
mark twain but also remind him that ward predates twain s

treatment of the mormonscormons by nearly ten years and that twain
never wrote so well about brigham young

mark twain s best mormon humor occurs when he con-
fesses mockingly that he had proposed to write the usual
expose of polygamy until liehelleile saw the mormon women then
liehelleile soars

I1 was touched my heart was wiser than my head it
warmed toward these poor ungainly and pathetically homely
creatures and as I1 turned to hide the generous moisture
in my eyes I1 said no the man that marries one of them
has done an act of christian charity which entitles him to
the kindly applause of mankind not their censure and the
man that marries sixty of them has done a deed of open-
handed generosity so sublime that the nations should stand
uncovered in his presence and worship in silence p 101

this is probably the best literary and humorous moment in
twain s three mormon chapters and its humor like charity
never fafallethileth

unfortunately however the few really successful moments
in the mormon segments of roughing it are offset by the
dreary and too frequently nonhumorousnon humorous attempts to convert
the book of mormon into literary wealth twain who pre
figures his own rather feeble attempts to do the same thing
in christian science 1907 with mary baker eddy s science
and health finds himself in the dilemma of having to explain
the book s contents before he can make fun of it and the
attempt falls flat despite a few good lines again twain
may have got the idea from ward who publishes in his book
the whole section 132 of the book of doctrine and cove-
nants commenting the book of mormon is ponderous but
gloomy and at times incoherent he hadnhaan t read it either
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but the revelation of joseph smith in regards to the absorbing
question of plurality or polygamy may be of sufficient in-
terest to reproduce here p 237 twain had not read the
book of mormon with anything like attention or concentraconcentta
tion10tion and it seems ward was likewise guilty but it was
ward who wisely overcame the temptation to use the book
and twain who stumbled into transgression

in fact it is ward who again and again demonstrates a
better sense of humor and audience in regard to the mormon
materials at least than twain whether commenting that
heber C kimball counselor to president young had one
thousand head of cattle and a hundred head of wives p
378 or refusing kimball s supposed offer of a turn on the
dance floor with one of his wives a thing ward wrote
which makes a mormon ball more spicy than a gentile one

p 235 or noting irreverently that heber C kimball will
11 wear the mormon belt when brigham leaves the ring ward
demonstrates a keen sense of the incongruity between mormon
life and mainstream american life and he capitalizes on his
sensitivity

he capitalizes especially on the poor gentile in the midst
of the harem accounts and delights in relating a farce of how
he fought off seventeen mormon widows and was forced to
refuse their profpreferrederred hand when they responded with 0
cruelcruet man this is too much oh too much he parries with
1 I told them that it was on account of the muchness that I1
declined p 380 and to another group of imploring wid-
ows who cry that hebe must not dash the cup of happiness
from his life he retorts that 1 I have no objection to a
cup but I1 cannot stand an entire hogshead p 515 and
again liehelleile shows his sense of the humorous incongruity of mor-
mon polygamy amidst gentile monogamy when he relates how
an irate saint and his twenty four wives left the salt lake
theater during a romantic play the lady of lyons because
the polygamist patriarch couldncoulden t stand to 11 see a play where
a man made such a cussed fuss over one woman p 222

A final example will suffice in demonstrating wards
ability to render the mormon situation humorously in a mor-
mon romance reginald glo verson a fractured sketch in the
condensed novels tradition of bret harte ward describes the

ibid
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parting of reginald a mormon mule skinner from his wives
prior to his trip east says reginald to his assembled lovelies

I1 know that every night as I1 lay down on the broad starlit
prairie your bright faces will come to me in my dreams
and make my slumbers sweet and gentle you emily with
your mild blue eyes and you henrietta with your splendid
black hair and you nelly with your hair so brightly beau-
tifully golden and you mollie with your cheeks so downy
and you betsy with your wine red lips far more delicious
though than any wine I1 ever tasted and you maria with
your winsome voice and you susan with your with your
that is to say susan with your and the other thirteen of
you each so good and beautiful will come to me in sweet
dreams will you not dearestists p 280

he departs dies and causes consconsternationtern atlon especiaspeciespeciallyallyaily as his
wives are left to debate their relative positions behind the
bier a debate they resolve by walking twenty abreast two
years later a young mormon already blessed with twentyfivetwenty five
wives proposes to the group and is accepted whereupon he
says we will show the world a striking illustration of the
beauty and truth of the noble lines twenty one souls
with a single thought twenty one hearts that beat as one
concludes ward in a mock confusion and illogic worthy of
twain

does not the moral of this romance show that does it
not in fact show that however many there may be of a
young widow woman or rather does it not show that what-
ever number of persons one woman may consist of well
never mind what it shows only this writing mormon
romances is confusing to the intellect you try it and see
pp284284

conclusion ARTEMUS WARDS significance
if writing about mormonscormons was confusing to ward s in-

tellecttellectsellectct it was because writing in general was a thing he pro-
fessed to dislike he saw himself as a humorous lecturer who
disliked freezing his humor in print he needed a living and
lively audience and he was confident in his ability to enliven
them yet he was after all experienced with the pen he had
served as a contributor and editor on B P shillaber s mrs
partington carpet bag as an editor for several papers in-
cluding the cleveland plain dealer as a contributor to vanity
fairpair and london s prestigious punch in reality then his writ
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ing background was similar to twain s when twain began
to write roughing it naturally we might conjecture on
ward s future had he lived on whether he would have be-
come given time and desire a writer or whether he would
have followed into oblivion the other humorists who quickly
blossomed then faded from the scene his collected works
seem to demonstrate that despite his protestations he was
moving as would twain toward writing as a profession still
lacking the south and the river and the vernacular and
twain s genius as the basis for his form and content ward
may never have succeeded as anything but the genial show-
man liehelleile was at his untimely death

but as I1 have attempted to demonstrate artemus ward s

work though rough should not lightly be dismissed as it
so often has been his prose and his lecture about mormonscormons
show that his methods and effects were not antipathetic to
those of twain there are striking similarities while some
of those similarities have sprung from a shared tradition it
appears that in the mormon material at least twain was
strongly influenced by his erstwhile friend at least he was
much more influenced than bernard devoto would claim

whose desire to pontificate led sometimes to careless generali-
zationszations when he wrote that ward s influence amounted to no
more than fifty words in twain s collected works p
221

clearly twain s was the greater fictional imagination and
as the horace greeley story demonstrates twain s imagination
was staggeringly fertile and his prose generally more effective
than ward s but it does not detract from twain s safe repu-
tation to add that in the use of the mormon materials which
he may well have seen as belonging to his late friend artemus
ward twain seems intimidated and unsatisfying and in
most places the lesser artist of the two

melville landon better known as eli perkins may have
overstated when he called his friend artemus ward the father
of american humor 11 but at least it is time to reconsider
ward s role as a solid influence on the life and art of mark
twain it is time to reconsider devoto s dismissal of ward
based as it seems to have been on some fear for twain s repureau

landon eli perkins thirty years of wit new yoriyork cassell p4pttbpc
lishing co 1891 p 168
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tation it is time to credit ward s minor but significant rolerole12roie
as an often brilliant and imaginative humorist who not only
showed mark twain some of the tricks of the writing and lec-
turing game but on occasion even bested him it is finally
time to look more closely at ward s and twain s account of
the mormonscormons at the myths and falsehoods which ward and
twain knowingly perpetuated about the often misunderstood
doctrines of an oft maligned church at the insights their por-
traits give into late nineteenth century american and british
attitudes and misconceptions about the life and culture and
doctrines of the latter day saints

for further bibliographical information on ward see don C seitz
artemus ward A biography and bibliography new york harper and
brothers 1919 james C austin artemus ward new york twayne
publications inc 1964 several important articles have been written on
ward including stanley T williams artemus the delicious virginia
quarterly review XXVIII 1952 214227214 227
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